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ABSTRACT
This document contains a detailed account of a study to investigate the 
interactions between space system cost-effectiveness and spacecraft re liab ility  
and redundancy. I t  is submitted to the University of Surrey fo r  the degree of 
MPhil by research (in collaboration w ith  the Defence Research Agency).
Currently there is a strong drive from  w ithin the UK to understand the cost 
drivers and minimise the costs of government funded space ventures. Present 
programmes are concerned w ith  satellite communications systems and remote sensing 
satellite systems. The aim of this study is to investigate and improve
understanding of the interactions between the cost-effectiveness of such systems 
and the re liab ility  and redundancy of the satellites w ithin them.
A broad review of other work reveals that lim ited research has been carried out 
in this particular fie ld  and that there is scope fo r  fu rther investigation. To
gain added insight into the process of optimising re liab ility  and redundancy w ith  
respect to system cost a study of the fa ilu re  histories of satellites is 
conducted. Failures of a w ear-out nature are almost as common as random failures; 
and the AOCS, power subsystem and payload are found to be the most fa ilu re  prone 
parts of a satellite.
A model is constructed which relates satellite re liab ility  and redundancy to 
system cost-effectiveness, a fte r f irs t  making a number of simplifying
assumptions. Results from  using this model indicate that a cost optimum amount of
redundancy can be found fo r  the spacecraft in this type of system. Also an 
interesting and potentially useful algorithm is derived which allows satellite  
designers to make an objective choice between whether to use cheap low q u a lity / 
technology components or more expensive high q u a lity / technology versions in a 
satellite.
A critica l review of the model and results forms the basis of a series of 
recommendations fo r fu rth er research.
in
(c) Peter Hedley Stokes 1993
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 RESEARCH BACKGROUND
At the present time there is a strong drive from  within the UK to understand the 
cost drivers and minimise the costs of government funded space ventures. Current 
programmes are concerned w ith satellite communications systems and remote sensing 
satellite systems. Therefore, methods of reducing the costs of such systems have 
to be identified and pursued.
Both o f these types of system provide a defined type of service over a defined 
period of time (the system life ) often by launching a number of satellites (ie 
there is redundancy of satellites). Satellites, by virtue of their high costs of 
production and launch, are usually designed w ith a considerable amount of 
redundancy within them in order to minimise the risk of fa ilure . However, there  
does not appear to be a good basic knowledge of the amount and type of redundancy 
that should be applied, and where it  should be applied, to achieve maximum system 
cost-effectiveness. For example, is i t  more cost-effective to build lots of 
redundancy into a satellite, or to have more, simpler satellites in the system 
instead (ie redundancy of satellites)? An understanding of questions such as this 
w ill contribute towards the government’s cost-effectiveness objectives.
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Against this background, the purpose of the study is to investigate the 
relationship between the cost-effectiveness of this type of space system and the 
re liab ility  and redundancy of the satellites in the system. The study w ill seek 
the optimum redundancy and re liab ility  options with respect to cost, both in 
general and in selected particular cases (eg a system of Earth observation 
satellites). The following areas of investigation w ill be pursued:
(1) Whether it  is more cost-effective to build in lots of redundancy w ithin a 
satellite, or to have more, simpler satellites in the system instead (ie 
redundancy of satellites). The conditions which affec t such optima w ill 
also be identified and explored.
(2) I f  redundancy within a satellite is desirable then the most cost- 
effective areas w ithin the satellite to apply the redundancy w ill be 
explored.
(3) To understand the tra d e -o ff between using low quality, ie low 
re liab ility , satellite components/equipment (which may be cheap but 
heavy) or using high quality ones (which may be more expensive but 
lighter). From this understanding, it  is hoped that a simple method fo r  
performing the tra d e -o ff can be derived and hence used by a satellite  
designer at all stages of the design process.
(4) To understand the tra d e -o ff between using low technology 
components/equipment (which may be cheaper, but less reliable and 
heavier) in a satellite, or using high technology ones (which may be 
more expensive, but more reliable and lighter). As w ith  (3), i t  is hoped 
that a simple method fo r performing the tra d e -o ff can be derived and 
hence used by satellite designers throughout the design process.
(5) The effect of varying the design life  of the satellites in a system, ie 
in terms of the cost-optimum choice of re liab ility  and redundancy to be 
built into the satellite.
(6) How parameters such as system availability requirement, launch success 
probability, and launch cost per unit satellite mass, which the satellite  
designer has no direct control over, influence the amount of re liab ility  
and redundancy that should be designed into a satellite in order to make 
the system as cost-effective as possible.
Ultimately, the research should produce guidelines which w ill allow the satellite  
designer to approach the problem of designing a satellite system in a cost- 
effective manner.
1.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
To achieve these objectives and to improve background knowledge of the subject I 
have carried out the following tasks:
A survey and critica l review of the literature.
A study of the fa ilu re  histories of spacecraft.
The construction of a mathematical model which links system cost to 
spacecraft re liab ility  and redundancy. The in itia l version o f this model 
is rightly  simplified and idealised in a number o f ways. This is because 
the study aims to identify general principles ra ther than provide a fu lly  
realistic model of any particular system. E xtra  sophistication is only 
added where necessary to confirm that conclusions are not invalidated by 
real effects.
Several interesting results have been generated as a consequence o f these 
investigations. The results go some way towards fu lfillin g  the objectives and are 
also a strong indicator fo r the direction of future research.
SECTION 2
REVIEW OF WORK RELATED TO SPACECRAFT 
RELIABILITY/REDUNDANCY/COST INTERACTIONS

2.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this section is to carry out a broad review which puts my research 
into its wider context. Papers describing approaches to the various problems 
associated w ith cost-effectiveness of satellite systems; satellite cost/ 
re lia b ility / performance trade-offs; optimisation of redundancy in spacecraft; 
and optimisation of spare satellites in a system are critica lly  evaluated to 
understand alternative approaches to achieving cost-effective satellites and 
systems.
The review highlights areas where lim ited research has been carried out and where 
understanding is weak. This not only aids in the direction of my research, but 
also gives fu rther justification fo r  the objectives to be investigated.
2.2 OPTIMISATION OF SPARE SATELLITES
One of the most well known spacecraft communications systems is the INTELSAT
series of satellites. To understand how system designers have approached the 
problem of optimising the number of satellites (active and spare) in a system it  
would seem reasonable to s ta rt by examining this particular system.
W alker (1983) notes that originally the main requirement of the INTELSAT system
was to provide transoceanic communications, w ith only one geostationary satellite
carrying the tra f f ic  in each region. Because of the increasing importance of 
satellites to international communications it  became necessary to protect the 
service against to ta l loss in the event of satellite fa ilu re  by providing spare 
satellites in orbit. These contingency satellites can be placed into fu ll service 
should an operational satellite become disabled or provide a degraded service. 
Also to ensure continuity of service, or availability, the system provides more 
than one active satellite in each region to enable the larger users to divide
their main tra f f ic  streams between one another among d ifferen t satellites. The 
effectiveness of such provisions has, according to Feigenbaum (1980) , ensured 
that INTELSAT space segment availability has been greater than 0.99995 since 
1970.
While spare satellites in orbit, available fo r  immediate point-over of the earth - 
station antennas, have been considered essential, the effectiveness of the 
redundancy provisions on the operational satellites has meant that the spare
satellites have been called upon extremely rarely. Within each satellite  
redundancy has been applied to all subsystems in order to eliminate single point 
fa ilu re  modes where possible, and to provide backup fo r life -lim ited  or critica l 
components. As a consequence, a practice of leasing space on the spare (and on 
other surplus) satellites has been developed. This common spare approach, in 
which two or three countries share one or several satellites that can support or 
tem porarily replace any o f the prime satellites, is seen as a way of achieving 
greater system cost-effectiveness by making use of in -o rb it spare satellites that ' 
are not yet required.
Koelle & Dodel (1988) consider a number of cost-reducing approaches f  or
communication satellite systems. In particular that it  is prudent planning to 
procure at most one spare satellite per operational satellite, w ith the spare
either put into orbit or kept on the ground where i t  is less subject to equipment 
ageing. This is based on experience which has shown that satellites hardly ever 
exhibit unexpected catastrophic failures, but behave according to the principle 
of predictable 'graceful degradation’ .
Another approach which users quite often adopt is to procure only one satellite  
and purchase insurance. In the event of this satellite fa iling  catastrophically 
the insurance redemption would be used to purchase a second satellite. However, 
careful planning is needed w ith  this method so that i f  a second satellite is 
needed i t  can be assembled and delivered on an advanced schedule.
For international communications systems where more than one satellite of the 
same type is required in orbit, then Koelle & Dodel recommend one common spare 
satellite to provide backup fo r  either of the operational satellites, as opposed 
to allocating a spare platform  fo r each fligh t unit individually.
These measures cause the required number of satellites to be reduced by a factor 
of between 2 and 2.5, and therefore reduce the cost o f the space segment
accordingly.
In the case where the system life  extends well beyond the life  of a single 
satellite, methodologies of dynamic programming of the launch schedule (including 
manufacturing aspects) can be employed to optimise the launch sequence. By making
fullest use of the satellite's life  in this way fu rther cost savings in satellite
procurement are possible.
Koelle, in his 1983a paper recognises that the number o f satellites and launches 
to be purchased is the most important factor in the overall cost o f a satellite
communications system. A long-term program benefits most from  a reduction in the 
required number of satellites. Increasing the satellite capacity and orb ita l life  
are two ways of achieving this.
A th ird  possibility is to change the in -o rb it operations philosophy. Normally i t  
is necessary to have a fu ll standby capacity in orb it in case the satellite  
fa ils . This results in two satellites having to be launched every 7 to 10 years. 
There is a very real possibility o f the standby satellite never being used and 
having to be discarded a fte r its nominal lifetim e and depletion of manoeuvring 
propellant. Clearly this seems to be very wasteful.
Koelle suggests that an alternative and possibly more economic solution is to  
incorporate d ifferen t lifetimes fo r  the satellite p latform  and the communication 
payload. An example is given where a system of satellites is required to provide 
a communications service fo r  a period of 24 years. Each satellite (except the 
f irs t  one) has a standby period of 6 years before the transponder is used 
operationally. The satellite p latform  is designed fo r  12 years lifetim e in order 
to cover both the standby and the operational period. According to Koelle, the 
re liab ility  vs time profiles fo r  the platform  and payload favour this approach.
As a consequence only 5 satellites are required over the 24 year system life , 
whereas in the conventional 7 /7  year philosophy a to ta l o f 8 satellites (and 
launches) are required. This results in an overall cost difference of more than 
30%. However Koelle makes no mention of the fa c t that a satellite which has to 
achieve a 12 year p latform  design life  may cost more than a satellite which only 
has to achieve 7 years life .
Rosetti (1976) proposes the following solution to the problem of optimising spare 
satellites -  to in ject the active satellite at an orb ita l inclination o f 0 
degrees and the spare one at a negative inclination. This would save the spare 
satellite ’s propellant reserves, and therefore its  life tim e would increase since 
the orb it inclination correction manoeuvres would only begin when the inclination  
had reached 0 degrees.
The choice of negative inclination angle fo r  the spare satellite is determined by 
the level of economic risk that would be accepted. I f  the active satellite failed  
before the spare reached 0 degrees inclination, the orb it control manoeuvre of 
the la tte r would consume an amount o f propellant very roughly equal to that which 
would have been used during m years (where m is the inclination of the spare 
when the active satellite fa ils  divided by 0.8).
Rosetti notes that a small in itia l orb ital inclination o f the spare appears to be 
attractive, since fo r  the f irs t  few  years of operation the probability o f the 
active satellite fa iling  is very slight. The economy of the space segment could 
be optimised by adopting this policy o f in -o rb it redundancy optimisation.
Finally, i t  is worth noting that several plans exist f  or placing small 
lightweight satellites (lightsats) into geosynchronous orbit. Stephens (1990)
suggests that lightsats could be used f  or add-on capacity to existing
communications systems or fo r in -o rb it redundancy. Cost and convenience seem to 
be the primary advantage of such satellites, and could provide a cost-effective  
alternative to standard methods of redundancy application in today’s satellite
communication systems.
The approach to the utilisation of spare satellites in this study w ill be
modelled along similar lines to that adopted by government funded Earth  
observation or communications systems. That is, to specify a system availability
requirement in itia lly , and to launch a new satellite each tim e the system’s 
availability is predicted to no longer satisfy this requirement. NB System
availability is calculated from  a knowledge of the re liab ility  of a ll the
satellites in the system. However, the investigation of some of the ideas 
discussed above (at a la ter stage in the research) is certainly a possibility.
2.3 OPTIMISATION OF SATELLITE & SYSTEM DESIGN
2.3.1 M odelling techniques
There are two techniques fo r  performing design optimisations and trad e-o ffs  in 
order to maximise cost-effectiveness. These are;
(1) Cost prediction/estimation.
(2) Cost analysis.
(1) Cost prediction/estimation
Looking at the f irs t  of these, cost prediction/estimation arises out of the need 
fo r detailed information regarding the cost of a planned project, and can be used 
to identify key cost drivers. The most widely used technique fo r cost 
prediction/estim ation is a param etric method, which involves the use of Cost 
Estimating Relations (CER’s) relating cost to performance or physical 
characteristics (eg mass) of a spacecraft. These CER’s are derived from  real 
historical data.
Koelle (1983b) uses historical satellite data to reveal a number o f interesting  
results before applying the data to derive a CER. For example, that the mass 
requirement per channel decreases as the satellite mass increases, because 
several subsystems do not grow proportionally to the to ta l mass. This results in 
a growing share o f communications payload vs satellite size. For these reasons 
the specific cost of the satellite decreases w ith  satellite size, however there 
is s till a growth impact due to the larger payload.
A cost model which uses a cost estimating relation derived from  the real data is 
used to show that larger satellites are more cost-effective. The same applies to 
launch cost, also showing a reduction in specific cost fo r larger payloads.
D ifferen t types of satellite are compared (one large satellite, two smaller 
satellites, and modular docked assemblies) fo r  the same to ta l communication 
capacity (ie number of channels). The to ta l number of channels leads to a certain  
number of satellites and launches, influenced by the operational philosophy (ie 
the number of in -o rb it and on-ground spare satellites that are required). With 
these values the satellite and launch cost are assessed fo r  each satellite  size. 
Koelle shows that fo r  each orb ital communication capacity a certain optimum 
satellite size exists which leads to minimum space segment cost.
Manger & C urtis  (1981) derive a parametric cost model fo r  the space segment of a
meteorological satellite system to provide insight into the m ajor economic trade­
offs affecting the choice of the satellite ’s design life  and replacement
strategy. The simplest possible model is constructed, containing the fewest
number of parameters necessary to understand the essence of the basic trade-o ffs  
Involved. This should reveal regions o f optimisation fo r  investigation by more
detailed analysis.
T rade-offs  involving replacement strategy include launch via an expendable
booster vs launch via the Space Shuttle; and recovery, repair, and reuse o f a 
failed spacecraft vs simple replacement w ith no reuse.
The sensitivities of space segment costs to some of the above parameters are 
examined. Results indicate that routine spacecraft retrieval and reuse of a
modestly expensive spacecraft is not a significant economic benefit, and that
design lives o f 3 or 4 years are the optimum choice.
The CERs used in models such as the ones just described, particu larly  satellite  
cost/mass relationships, may be a useful input to the model in this thesis.
However, mass based Cost Estimating Relations (CER’s) tend to ignore the 
important consideration o f complexity, which has components such as re liab ility , 
saf ety, maintainability, integration, architecture, etc. Dean (1990) presents a 
mathematical technique which quantifies the com plexity/ mass issue.
Prelim inary results indicate that cost is relatively insensitive to changes in 
mass, and that the reduction of complexity, both in the manufacturing process and 
of the spacecraft, is dominant in reducing cost.
I t  is clear that a greater understanding of the components o f complexity and
their effects is needed, and hence the identification and quantification of
these components. As this issue does not seem to have been addressed fu lly , i t
must be a necessary consideration in the la ter development o f my model.
Results from  the use o f CER models such as those already described w ill act as a 
useful guide, f irs t ly  as a form  of validation of my model by cross-checking
results, and secondly to ensure that the investigations carried out are original.
Given that parametric methods do not easily provide the means to understand the 
relationships between system cost-effectiveness and spacecraft re liab ility  and 
redundancy this is fa ir ly  likely.
(2) Cost analysis
The second technique fo r  performing design optimisations and tra d e -o ffs  is cost
analysis modelling. A number o f models exist that simulate the launch and in -  
orbit operations associated w ith  the in itiation and continuing operation of a
generalised space mission comprising multiple satellites w ith  multiple payloads.
These models allow the various design alternatives fo r a particu lar spacecraft 
system to be assessed in terms of cost and risk, in order that the optimum system 
is chosen. There are a large number of parameters which can be used to describe 
(a) the spacecraft design (eg type of redundancy, re liab ility , design life , 
spacecraft procurement cost, etc), (b) the launcher (eg launch probability, 
launch cost, etc) and (c) the overall system (eg operational lifetim e, 
availability requirement, nonrecurring costs, etc). Some of these parameters are
used to simulate the launch and in -o rb it operations associated w ith  a space 
system.
Specifically, this type o f modelling provides the means fo r  assessing alternative  
transportation scenarios, sparing strategies, maintenance/repair concepts, and 
spacecraft configurations and technologies in terms of system cost, so th at a 
minimum cost and risk approach can be achieved fo r the system in question.
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Greenberg (1989) presents one such model, called SATCAV, and describes i t  as a 
dynamic stochastic life  cycle cost and availability model. SATCAV incorporates 
uncertainty (eg magnitude of capital costs, operating costs, and time delays due 
to fa ilures), unreliability (ie of the launcher and the satellite due to random 
and w ear-out failures), and resulting risk into the determination of annual cost 
and payload availability statistics by making use of Monte Carlo simulation 
techniques.
Vandenkerckhove (1983) also proposes a complete model fo r assessing the economics 
of telecommunications satellite systems, accounting fo r  satellite development and 
manufacturing, launch and operations in orbit. The model is divided into four 
parts:
(i) Satellite mass model. This consists o f theoretical relationships to
account fo r requirements such as life  and power, and empirical 
relationships derived from  the analysis of actual designs to account fo r  
trade-o ffs  and secondary effects.
(ii) Satellite cost model.
(ill)  Satellite MTTF model. This considers factors such as the effect of scale
on satellite re liab ility .
(iv) Space segment economics model.
Among the conclusions reached on using the model i t  is suggested that clustering 
of two smaller satellites to replace a larger one may improve economics, since a 
single spare could back up the two active satellites.
Schweig & Koelle (1976) describe a comprehensive economic analysis model fo r  the 
economic optimisation o f the main parameters of a direct TV broadcasting 
satellite system. D ifferen t launch vehicle type/payload/cost, spacecraft size 
(number of TV channels, to ta l mass), spacecraft lifetim e  
(reliability/redundancy), power level, spacecraft subsystem options are a ll taken 
into account to define the most important cost drivers.
I t  would seem that models such as those described above have not been used to 
achieve a very good understanding of the trends and basic underlying 
relationships between costs and various parameters of a generic spacecraft 
system. This is probably because they are fa ir ly  complex and detailed and do not 
lend themselves to this very readily.
The model constructed fo r investigating my in itia l research objectives, by virtue
of the fa c t that i t  is simple and looks specifically at the interactions between
cost, re liab ility  and redundancy, should go some way towards fillin g  this gap.
Some of the models contain data and relationships which may be useful to my 
model, fo r  example
Cost, weight and fa ilu re  risk allocations of the main subsystems in a 
communications satellite
The sensitivity of subsystems, ie in terms cost/ re lia b ility / mass vs
l i f  etime
Mass liftin g  capability and costs of d ifferen t launchers 
Relationships between mass and power of communications payloads 
Relationships between recurring and non-recurring costs, 
and so on.
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2.3 .2  D efin itio n s  o f system cost-effectiveness
A general expression to represent the cost-effectiveness of any system which 
requires several spacecraft over a defined period o f time has not been identified  
in the literature. Indeed, there does not appear to be a standard definition fo r  
the cost-effectiveness of a communications system. Three examples o f cost- 
effectiveness that have been identified are defined as follows:
(1) Behmann and N aw ar (1985) consider the cost-effectiveness o f a system in 
the following terms. For a replenishment scheme to be cost-effective, i t  
is important that revenue from  additional t ra f f ic  be considered in 
relation with the possible increase in life  cycle cost resulting from  
advancing launches to satisfy additional t ra f f ic  requirements. In 
performing this tra d e -o ff the authors use a cost-effectiveness concept 
fo r  the system as a whole, relating system cost over the life  cycle and 
revenues in channel-years as w ell as overall probability o f meeting the 
requirement a t any given time as follows:
Cost-effectiveness = Earning power x  Prob. o f success
Total cost
(2) Vandenkerckhove (1983) characterises cost-effectiveness by two specific 
costs, ie
(i) specific costs per unit payload mass. These are the space segment 
costs fo r using, during one year, one kg of useful or to ta l payload mass, 
ie
C’ss = (1+s) Cgg/Musf Si MTTF
(ii) specific costs per unit o f payload power. These are the space 
segment costs fo r using, during one year, one w att of payload power, ie
C"ss = (1+s) Css/Ppay Si MTTF 
where,
s 5= number o f spare satellites per active satellite in orbit.
Css -  to ta l space segment costs fo r  an operational programme, consisting 
of the procurement of Sp spacecraft and the launch of Si of them.
MTTF = average MTTF (ie the probable life ) of the Sj satellites launched. 
Musf = useful mass.
P p a y  = payload power.
C’gg is good fo r  assessing cost-effectiveness of multi-mission 
spacecraft, whereas C"gg is better fo r  investigating the e ffec t of 
payload scale.
1 2
(3) Schweig & Koelle (1976) describe cost-effectiveness by the channel 
cost/year, and define i t  as
C = (n + m Cjaunch^ /  K T  Rj
where,
n = number of satellites, 
m -  number of launches.
Cgat = cost per satellite.
^launch = cost per launch,
K = number of TV channels per satellite.
T  = system lifetim e.
Rj = launch success probability.
The definitions in (1) and (3) are aimed specifically at civil communications
satellite systems and cannot be used fo r other types of system without some
modification. The definition in (2) appears to be a more general expression, 
although is very specific to the model from  which it  is derived.
I t  is likely that a general expression fo r the cost-effectiveness o f a system 
requiring several satellites is not appropriate, because the types of service 
provided by such a system can be so diverse, eg m ilitary  communications, civil 
telecommunications, meteorology, etc. However, because my in itia l investigations
are concerned w ith optimising the redundancy and re liab ility  of the satellites in 
a system w ith respect to system cost, a simple general expression fo r  cost- 
effectiveness, which is independent o f the type o f service, can be defined. This 
is because the satellites in the in itia l investigations are assumed to have a 
fixed payload design, whereas the three definitions described above allow
consideration of payload design trade-o ffs .
Later in the research, particularly when i t  focuses on a system providing a 
specific type of service, the definition o f cost-effectiveness w ill be re ­
evaluated and (taking into account the definitions above) modified i f  necessary.
2.3 .3  Application o f models to  s a te llite  re l ia b il ity  & redundancy  
optim isation
Models such as those described above have been used to investigate the optimum 
amount of redundancy to build into a satellite.
A model constructed by Vandenkerckhove (1982a) is used to specify a fam ily of
geostationary satellites, w ith  particular design specifications and a constant
level o f redundancy, in order to assess the cost-effectiveness of extending 
satellite life . The dependence o f satellite re liab ility  on life tim e is an 
essential input, and i t  is assumed that no wearout phenomenon occurs. The
re liab ility  profile  of an inactive in -o rb it spare satellite is also computed. The
mass breakdown of the fam ily of satellites (w ith a fixed payload but a varying 
lifetim e) is given. Relationships between satellite subsystem mass and lifetim e  
are given. A range of d ifferen t launchers are also considered.
The to ta l satellite cost (derived from  its procurement cost, launcher cost, 
insurance costs and operations costs) is divided by Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) 
to obtain the yearly cost per satellite.
Results show that satellites have an optimum life , and that yearly cost savings 
of the order of 20% can be achieved by doubling current satellite design lives.
The author recognises that keeping a constant level of redundancy in the design
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is not necessarily the best approach, and that greater improvements in yearly  
costs can be expected by adding redundancy when the satellite mass, and hence its 
l i f  etime, increases. An assessment of how optimum redundancy is influenced by 
lifetim e, without performing a detailed re liab ility  analysis, is made by assuming 
a certain improvement in the re liab ility  curve and computing the maximum mass of 
added redundancies, dM|^, which could be afforded, to obtain the improved
re liab ility  without increasing the yearly costs.
I t  is shown that the greater the BOL satellite mass the greater the mass of 
redundancies which can be afforded to achieve exactly the same improvement in 
re liab ility . This optimum level o f redundancy corresponds to a nearly constant 
value o f dMTTF/dMR, ie the optimum level of redundancy increases together w ith
satellite mass and lifetim e when the effective payload mass is fixed. I f  payload 
mass increases then the optimum level of redundancy also increases.
In his paper of 1982b, Vandenkerckhove shows that an optimum level o f redundancy 
exists fo r a given satellite mass, ie unlike the previous reference i t  is the 
redundancy which minimises the yearly costs. Below the optimum redundancy the 
benefit derived from  improved re liab ility  is larger than the penalty resulting  
from  the decreased life  (since the addition of redundancy, fo r  a given satellite  
mass, requires a decrease in the mass of consumables , eg AOCS fuel). Above the 
optimum, the e ffec t of improved re liab ility  is lower than that of reducing life . 
The method of assessing how redundancy is influenced by life tim e is discussed in 
the 1982a paper.
For a fixed satellite BOL mass the optimum level o f redundancy is independent of 
life . This is not inconsistent w ith the results in the 1982a paper because here
the payload is constant and a heavier satellite is needed fo r  lengthening life , 
while fo r  a fixed satellite mass a longer life  requires a decrease in the 
payload.
The influence of life  on cost-effectiveness (ie on the unit telecommunications 
costs, which are the to ta l costs of 1 kg of payload in orb it during one year) is
rather small when the satellite mass is fixed, and is an order of magnitude
smaller than when the payload mass is fixed and the satellite mass allowed to
vary.
Behmann & N aw ar (1985) discuss new modelling methods fo r  evaluating satellite  
systems capability and effectiveness to arrive at optimised satellite  
configurations and system replenishments fo r  improved re liab ility , higher earning 
capability and increased life  cycle at minimum cost and risk.
Redundancy trad e -o ffs  w ithin the satellite are established such that a balance is 
achieved between the re liab ility  of individual subsystems. These trad e -o ffs  
reveal where protection is needed most, and which areas can benefit most from  the 
application of redundancy.
Also, trad e -o ffs  between extra  fuel and fo r example extra  TWTA redundancy are 
examined. The simultaneous consideration o f these and redundancy trad e -o ffs  are 
used to realistica lly  select and optimise replenishment scenarios fo r  satellite  
systems. Calculation o f availability profiles fo r  various redundancy options is 
used in the calculation o f satellite and system earning capability. In itia l 
storage of back-up satellites in orb it is evaluated and found to improve overall 
system capability and effectiveness.
As w ith results from  the parametric CER models, results from  the use of cost 
analysis models such as those described above w ill act as a useful benchmark, by 
comparing them w ith results from  my model; and w ill also ensure that the 
direction of the research is original. Given that few  results (from  using cost 
analysis models) have been identified so fa r , which have specifically 
investigated the interactions between cost, re liab ility  and redundancy, this area 
of research looks promising.
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2.3 .4  O ther approaches to s a te llite  re l ia b il ity  & redundancy optim isation
Approaches to redundancy selection
A variety of approaches to redundancy selection within spacecraft have been 
adopted on past space programs. F rum kin , Hodge, & Sabia (1972) note the 
following more common ones:
(1) Elimination of a ll Single Point Failures (SPF’s) w ith  disregard fo r  
frequency of failure.
(2) An arb itrary  selection of an overall re liab ility  goal fo r  the spacecraft,
and just as a rb itrary  allocation of this to the various elements of the
system. Estimates are made o f the re liab ility  of each subsystem, and 
compared w ith  the target values. Where the estimate is lower than the 
target, redundant items are added to the subsystem one a t a time to give 
the greatest possible ra tio  of increase in re liab ility  to increase in 
weight, volume, power or cost, whichever is the most critica l. Redundancy 
is added until the target value is met or the increase in re liab ility  is 
too small to be worth considering.
(3) An apportionment of re liab ility  based on an estimate of the inherent
unreliability o f each element, such that those w ith the least re liab ility
assumed the greatest burden of achieving the target value.
(4) Within cost or spacecraft resource constraints attainment of the highest 
possible re liab ility .
(5) Separation of equipment into critica lity  categories and then
specification of re liab ility  goals fo r  each. Based on fa ilu re  rate  
estimates, redundancy is a rb itra rily  allocated until the goals are met.
The authors note that a rb itra rily  providing unif orm levels o f operational
redundancy fo r  classes of equipment may not result in the most cost-effective
program, and suggest an approach to redundancy selection which makes use of cost 
benefit analysis techniques, comparing the marginal costs and marginal benefits 
due to the addition of one redundant unit. These are compared using a criterion  
based on program cost (when the design is s till a t an early and flexib le  stage) 
and also a criterion based on payload weight (when the design parameters are 
frozen). Application of these c rite ria  result in a combination of redundancies
that are lighter and less costly than configurations that adhere to uniform  
policies, while s till maintaining the same confidence of mission success. A
proper balance between the operational perf ormance costs and the in itia l
equipment investment costs can be found such that the overall program costs are 
minimised.
Optimal redundancv allocation
Many papers have been w ritten  which explore mathematical solutions to the problem 
of optimal redundancy allocation among subsystems in order to achieve maximum 
system re liab ility  w ith or without constraints on the system (NB a system here is 
a single piece of hardware such as a satellite). In most of the papers only 
active parallel redundancy is considered,
Wilson (1984) notes that considerations of weight and volume impose significant 
constraints on designers. As users demand more capacity and better performance 
satellites tend to become bigger and heavier. To an extent the growth is met by 
continuing improvements to launch vehicles. At any given time, though, the 
designer has a lim ited space available in the payload shroud and a maximum weight
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allowance that must not be exceeded. While larger launchers may be available, the 
relatively small range of available vehicles means that the next larger size up 
w ill probably be much more costly to buy and launch. This therefore implies the 
need fo r a process of redundancy optimisation w ithin a satellite given these 
launch constraints.
M ine (1956), Moscowitz & McLean (1959) obtain approximate solutions by optimising 
cost function using variational method w ith re liab ility  function as a constraint. 
K ette lle  (1962) uses dynamic programming to obtain an exact solution to the basic 
problem of least cost allocation of parallel redundancy, w ith  a cost constraint 
present. Bellman & D reyfus (1958) also present a dynamic programming method, but 
fo r the case where the two constraints of weight and cost are present. Proschan & 
Bray (1965) generalise Kettelle’s algorithm to solve the more general problem 
under multiple constraints based on some approximation.
Geiser & K a rr  (1956) and Gourary (1956) tre a t the standby redundancy case on a 
single constraint. M izukam i (1968) demonstrates the applicability of convex and 
integer programming to the problem of determining optimum redundancy. A design 
method to maximise system re liab ility  subject to several constraints on to ta l 
cost, mass, and volume is described. Federow lcz & M azum dar (1968) form ulate the 
redundancy optimisation problem in a series system as a geometric programming 
problem, and derive asymptotic formulae (ie an approximate solution) fo r  the 
optimised re liab ility  and the optimum number o f redundant elements.
Gordon (1957) develops a general mathematical solution fo r  the optimum number of 
redundant components (of type o ff-o n -o ff)  in a system, without consideration of 
the resulting increase in mass, cost and volume of a system containing redundant 
components. The author proposes that a natural lim itation exists, based purely on 
system re liab ility , which prevents the use of a large number of redundant 
elements. The possibility that inadvertent operation of a component a t the wrong 
time w ill cause a system fa ilu re  leads to the conclusion that maximum system 
re liab ility  is achieved w ith a fin ite  number o f redundant components.
Klaschka (1968) establishes a quantitative method f  or assessing the relative  
merits of d ifferen t schemes fo r  applying redundancy to improve electronics system 
re liab ility . A parameter known as the re liab ility  improvement index is found to 
be a suitable measure of the re liab ility  improvement produced by a redundancy 
scheme. The parameter is approximately independent o f system size, and is 
dependent only on the redundancy scheme, the re liab ility  of components, and to a 
lesser extent the type o f circuitry. Another parameter -  the redundancy ’cost’ 
facto r -  is introduced to account fo r  the ’cost’ o f adding redundancy (ie the 
penalties o f using redundancy such as extra  weight). Together both parameters 
express the perf ormance of a redundancy scheme adequately and concisely. Using 
this method Klaschka (1969 & 1973) assesses the performance of a number of 
electronics systems redundancy schemes, and identifies which schemes are the most 
useful.
Rao & Sharm a (1972) describe a computational algorithm fo r  optimal allocation of 
active redundancy to maximise re liab ility  of a satellite communication system. 
Several linear and/or non-linear constraints may be applied to the system.
An entirely d ifferen t approach to optimising redundancy w ithin a spacecraft is 
presented by Ranvoisy & G ault (1979). They observe that present space 
telecommunications systems are based on simultaneous availab ility  o f more than 
one satellite in orbit, usually one active and one spare. Because o f the cost of 
extra  flig h t models and launchers, an assessment is made as to whether i t  would 
be more advantageous to launch a lim ited number of overredundant satellites 
instead o f several standard ones.
The problem is approached by assuming a rough equivalence between a single 
overredundant satellite w ith  a certain re liab ility  (eg 0.91) a fte r  7 years, and a 
set of two simultaneously operating standard satellites o f individual
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reliabilities (eg 0.70) after 7 years.
The authors note that simple duplication of the whole satellite is the less 
effic ient way to increase global re liab ility . Some degree of optimisation can be 
expected since only a few  parts and equipments are very unreliable, and fo r  
example the satellite structure is itse lf rather heavy but very reliable.
Adequate system availability must be provided by either the standard or 
overredundant options. For the standard set of one active and one spare satellite  
there are no Single Point Failures (SPF’s), and so the overredundant satellite  
must also have no SPF’s to ensure an uninterrupted service. This is done by SPF 
suppression, and leads to an increase in re liab ility , by increasing the 
redundancy of certain subsystems. This might fo r example involve doubling the 
size of solar panels so that each of them can provide enough power to the payload 
should one of the panels fa il to deploy. Ultimately, this process leads to a 
longer mean mission duration and therefore a reduction in the required number of 
launches.
A standard satellite design is specified and redundancy added to various 
subsystems to arrive at the overredundant case. The re liab ilities of standard and 
overredundant satellites are calculated fo r  various lifetimes and compared. The 
authors conclude that overredundant satellites could be competitive from  the 
point of view of system re liab ility , and fo r a given mission life .
Discussion
The references discussed in this sub-section are concerned w ith optimising the 
redundancy w ithin a single piece of hardware, eg a satellite, such that the
re liab ility  of the hardware is maximised. For a system of N satellites providing 
a service and launched over a period o f time this approach may not in fac t be 
desirable i f  maximum system cost-effectiveness is to be achieved. This is because 
consideration also has to be given to the fac t that (a) each satellite has a
w ear-out mechanism present and (b) spare satellites in orbit also provide a
measure of redundancy. Neither o f these appear to have been given adequate 
consideration in the re f  erences. I  believe that the process of redundancy
optimisation should be done not to achieve maximum spacecraft re liab ility  but to 
achieve maximum system cost-effectiveness. Given this apparent gap in the 
lite ra tu re  I propose to focus the research to looking at this particular 
optimisation process.
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SECTION 3
FAILURE HISTORY STUDY

3.1 INTRODUCTION
This section presents a study o f life-term inating  failures o f communications and 
other applications satellites launched between 1958 and 1982. The m ajority  of the 
data fo r  this fa ilu re  history study has been derived from  a report by H a ll, 
Dauncey & N aylor of General Technology Systems Ltd (carried out under contract
fo r RAE Space Department in 1983). GTS has kindly given its permission fo r
information from  its report to be included within this document. Parts of the 
contents of this section are reproduced from  the GTS report; and in the remainder 
of the section some of the GTS data has been reconfigured in order to understand 
the breakdown of failures in satellites. The information contained in the GTS 
report is commercial-in-confidence, and so to ensure that this document has a
wide readership it  was necessary to generalise the data (so that specific
spacecraft that have fa iled  could not be identified) before it  could be included. 
Therefore the names, precise launch dates and precise masses of spacecraft that 
have failed  have been excluded.
The objectives o f this fa ilu re  history study are as follows:
(1) To provide real data which may be used as input fo r my redundancy/cost
model.
(2) To add fu rther background to the research.
(3) To gain better understanding of the types of failures occurring in
d ifferen t classes of satellites, where they occur in the satellite, and 
why. This then may provide added insight into understanding the
optimisation of redundancy and re liab ility  in satellites w ith  respect to
system cost.
3 .2  DATA BASE
The GTS study establishes a definitive lis t of relevant spacecraft launched 
during the time period 1958 to 1982. All satellites (except those launched by the 
USSR) are classified into categories as shown in Table 1. Some m ilitary  
satellites of a highly classified nature are omitted from  the lis t to comply w ith  
security regulations.
Almost 300 satellites of various types are recorded as having been launched 
during this period of time. Detailed data on each of these satellites is 
available in the GTS report. The types of satellite represented are:
Stabilisation
Passive, unstabilised 
Gravity gradient stabilised 
Magnetic torque stabilised 
Spin stabilised
Spin stabilised w ith  mechanically despun antenna 
Spin stabilised w ith  electrically despun antenna 
Spin stabilised w ith despun platform  
3-axis  stabilised
3-axis  stabilised w ith  rotating arrays
Propellant
None
Nitrogen
Hydrogen peroxide
Monopropellant -  Hydrazine
Bipropellant -  Hydrazine & Nitrogen Tetroxide
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Power
Solar arrays
Nuclear -  Radioisotope (RIPS) 
Batteries -  None
-  Mercury cell
-  Silver Zinc
-  Alkaline Manganese
-  Nickel Cadmium
Payloads
Communications bands up to 30MHz
-  TWTA’s
-  Transistor Power Amplifiers 
TV cameras, vidicons
Radiometers
IR /visible scanners and sensors 
Space environment monitors 
Caesium/Rubidium clocks (navigation) 
Signal translators
The earlier satellites are characterised by sketchy data, particu larly in the 
area of design lifetim e. This is probably due to the lack of knowledge that
manufacturers and agencies then had about life  expectations, because of 
inexperience. However, considerable data is available fo r  more recent satellites, 
and gaps in the knowledge fo r earlier spacecraft have been filled  by the GTS
author’s fam ilia rity  o f requirements and s ta te -o f-th e -a rt.
Of the 262 satellites studied in the GTS report approximately one-third have
suffered from  a life-term inating  anomaly. These are listed in Tables 2(a) to
2(g). The tables are a distillation of the complete picture presented in the 
report, and contain only those satellites that have sustained a l i f  e-term inating  
fa ilu re  causing the satellites to be inoperable or o f no fu rth er practical use. 
Some words of explanation on the notation in the tables are required here:
(1) The tables have been broken down according to mission class.
(2) Within each class the satellites are listed in a chronological (ie by 
launch date) order.
(3) In -o rb it and pre-launch satellite masses are given where known.
(4) A description of the life-term inating  fa ilu re  is given in terms of
(a) the equipment that has failed
(b) the subsystem of which the equipment was part
(c) the nature o f the fa ilu re , ie random or wearout.
(5) The design, fu ll specification, and useful life tim e of each satellite is 
listed. Full specification and useful life  time is d iffic u lt to define in 
many cases. In general, when transmissions have ceased irrevocably the 
satellite is assumed to have reached the end of its  life . In the case 
where satellites have been taken out o f service indefinitely because of 
degradation o f some kind, then the satellites are also assumed to have
completed their operational lifespan. Unfortunately, ’fu ll specification  
l i fe ’ can be ill-defined since some satellite designs expect early loss
of a sensitive payload device before the design
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I t  is appropriate to remark that a number o f other instances of l i f  e-term ination  
do occur but are not subjected to meaningful analysis. In this category are:
-  orbit decay
-  deactivation/retirem ent
-  tim er tr ip
-  w ithdrawal of funding
-  undisclosed
The la te r point arises from  security requirements and does unfortunately  
introduce an unknown bias into the results. This however is unavoidable in a 
report which has a civilian readership.
3.3 RESULTS
3.3.1 Launch fa ilu re s
Of the 262 satellites considered the m ajority  have survived the launch phase, 
although some were injected into wrong orbits. 48 satellites failed  to achieve 
operational status in their intended orbits. This figure represents 16.5% of the 
to tal, ie a launch fa ilu re  probability of 0.165, indicating a non-negligible rate  
of wastage.
I t  is not easy to draw conclusions about launch vehicle re liab ility  from  this 
data alone. This is because a variety of launchers have been used, some in
development, some in production, and some carrying multiple payloads which were
partly  successful. However, as a reasonable guideline, a typical value fo r  launch 
success probability, on the basis of these results, would be 0.85. This ’typical’ 
value w ill be an input to my model, as discussed later.
A fu rther 17 satellites operated fo r  a period despite launcher malfunction.
3 .3 .2  In fa n t  m o rta lities
Only 2 out of the 262 satellites (or less than 1%) could be considered as infant 
m ortalities, ie satellites achieving a negligible amount of useful life  relative  
to the ir design life . These failed due to:
(1) excessive NiCd battery charging apparently caused by an overstress in the
lim iting circuit of the solar charge current, ie a power subsystem
f  ailure.
(2) incorrect attitude acquisition a fte r  launch, providing only 0.1 years
useful life  out of 3 years.
3.3.3 L ife  te rm in a tin g  m alfunctions in  o rb it
Of the satellites which sustained life-term inating  incidents a t known times the
most commonly occurring were associated with:
Despin mechanisms/motors 
Thermal control 
Batteries 
Payload devices
-  TWTA’s
-  TV cameras
-  Earth observing sensors
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Fuel exhaustion also occurs but not catastrophically fo r the mission. The reason 
may partly  be that even w ith depleted fuel supplies some performance can s till be
obtained (particularly in spinners) by fuel saving ground operation. For example,
N-S station keeping can be abandoned in favour of ground station antenna nodding
and a small sacrifice in signal quality.
The incidence of fuel exhaustion in most cases occurred a fte r a considerable 
period of orbital operation had taken place. One reason fo r  this facto r may be 
that fo r  satellites w ith few  orbital malfunctions, the necessity to use fuel to 
recover from  anomalous behaviour patterns does not exist or is minimal. 
Additionally, satellites that have sustained f  aults serious enough to require 
fuel to reconfigure are probably likely to fa il  early fo r reasons associated w ith  
that serious fau lt.
Some faults which have shown serious consequences to, a mission are:
(a) deployment problems (2 cases),
(b) design faults on despin mechanisms,
(c) a despin/attitude behaviour combination,
(d) a short circuit on radioisotope power source,
(e) battery loss through overcharging.
Sensitive payload elements have also been much in evidence as life  terminators. 
This result is almost certainly due to the desire to maximise payload u tility  by 
taking technology to s ta te -o f-th e -a rt lim its. As a consequence, the support 
platform  usually tends to be more reliable than the payload in order to ensure 
that the maximum possible value is extracted from  the ’precious’ payload.
3.3 .4  L ife  lim itin g  fac to rs
The life  lim iting aspects associated w ith  known wearout or premature fa ilu re  
mechanisms are discussed below and the number of orb ita l incidents is noted where 
applicable.
3.3,4.1 TT&C subsystem
(1) Command/control (4  cases): These failures are usually associated w ith
other orbital fa ilu re  types. For example, a special gas je t  operating 
sequence was developed to prolong the active life  o f a communications 
satellite which had sustained an early (recoverable) despin problem 
through a thermal design error. Subsequent fa ilu re  o f the command chain 
resulted in the special sequence being disabled, thereby causing a 
fa ilure . Spurious commands from  unknown sources are also a problem.
(2) TM  transistor (2 cases): Both o f these events occurred in prototype or 
development satellites. Redundant transm itters and receivers have played
an important role in continuing the lives o f satellites which would
otherwise have ended their useful lives.
(3) A /D  converter (1 case): An encoder has contributed to the loss o f a
navigation satellite which failed  through combined fa u lt patterns. 
Encoders have also given problems in other satellites but never enough to 
cause immediate loss.
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3.3 .4 .2  Power subsystem
(4) Power distribution (5  cases): This has caused satellite loss when power 
fa ils  to be distributed to a single point fa ilure  item.
(5) Solar arrays (5  cases): These have sustained fau lts which have
contributed to the loss of satellites. Cell strings become inoperative 
following hot spot development. High degradation rates cause unacceptable 
power reductions.
(6) Radioisotope power source (R IPS)/converter: RIPS have failed  short- 
circuit on some early navigation satellites. The technology has been 
superceded in later designs.
(7) Battery systems: One isolated case of charge lim iting resistor fa ilu re
has occurred. Eleven cases o f battery f  ailure are reported. These 
comprise: 2 silver zinc, 1 alkaline-manganese, and 8 nickel-cadmium
battery failures. For NiCd, currently much in evidence, the degradation 
fa ilu re  mechanisms are predominantly
-  electrolyte leakage
-  positive plate expansion causing local electrolyte drying
-  hydrolysis of separator m aterial.
Current evidence suggests that well made NiCd batteries are good fo r 9+ 
years life , but only i f  properly managed in orbit (reconditioning etc.).
(8) Array drives (1 case): A drive fa ilu re  resulted in the loss of a m et-sat. 
Bearings are often single point fa ilu re  items, and are susceptible to 
lubricant problems and sensitive to temperature excursions.
3 .3 .4 .3  A tt itu d e /o rb it  contro l subsystem
(9) Attitude control (7  cases): These failures show up as control logic
failures, sensor failures, and thruster failures. Redundancy usually
alleviates the problem but some faults are irrecoverable, fo r  example 
unforeseen single point fa ilu re , and insufficient redundancy fo r  a failed
element.
(10) Momentum wheels (2 cases): These have resulted in the loss of two 
meteorological satellites. The identical wheel failed  in each satellite  
suggesting a design or QA problem.
(11) Fuel depletion (7 cases): This has proved to be a long term  life  lim iter. 
The recorded cases are characterised by long achieved lifetim es, implying 
that a low risk facto r should be assigned to this cause.
(12) Tank bladders: The highly reactive nature of propellants such as
hydrazine is contained safely by non-reactive tubing and storage media 
(titanium  tanks). Bladders, on the other hand, represent a target fo r
propellant reaction particularly near the ring seals where foreign m atter 
may be lodged.
(13) Thrusters: Thruster valve contamination and catalyst bed depletion from  
an excessive number of cold starts are known causes of orbital 
difficu lties. Degradations also occur when contaminants lodge in valve 
seats.
(14) Despin bearings (6 cases): These are a common orbital problem area.
Bearings can last a long time (up to 10 years) but problems have been
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very visible. Temperature values and d ifferentia ls  and lubricant loss are 
the main contributory factors, which show up through thermistors and 
torque monitoring. At the time of the GTS report (1982) these faults  
seemed to have stopped, suggesting that the problems had been resolved.
(15) Despin motors (1 case): These have given trouble in orbit, but cartridge  
brush or brushless designs would appear to alleviate the critica l 
aspects. Redundant drive electronics also improves life  expectation.
3 .3 .4 .4  Therm al control
(16) Thermal control (10 cases): Errors in thermal control have contributed to 
premature fa ilure. They are usually associated w ith another fa ilu re  type 
where recorded as mission terminating. Both too high and too low 
temperatures have occurred. The consequences of therm al control fa ilu re  
or degradation is usually the precipitation of a temperature dependent 
inherent fa ilu re  mechanism elsewhere in the satellite.
(17) Thermal cycle stressing: Over a long period this could cause fatigue and 
certainly introduces d ifferentia l expansion stresses in bonded dissimilar 
materials.
3.3.4.5 House-keeping
(18) Tape-recorders (3  cases): These have had a poor orb ita l life  experience 
particularly in early satellites. Random Access Memories (RAMs) have 
superceded tape recorders in modern satellites.
(19) M em ories/com puter (2  cases): Two navigation satellites sustained
memory/computer failures. On board telem etry is sufficient only to 
identify the problem, not the cause. Microprocessor soft errors from  
cosmic rays are also a potential problem which offers  no easy solution.
3 .3.4.6 Deployments
(20) Solar array, solar sail and antenna deployments have given problems in 
orbit, and are characterised by gross loss o f mission objectives since 
they usually happen at the beginning o f life  before any use can be made 
of the payload.
3.3 .4 .7  Communication payloads
(21) TWTA (15 cases): The travelling wave tube am plifier has exhibited
numerous failures in orbit. The m ajor cause is cathode poisoning. Open 
circuit heaters and backward wave attenuator fa ilures have also resulted 
in TWTA loss. In many cases the telem etry is not sufficient to diagnose 
the fa ilu re  source as between tube or high voltage supply.
(22) M icrowave transistor a m p lifie rs :  These are susceptible to fa ilu re  through 
ion migration in the transistors during RF operation. Both gold and 
aluminium metallisations are problematic -  gold is believed to be less 
affected (higher allowable current density). This problem is better 
understood now and can be controlled by lim iting current densities. The 
power and frequency product was s till lim iting design to approximately 4 
Watts C-band at the time of the GTS report.
(23) Upconverter (3 cases): These caused the loss o f some early IDCSP 
satellites. The technology is no longer applicable.
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(24) Receivers (1 case): These contributed to the expiry of a communications
satellite, but they were not the only cause. Some other satellites have 
suffered receiver problems but without catastrophic consequences (because 
redundancy was utilised).
(25) Repeater unspecified  (1 case): The repeater has been designated the
source of fa ilu re  in at least one case. Such fau lts, i f  not assigned to
TWTA’s, are grouped together here.
(26) Balloon d e fla tio n  (1 case): This caused the loss of a communications
spacecraft in the early I960 ’s. The technology is not  ^ appropriate to 
today’s long life  satellites.
3.3 .4 .8  Navigation payloads
(27) O scillator (1 case): A temperature controlled crystal oscillator failed
on an early navigation satellite. This fa ilu re  is not relevant to today's
caesium/rubidium atomic clocks (see below).
(28) Atomic clocks (2 cases): These have caused life  termination; other
instances have caused partia l mission loss. The fa ilu re  mode is not clear 
from  telemetry reports, and so these devices must be regarded as life
lim iters.
3 .3.4.9 E arth  observation (meteorology & resources) payloads
(29) TV cameras (12 cases): These have been much in evidence as fa ilu re  events 
on meteorology satellites. Filament opens and camera defocussing (high 
voltage degradation) have been identified as main causes.
(30) IR /v is ib le  scanners (4  cases), radiometers (3 cases), photom ultip liers  (1 
case): When USA preference fo r  m et-sat payloads switched to scanners and 
radiometers, so too did the incidence of the life  lim iting faults. 
However, some satellites have s till operated successfully fo r  many years.
3.3.4.10 Miscellaneous l i f e  lim ite rs
(31) Design fa u lts :  o f a catastrophic nature are evident in space. In modern
long life  missions they can s till be regarded as a significant life  
lim iting factor. Such failures are not generally exposed by re lia b ility / 
life tim e studies (examples o f which are: the u ltra  stable f la t  spin
configuration of a communications a fte r its bearing had malfunctioned; 
failures affecting both prime and redundant units; sensor blinding, and 
loss of omni TM /TC).
(32) Combined fa u lts :  I t  emerges in the GTS report that life  termination  
usually results from  a combination of factors, and no single fa u lt can
generally be assigned to a spacecraft. For example, many failed  
communications satellitess have been withdrawn from  service because of a 
combination of two or more problems w ith  TWTA’s, battery capacity 
reduction, fuel depletion, despin bearing seizure/instability. This 
combined fa u lt aspect arises partly  from  a desire o f the operator to
extract maximum use from  a satellite even when i t  no longer satisfies the 
’re liab ility ’ success criterion.
(33) Poor redundancy: With the exception of despin bearings, the life  lim iting  
failures in orb it have occurred in elements which contain some redundancy 
(eg TWTA’s). Thus insufficient or poorly implemented redundancy must be
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regarded as a source o f fa ilu re  which lim its life  in payloads. In no case 
was fa ilu re  caused by loss of prime and redundant units in the satellite  
bus.
(34) Radiation degradation: This causes progressive reduction in solar array  
power supplied and can ultim ately fa il to provide sufficient power fo r  
bare house-keeping functions. The process and rate  of degradation is well 
understood fo r the geostationary environment. CMOS semiconductors are 
also prone to damage through ionising radiation.
(35) Static charging: This has been evident in several d ifferen t classes of 
satellite. Typically, irregular static discharges occur which cause 
inconvenience rather than fa ilure , and missions have usually continued.
(36) Parts: These are shown to be a problem in long duration missions mainly 
fo r  corrosion-related fa ilu re  mechanisms which may proceed very slowly. 
Soft errors in microprocessors can also be a problem. Emission from  the 
radioactive content of packaging ceramics is now controllable, but cosmic 
ray impingement cannot be solved.
(37) Unrevealed: Many o f the satellites in the sample investigated were s till 
in orb it and providing useful payload service at the tim e of the GTS 
report. The life -term inating  failures that must exist w ithin these 
satellites had yet to reveal themselves.
(38) Testing: There is concern that some tests have levels which are becoming 
design drivers and not simply confidence proving agents fo r  a functional 
concept. There could be inherent l i f  e related def ects introduced i f  
designers cut margins to overcome this d ifficu lty .
(39) Other causes of l i f  e-term ination include orbit decay, deactivation, and 
en d -o f-life  tim er. None o f these requires fu rth er investigation as 
regards the aim of understanding the f  ailure mechanisms of modern 
applications satellites.
The above life-term inating  items can be grouped into four categories according to 
the severity of their impact on long life  satellite implementation. This grouping 
is shown in Table 11, where i t  can be seen that meteorological payload elements 
are the m ajor l i f  e-term inator. This technology problem tends to be intractable as 
new designs always push the s ta te -o f-th e -a rt fu rther w ith  each new generation, 
which in turn creates new life  problems.
3.3.5 Breakdown o f life -te rm in a tin g  fa ilu re s
3.3.5.1 Breakdown by s a te llite  subsystem and mission class
Table (3) lists the number of life -term inating  failures experienced by the 
various satellite subsystems and payloads during the period 1958 to 1982. The 
table also lists the breakdown of failures according to mission class. For 
reasons o f c larity , the last two rows of this table have been plotted on a bar 
chart (see Figs 1 & 2).
I t  is clear from  Fig 1 that the largest source o f life -term inating  fa ilu re  fo r  
communications satellites has been associated w ith the communications payload, 
and in particular the TWTA’s w ithin the payload. Approximately one-third of 
failures occurring in communications satellites have been in the payload, thus 
confirming that the support p latform  usually tends to be more reliable than the 
payload in order to ensure that the maximum possible value is extracted from  the 
’precious’ payload.
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Fig 2 confirms that this result is also applicable to satellites in general, ie 
that the payload is the largest source of l i f  e-term inating f  ailure in a 
satellite. In general, 39% of the life-term inating failures in satellites have 
been attributed to the payload.
The distribution in Fig 2 also indicates that the power subsystem has been the 
greatest source of l i f  e-term inating f  ailure amongst the subsystems, w ith  nearly 
half of these failures being due to battery degradation (ie wear-out fa ilure). 
The AOCS has been the second most fa ilu re  prone subsystem w ith nearly ha lf of 
these failures being due to fuel depletion (another w ear-out fa ilu re).
I t  is interesting to compare the fa ilu re  distribution in Fig 1 w ith a 
representation of typical re liab ility  allocations of the main subsystems which 
comprise a telecommunications satellite (Ranvoisy & G ault, 1979) as shown in Fig 
3. Clearly, there is a reasonable correlation between the distributions in both 
bar charts, indicating that theoretical predictions match fa ir ly  well w ith what 
is observed in real life .
3.3.S.2 Breakdown by s a te llite  subsystem, mission class and year
Table (4) lists the number o f life-term inating  failures experienced by the
various satellite subsystems and payloads during the periods 1958 to 1966, 1967 
to 1974, and 1975 to 1982. The table also lists the breakdown of failures
according to mission class.
One can see that the to ta l number of life-term inating failures experienced during 
the period 1967 to 1974 is somewhat larger than the preceding period. Not
surprisingly this is due to the larger number of satellites that were launched
between 1967 and 1974 (see Table 1), and hence one would expect more failures. 
For the period a fte r 1967 to 1974 only a very small number o f failures is 
observed even though more satellites have been launched. Clearly, this is because 
(at the time the GTS report was completed in 1982) many o f the satellites
launched during the period 1975 to 1982 had not been in orbit long enough to 
experience a life -term inating  fa ilu re . With satellite design lives becoming 
longer one would have to w ait until long a fte r 1982 to acquire an accurate
picture of the life  terminating failures suffered by satellites launched between 
1975 and 1982.
Nearly tw o-th irds of the power subsystem failures observed in Fig 2 occurred on
the early satellites launched between 1958 and 1966. This suggests that design
and technology anomalies, consistent w ith  a new fie ld  of engineering, may have 
been largely to blame.
3.3.5.3 Breakdown by s a te llite  subsystem and mass
Table (5) lists the number of life-term inating  failures experienced by the 
various satellite subsystems and payloads during the period 1958 to 1982. The 
table also lists the breakdown of failures according to satellite mass. The table  
reveals the following:
(1) No satellites under 10 kg are recorded fo r the period 1958 to 1982.
(2) In the 11 to 100 kg satellite mass range the largest source of fa ilu re
has occurred in the power subsystem (ie approximately 40% of a ll failures  
in this satellite mass range have been due to the power subsystem). Also, 
71% of a ll power subsystem failures have occurred in this mass range. 
Since most of these power subsystem failures occurred in the early 
satellites, i t  is not clear whether the failures can be blamed on poor 
understanding of the design, technology lim itations, poor quality
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assurance, etc (a ll of which could be expected fo r  the early satellites). 
Alternatively, the power subsystem may be the dominant fa ilu re  risk  
subsystem in a satellite of this size/mass, and so i t  could be expected 
that this subsystem would have the largest recorded number of fallures  
associated w ith it.
The second most common source of fa ilu re  to occur in this satellite mass 
range has been in the payload (ie approximately 33% of a ll failures in 
this satellite mass range have been due to the payload). The remaining 
27% of failures are distributed fa ir ly  evenly throughout the remaining 
subsystems.
(3) In the 101 to 500 kg satellite mass range the fa ilures are distributed  
fa ir ly  evenly amongst the subsystems w ith the AOCS just being the worst 
offender.
The payload is the largest source o f f  ailure in this mass range, 
responsible fo r  50% of the failures. In fa c t tw o-th irds of a ll payload 
failures have occurred in this satellite mass range.
(4) In the 501 to 1000 kg mass range the failures are distributed reasonably 
evenly amongst the subsystems w ith the AOCS being the slightly more 
fa ilu re  prone subsystem. I t  would appear that the larger the satellite  
the more demanding the AOCS requirement, and hence the greater the chance 
of its  failure.
I t  must be remembered, when examining Table (5), that there w ill be a very strong 
correlation between satellite mass and year o f launch. That is, early satellites  
are characterised by the fac t th at they were small and light, and as time has 
progressed the satellites have become bigger and heavier.
3 .3 .5 .4  Breakdown by fa i lu re  type and mission class
Table 6 lists the breakdown of life  terminating failures by type fo r  d ifferen t 
mission classes between 1958 and 1982. The table reveals that meteorological 
satellites have been much more susceptible to w ear-out f  allures than other 
classes o f satellite. This is prim arily because of the sensitivity of meteorology 
payload instruments to degradation. The table also shows that approximately 50% 
of all communications satellite failures are random and 50% are due to wear-out.
3.3.5.5 Breakdown by fa i lu re  type and s a te llite  subsystem
Table 7 lists the breakdown of life  terminating failures by type fo r  the 
diffe ren t satellite subsystems during the period 1958 to 1982. I t  is clear from  
this that the following subsystems/payloads are particularly susceptible to w ear­
out failure:
(1) Power subsystem. Approximately 50% of a ll power subsystem failures are 
due to wear-out. This is mainly because o f degradation of the solar cells 
and batteries.
(2) Attitude and Orbit Control subsystem. Approximately 50% of these l i fe -
terminating failures are due to wear-out. In fa c t a ll o f these wear-out 
fa ilures are due to depletion o f fuel used fo r  station-keeping purposes.
(3) Communications payload. Approximately 70% of communications payload life -
terminating failures are due to wear-out. Almost a ll of these w ear-out 
failures are due to degradation of travelling wave tube am plifiers
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(TWTA’s). Cathode poisoning as a result of outgassing within the tube 
appears to be the principal cause of TWTA failure. Therefore these wear­
out failures can be attributed to limitations in the TWTA design and
manuf acture.
(4) M eteorology payload. Approximately 90% of meteorology payload failures  
are due to wear-out. As discussed in section 3.3.5.4 this is because of 
the sensitivity of various instruments to degradation in the space 
environment. These failures can be attributed to lim itations in the
design and manuf acture of the instruments, brought about because 
technology has been pushed to the lim it.
3.3.5.6 Breakdown by fa ilu re  type and s a te llite  mass
Table 8 lists the breakdown of life -term inating  failures by type fo r  d ifferent 
ranges of satellite mass during the period 1958 to 1982. The results show that
the number of random failures is approximately equal to the number of w ear-out 
failures, independent of satellite mass. However, fo r the 501 to 1000 kg mass 
range this result cannot yet be verified. Because satellite masses have increased 
w ith time, most of the satellites in this mass range at the time of the GTS 
report were s till operational, and had not been in orbit long enough to
experience a life -term inating  fa ilure . Therefore, it  is not surprising that most 
of the failures in this mass range have been due to random fa ilu re  rather than 
w ear-out.
3.3.5.7 Breakdown o f number o f fa ilu re s  occurring b efo re  design l i f e  has been 
achieved
Table 9 illustrates the percentage of life-term inating  failures (both random and 
w ear-out) that have occurred before the satellite design l i fe ’s have been 
achieved. Clearly, random fallures are much more likely to be the cause of 
satellite life  termination before the design life  has been achieved. Wear-out 
failures are more likely to be the cause of life  termination i f  the satellite  
exceeds its design life .
3.3.5.8 Number o f sa te llites  s u ffe rin g  life -te rm in a tin g  fa ilu re s  be fo re  design 
l i f e  has been achieved
Table 10 illustrates the number of satellites suffering life -term inating  failures  
before design life  has been achieved. Tw o-thirds of a ll satellites have fa iled  to 
achieve the ir design life  w ith  every satellite specification s till fu lly  
operational. H alf of a ll satellites have not achieved their intended design life .
3.3.6 Recommended practices fo r  long l i f e  programmes
The GTS report itemises practises fo r  long life  missions related to the problem 
areas identified in the previous section. Of relevance to my research are the 
following recommendations covering the effective implementation o f redundancy in 
satellites:
(1) Maximum emphasis on cross-strapping is a mass-effective way o f improving 
re liab ility  so long as the switching is highly reliable. However, some 
caution is necessary in command channel redundancy planning, where cross­
strapping could introduce single points of fa ilure . I t  is essential that 
a redundancy switch channel must not be severed by a command chain 
equipment fa ilure .
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(2) With new technologies, employ an alternative design fo r the redundant 
unit. For established technologies, use sim ilar prime and redundant unit 
designs.
(3) Consider standby redundancy whenever practical except where this 
conflicts w ith radiation degradation process considerations.
3,4 DISCUSSION
The study has revealed a wide range of results which should prove useful to my 
investigations.
Firstly , real data such as launch success probability and numbers of infant 
m ortalities are relevant inputs to my redundancy/cost model.
Secondly, a substantial quantity of satellite fa ilu re  and life  data (distilled  
from  the GTS report) provides necessary background fo r  the research.
Thirdly, a re-organisation o f this data gives understanding of the numbers and 
types of failures occurring in d ifferen t classes of satellite, and the
distribution o f failures within satellites. In particular the results reveal (a) 
the importance o f the wear-out mechanism to satellite fa ilure , and (b) that the 
power, AOCS, and payload are the most fa ilu re  prone areas within a satellite.
Part of the reason fo r  this may be that there is either poor component quality or
a lack of redundancy or insufficient single point fa ilu re  suppression in these
regions. However, the addition of more quality or redundancy to these susceptible 
areas w ithin the satellite may not, in fac t, be sensible from  a system cost- 
effectiveness viewpoint. The redundancy/cost model (once sufficiently developed) 
w ill examine aspects such as this in more detail.
I t  should be stressed that because the objectives of the GTS report were aimed 
prim arily at examining satellite lifetim es, the inform ation on satellite  
reliab ilities and failures is limited. Therefore, the scope of this fa ilu re  
history study is not as comprehensive as desired. Specifically, i t  has not been 
possible to identify:
(i) the cause of failures (eg design/technology lim itations, poor design or
manufacturing, inadequate testing, etc).
(ii) whether the failures have occurred at single points or in redundant
items.
(iii) the predicted re liab ility  values of satellites.
For completeness, I recommend that any future fa ilu re  history study should also 
make use of data such as this.
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SECTION 4
CONSTRUCTION OF MODELS

4.1 INTRODUCTION
The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between the cost- 
effectiveness of a satellite communications type system and the re liab ility  and 
redundancy of the satellites in the system. The study w ill seek optimum choices 
(to maximise cost-effectiveness) of how to include redundancy (fo r re liab ility  
improvement) into space systems, noting that redundancy can be built within  
satellites and/or between satellites (ie the provision of in -o rb it spares). I t  is 
also recognised that there are some parts of a satellite which it  is not feasible 
to make redundant.
The study aims to identify general principles rather than provide a fu lly  
realistic model of any particular system. Therefore the in itia l version of a 
model of satellite re liab ility  and costs is rightly simplified and idealised in a 
number of ways. Extra sophistication w ill only be added where necessary to 
confirm that conclusions are not invalidated by real effects.
4.2 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MODELS AND ANALYSIS
For the purposes of this study a satellite system is defined as being a system 
which provides a particular service (eg geostationary communications), and only 
comprises satellites which are each capable of providing that service. I f  the 
system has to operate fo r a certain life  and the service has to be provided w ith  
a minimum availability then i t  may be necessary to launch more than one 
satellite. Indeed, the system may require that a series of satellites be launched 
at various intervals throughout the system lifetim e. To predict whether more than 
one satellite w ill be needed, and to find out when they should be launched 
requires a knowledge of the re liab ility  of each satellite.
The re liab ility  of a satellite is the probability that i t  does not cease to 
function, due to random failures, at any time during its lifetim e. In this study 
the re liab ility , as a function of time, of a satellite is dependent on the 
f  ollowing:
(i) The type of redundancy applied to equipment within the spacecraft.
(ii) The fa ilu re  rates of the equipment.
( iii)  W ear-out of equipment due to design constraints and hardware lim itations.
The probability of successfully launching each of the satellites can also be
taken into account by multiplying the satellite re liab ility  by a launch success 
probability.
Determination of the re liab ility  o f a satellite as a function o f time (ie its
re liab ility  profile) provides the necessary data to calculate, by an analytical 
process, when the various satellites should be launched ( if  more than one is
required) and therefore how many are required to satisfy the system
specifications.
The cost of the system is calculated using a model which use simple cost/mass 
relationships to calculate the costs to build and launch a satellite. The system 
cost is found by multiplying these satellite costs by the number of satellites 
needed in the system. A non-recurring cost can also be included to account fo r  
the research, design and development phase of the system.
The f irs t  intention is to develop a simple model along the lines described above, 
and then to vary some of the variables and parameters in this model so as to  
explore and understand some of the basic relationships between costs and
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redundancy within and between satellites.
(N.B. A variable in this model w ill describe a quantity which a satellites
designer has control over and can change to suit his needs. A parameter w ill
describe a quantity or requirement imposed on the satellite or system which the
designer has no control over).
4.3 SIMPLIFICATIONS & ASSUMPTIONS IN  THE MODELS
In order to construct the model i t  was necessary to s ta rt by making a number of
simplifications and assumptions. These are listed here:
(1) The system provides a fixed, defined service.
(2) Each satellite in the system is capable of providing the entire service.
The cases where (a) several satellites together or (b) two or more 
satellites in a part failed  state provide the service are not considered. 
In -o rb it spare satellites w ill be active.
(3) Ground station and satellite operations costs comprise part o f the
overall space system costs. However, the study w ill omit these on the
assumption that they contribute only a small amount to system costs, and 
that they do not vary much w ith  satellite design concept. Therefore, only 
the flig h t segment of the space system w ill be dealt with.
(4) The system provides a service w ith a defined minimum availab ility  fo r  a 
defined period of time.
(5) I f  more than one satellite is required by the system then a ll satellites  
in the system (including spares) are identical (in terms of the ir mass, 
design, cost, and active (powered) status).
(6) The retrieval or maintenance (other than the automatic or remote 
switching of spares into use) of a satellite once launched is excluded.
(7) The satellites in the system are simple and idealised, comprising n
equal equipments (in terms of their mass, re liab ility , ie fa ilu re  rate,
and cost).
(8) The satellite payload is treated as being equivalent to one or more of
the equal equipments.
(9) Dual, trip le  and quadruple active redundancy of the equipments are 
considered.
(10) There is no cost penalty by applying the redundancy w ithin a satellite at 
lower levels.
(11) The launch vehicles used fo r  placing the satellites into orbit are
capable of launching just one at a time.
(12) The design life  of a satellite is lim ited by the w ear-out o f equipment
due largely to design constraints and hardware lim itations. Therefore the 
w ear-out w ill depend on the task that the satellite has to perform. This 
w ear-out can be modelled as a cu t-o ff a fte r  a certain time into the life  
of the satellite such that the re liab ility  of the satellite fa lls  to 
zero. The c u t-o ff is assumed to be instantaneous.
(13) The cost to build a satellite is linearly related to the mass of the
satellite.
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(14) The cost to launch a satellite is linearly related to the mass of the 
satellite.
(15) The non-recurring cost o f a system, ie the cost of the research and 
development phase prior to operation of the system, is linearly related  
to the cost of the f irs t  satellite (before redundancy has been applied to 
it)  in the system.
(16) The cost-effectiveness of a system is the amount of life  derived from  the 
system per unit of cost invested.
A fter in itia l investigations have been completed the above lis t of
simplifications w ill be re-evaluated and modified where appropriate.
4 .4  SATELLITE REDUNDANCY MODEL
Background information on redundancy can be obtained from  Appendix A. The 
following variables are introduced in this section:
a Number of equipments in series, ie no redundancy is applied to these.
b Number of equipments to which redundancy is to be applied.
n Total number o f equipments in satellite before redundancy applied.
Therefore n = a + b.
For the reasons outlined in the introduction only simple, idealised satellites 
are modelled as opposed to realistic, complex ones. To this end, it  was decided 
that each satellite would be subdivided into n equal equipments, ie it  is 
assumed that each of the equipments are the same in terms of mass, fa ilu re  rate
and cost. In reality  this is obviously not the case, but the assumption serves as
a reasonable starting point as well as simplifying matters enormously.
The re liab ility  of a satellite containing no redundancy is a decreasing function 
of the fa ilu re  rates of subsystems, the number of subsystems w ithin the 
satellite, and the time fo r  which the satellite is required to function without 
maintenance (the mission time). Substantial re liab ility  improvements can be 
achieved by incorporating a fa ir ly  small degree of redundancy (eg duplication). 
This is usually preferable to the small improvements possible in unredundant 
satellite re liab ility  produced by large expenditures of time and money in 
subsystem improvement.
Only one satellite redundancy scheme is modelled in this study, that o f active 
parallel redundancy. From here on the term  ’block’ may be used to re fe r to an 
equipment.
Three types of redundancy w ithin a satellite are examined in the model. These
are:
(i) No redundancy (see Fig 5).
(ii) Full redundancy (see Fig 6). In rea lity  a satellite cannot possess this 
type of redundancy since it  is not viable or possible to make certain
equipments redundant, eg structure. However, this simplification is 
useful fo r the purposes of in itia l Investigations.
(iii) P artia l redundancy (see Fig 7). I f  there are a blocks in series and a
fu rth er b blocks have been parallel duplicated then it  is possible to  
describe the amount o f redundancy in the satellite as b /(a+b) x 100 %. 
Partia l redundancy is more representative of the redundancy to be found 
in a real satellite.
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As stated earlier, each satellite is divided into a basic n blocks. When there 
is no redundancy in a satellite the to ta l number o f blocks in the satellite is 
n, whereas fo r  fu ll dual redundancy i t  is Zn and fo r  fu ll trip lica te  redundancy 
i t  is 3n. The number o f blocks in a satellite w ith partia l dual redundancy is a 
value between n and 2n, and fo r  partia l trip licate  redundancy i t  is n to 3n.
An important facto r when incorporating any type of redundancy into a system is 
the level o f redundancy application. This refers to the size o f unit into which 
the system is partitioned fo r  applying redundancy, and may range from  component 
replication, which is low level redundancy, to system replication, ie high level 
redundancy. In the redundancy types (ii) and (iii)  there are a number of 
differen t ways of connecting the duplicate blocks w ith  the original set of 
blocks. Fig 8 illustrates the means of specifying the level o f redundancy 
application. In the study the redundancy level is a variable, and a range of 
levels from  1 to 64 w ill be examined fo r each redundancy configuration, where:
Level 1 -  redundancy applied to each block.
Level 2 -  redundancy applied to pairs of adjacent blocks.
Level 4 -  redundancy applied to groups o f 4 adjacent blocks, etc...
Once the satellite redundancy has been determined the re liab ility  of the 
satellite can be calculated, as shown in the next section. The satellite  
re liab ility  is then used to calculate the system availability p ro file  and hence 
the number of satellites, N, required fo r the system (as demonstrated in section 
4.6).
4.5 SATELLITE R ELIABILITY PROFILE
By way of background Appendix B presents an introduction to re liab ility . The 
following variables and parameters are introduced in this section:
Variables:
F Failure ra te  o f a satellite.
Rg R eliability o f a block (equipment). This is a dependent variable.
RgAT Reliability of a satellite. This is a dependent variable,
t  Elapsed time of satellite mission.
t^  Elapsed time from  beginning o f satellite life  when wearout occurs.
u Term describing case when there is no redundancy in a satellite, ie
unredundant.
Parameters:
Pl Launch success probability.
Having established the d iffe ren t redundancy configurations that are used in this 
study i t  is possible to calculate the re liab ility  of a satellite  in the following  
manner.
For a satellite which has been designed to the series configuration, ie a ll n 
identical blocks are unredundant (not replicated), then the re liab ility  of this 
satellite is equal to the product o f the re liab ilities  o f the n blocks. 
Mathematically, the re liab ility  o f the unredundant satellite, RsajIu ], is given 
by
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R s a t I u I =  R g "  ( 4 - 1 )
where Rg is the re liab ility  of an unredundant block. Rearranging this gives 
,1/n
"B “  ^SAT'- (4-2)
which expresses the re liab ility  of a block in terms of the re liab ility  of the
unredundant satellite. This can then be used to express the re liab ility  of a 
satellite w ith  partia l or fu ll redundancy in terms of its  re liab ility  before
redundancy has been applied.
As an example the partia l redundancy configuration in Fig 9 is examined. This 
satellite has n = 16 blocks, of which 2 are in series (not duplicated) and 14 are 
parallel duplicated, there by making a to ta l of 30 blocks in the satellite. The
redundancy level applied to this configuration is 4. Notice that in this case 
there are insufficient blocks on the end of the chain to make up a complete level 
4 redundancy set, therefore the next lower suitable level is used, ie 2 here.
The re liab ility  of the unredundant part of the satellite is simply the product of
the re liab ilities of the two unredundant blocks in series, ie Rq x  Rg.
The re liab ility  of the redundant part of the satellite is treated as follows. The 
block diagram in Fig 9 shows that, w ith  level 4 redundancy, there are four basic 
blocks connected in series which Eire then parallel duplicated w ith four redundant 
blocks in series. This arrangement is repeated as many times as possible, ie
three in this case. The re liab ility  o f the four basic blocks in series is Rg' ,^
and sim ilarly fo r  the four redundant blocks it  is Rg^. However, when parallel
arrangements of blocks are involved then the probability of fa ilu re  of the blocks 
is needed. Therefore, in this case, the probability of fa ilu re  of each set of 
four series blocks is
1 -  Rb^ (4-3)
So the probability of fa ilu re  of the parallel arrangement is simply the product
of these, ie
(1 " Rb"^ )^  (4 -4)
Thus the re liab ility  of this parallel duplicate arrangement is
[1 -  (1 -  Rg^)^] (4-5)
Because this arrangement is repeated three times in series then the overall
re liab ility  is
[1 -  (1 -  Rg^)^]^ (4-6)
Sim ilarly, fo r the two basic blocks on the end which have had redundancy level 2
applied to them, the re liab ility  o f this arrangement is
[1 -  (1 -  Rg^)^l (4 -7 )
Therefore, the overall re liab ility  of this satellite redundancy configuration, in 
terms of its re liab ility  before redundancy has been applied, is
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Rg^ X  [1 -  (1 -  Rg'^)^]^ X  [1 -  (1 -  Rg^)^] (4 -8 )
This method is used to calculate the re liab ility  o f any of the three satellite  
redundancy configurations utilised in this study. The generalised equation used 
in the model is given by
R sat =  Rb* . [ i  -  (1 -  •
f l  -  (1 -  R ^ n -» - ‘« v . l . lb / le v a ll jx j  ( 4 . 9 )
where [b/level] is the integral part of b /level (ie the greatest integer not 
greater than b/level), and x  is the amount o f replication (eg x  = 2 fo r  
duplication).
So fa r , the treatm ent of satellite re liab ility  has neglected any mention of time 
dependence. Obviously, the older a satellite is the more likely i t  is to fa il.  I t  
can be shown that re liab ility  as a function of time takes the following form:
R[t] = e (4-10)
Therefore the re liab ility , as a function of time, of an unredundant satellite  
w ith n blocks in series is
RsAT(u,t] = (4-11)
Thus the re liab ility  of each o f the n blocks is
Rgltl = e '^ [^ ] 't /n  (4-12)
And so, by equation (4 -9 ), the re liab ility , as a function of time, o f a satellite  
with a partia l or fu ll redundancy configuration can be expressed in terms of its 
fa ilu re  ra te  before redundancy has been applied. From now on the re liab ility , as 
a function of time, of a satellite is referred  to as the satellite re liab ility
profile. The re liab ility  profile  is obtained by repeatedly calculating the 
re liab ility  but incrementing by a time step interval each repetition. The 
calculations s ta rt at t  = 0, ie when the satellite is launched, and finish when 
the system reaches the end of its operational life .
I t  is possible to introduce a cu t-o ff a fte r  a certain tim e into the satellite  
life , tyy, so that the satellite re liab ility  drops sharply to zero and remains so 
fo r the rest o f the operational life  of the system. This c u t-o ff represents the
wear-out o f equipment and is due largely to design constraints and hardware 
lim itations. In rea lity  the c u t-o ff is not usually sharp, but is more gradual. 
However, it  is taken to be sharp, partly  fo r  simplicity and partly  because this
is not an unreasonable assumption to s ta rt w ith  in this study. An example
re liab ility  profile, illustrating these features, is given in Fig 10.
Therefore the block re liab ility , Rg, in equation (4-12) is represented now by 
Rg = e ,when t  < t^
= 0 jWhen t  ^ t w
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Equation (4 -9 ) is derived assuming that the redundancy in the satellite is either 
all duplicated, a ll triplicated, or a ll quadruplicated. In order to look at
combinations o f duplication and trip lication, or combinations of trip lication  and
quadruplication, then the equation is modified as follows:
R s a t  =  R b " . [ i  -  ( 1  -  .
_ Q _ n-a-ievel.tbj/levelljXjj
j*! -  (1 -  j^^leveljXgj [bg/level]
j^ l -  (1 -  R^"— ‘'V=l.lt>2/l=v.n,*2j (4_13)
where
Xj = f irs t  type of replication in satellite (eg fo r duplication Xj^  = 2).
Xg = second type of replication in satellite (eg fo r trip lication X£ = 3) 
bj^  = number of blocks to which f irs t  type of replication is applied,
bg = number of blocks to which second type of replication is applied.
4.6 SATELLITE SYSTEM AVAILABILITY PROFILE
The following variables and parameters are introduced in this section:
Variables:
Ai Availability of one satellite in a system of i satellites.
(Dependent variable).
N Total number of satellites required in the system. (Dependent
variable).
Ri Reliability of ith  satellite. (Dependent variable).
tc  ^ C ritical time when ith  satellite should be launched to maintain the
system. (Dependent variable), 
t; Elapsed time from  launch of ith  satellite,
tg Elapsed time from  s tart of operational period of system.
Parameters:
Aj. Availability requirement o f system.
Tg System operational life .
"^^ launch Minimum allowable time between launches.
The satellite system only comprises satellites each of which are capable of 
performing the entire function of the system (eg Earth observation or
geostationary communications). I t  is assumed that the system must meet the 
following two specifications:
(i) Operation fo r a certain lifetim e.
(ii) Operation w ith a minimum availability, where the term  ’availab ility ’ is
used to describe the probability that the system is operational at any 
time during its mission lifetim e.
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In meeting both o f these specifications the system may require that more than one 
satellite be launched. In fac t several may have to be launched at various 
intervals throughout the system lifetim e. I f  this is the case then i t  is assumed 
that the satellite w ill be identical in mass, design and cost to build. The 
satellite re liab ility  profile, as determined in the previous section, provides 
the means to calculate when the various satellites should be launched ( i f  more 
than one is required) and therefore the number required to satisfy the system 
specifications.
When satellite re liab ility  and system availability are incorporated into the 
analysis of the cost-effectiveness of a system, then either Monte Carlo 
simulation or analytical techniques may be used to calculate these. Monte Carlo 
simulation is much better f  or analysing very specific satellite designs and 
system operations, where the requirement is fo r  accurate cost optimisation of a 
particular system. However i t  can be cumbersome to use, particu larly in terms of 
running time. Analytical techniques are more suitable when great detail about the 
satellite and system is not desired. This technique is more amenable to cost 
analysis of systems in general, where the requirement is fo r  better understanding 
of how satellite re liab ility  and redundancy relate to system cost-effectiveness. 
Therefore, this method w ill be used throughout the study. The analytical method 
takes the following form:
(1) A satellite is launched at the beginning of the operational period of the 
system, ie at tg = 0. (Note i t  is assumed that only one satellite at a
time can be launched in the system). The re liab ility  of this satellite is 
calculated a t tg = 0, as described in Section 4.5.
(2) I f  the re liab ility  at tg = 0 of this f irs t  satellite does not meet the 
system availability requirement, Ap, (eg see Fig 11), then it  w ill be 
necessary to launch a second identical satellite as soon as possible 
a fte r the f irs t  satellite launch. This second launch occurs at a time in 
the system called the critica l time, ie at tg = t^ i (see Fig 12). The
amount of time elapsing between the two launches, is the
minimum allowed and is user defined.
I f  the re liab ility  o f the f irs t  satellite at tg = 0 is above the system
availability requirement then the re liab ility  o f the f irs t  satellite is 
calculated fo r  tg > 0 in incremental time steps until either (a) the
operational life  and availability requirement of the system have been 
satisfied, or (b) the availability requirement is no longer satisfied and 
a second satellite has to be launched. I f  (b) occurs then the second 
satellite is launched at the critica l point in time when the f irs t
satellite 's re liab ility  no longer satisfies the system availability  
requirement, ie at tg =  ^ (see Fig 12). However, i f  t^ i is less
than the minimum time allowed between launches, then the second satellite  
is launched when this minimum time has elapsed.
(3) From the point of launch of the second satellite, ie t^ its
re liab ility  is combined w ith the f irs t  satellite 's re liab ility  profile  to 
form  a 2 -sa te llite  availability (see Fig 13). This is done using an
equation derived as follows.
The re liab ility  of the f irs t  satellite is denoted by
PL-Riltil (4-14)
where t^ = tg. Notice that the satellite re liab ility  has been multiplied
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by a term  representing the launch success probability, ie P^. This is
done in order to introduce a probability that the satellite is launched
successfully and becomes fu lly  operational a fte r the in itia l fligh t
stages are complete.
The fa ilu re  probability of the f irs t  satellite is therefore
1 -  PL-RiltJ (4-15)
Sim ilarly the fa ilu re  probability of the second satellite is
1 -  PL.Rgttgl (4-16)
where Rgltg] = 0 when tg < t^^i, and tg = tg -  tc ,i when tg >
The combined fa ilu re  probability of the two satellites is the product of 
their fa ilu re  probabilities, ie
(1 -  PL-Rittj]) X  (1 -  PL-Rgttg]) (4-17)
So the combined 2 -sate llite  availability, Ag, from  tg = 0 to end of
system life , Tg, is
Agltg] = 1 -  {(1 -  PL-RiltiJ) X (1 -  PL.RzLtg])) (4-18)
(4) The process outlined in (2) and (3) is then repeated fo r  a th ird
satellite and so on, until both of the system specifications have been
satisfied. When this is the case there w ill then be an availability  
profile  fo r the system illustrating when the satellites should be
launched, and the to ta l number, N, that are required in the system (see 
Fig 14). The equation fo r  the N -sate llite  availability, A^, from  tg = 0 
to tg — Tg, IS
AjjlTg] = 1 -  {(1 -  P l-R iU iD  X  (1 -  Pl.RzUzD X  .... (4-19)
(1 -  Pl-RnUn]))
4.7 SYSTEM COST MODEL
The following variables and parameters are introduced in this section:
Variables:
Cq Non-recurring cost, ie the design and development cost o f the
satellite. (Dependent variable).
Cl Cost of launching a satellite. (Dependent variable).
Cg Total cost of system of satellites.
Cg^Y Cost of a satellite. (Dependent variable),
f  Cost per unit mass o f a satellite.
g Term relating non-recurring cost to cost of f irs t  satellite (before
redundancy applied to it )  in system.
Mgy^ T Mass of satellite (at beginning o f life ). (Dependent variable).
r  Term describing case when there is redundancy in a satellite, ie
redundant.
Parameters:
Launch cost per unit satellite mass.
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There are two assumptions that are central to the cost model. These are firs tly  
that the cost of a satellite, is related to its mass, Mgy^ ,^ as follows
^SAT -   ^ ^SAT (4-20)
Secondly, that the cost to launch a satellite is related to its mass, ie
Cj_ = k MgAT (4-21)
A fu rther assumption is made concerning the design of the satellites, ie that all 
of the blocks (equipmentss) w ithin a satellite are treated as being identical in 
terms of their mass and cost. Therefore the mass of a satellite w ill be a 
function of the amount of redundancy in the satellite, ie
^SAT -  ^SAT^^^
Therefore, satellite mass a fte r dual redundancy has been applied is related to
mass before the application of dual redundancy as follows
^SAT^^I = ^SAT^^  ^ ((a+2(n -a))/n )
and sim ilarly fo r  trip licate  redundancy we have
Mg^ylr] = Mg^y[ul.((a+3(n-a))/n)
Generalising to any amount of replication we have
Mg^ylr] -  ( (a+x(n -a))/n ) (4-22)
Where the redundancy is a combination of two types of replication (eg some
equipments may be duplicated whilst others are trip licated) then this equation 
becomes
MgAxIr] = (a+x^bi+Xgbg)/!: (4-23)
(N.B. The e ffect of applying redundancy a t d iffe ren t levels is not introduced 
into the cost model, ie i t  is assumed that there is no cost distinction to be 
made by applying the redundancy at, fo r example, level 1 instead o f level 8).
A non-recurring cost can be included in the model to represent the cost incurred
in the development phase o f the system prio r to its  operation. For simplicity i t
is assumed that the non-recurring cost is related to the cost o f the f irs t  
satellite (before redundancy has been applied to it)  in the system, as follows
^0 ~ ^ ^SAT^^  ^ (4 -24)
The to ta l number o f satellites N required over the system life  is calculated 
using the method outlined in Section 4.6. Clearly, N is a function of the amount 
of redundancy in a satellite, and so
N = N[r]
The to ta l cost of a satellite system (operational fo r  life tim e Tg) is given by 
Cg “  N (Cgy^ x C^) + Cq 
=> Cg = N [r] ( f  + k + g f Mg^xfu]
=* Cg = Mg^x(u] {((a+Xjbj+Xgbgi/n) (NlrJ (f+k)) + gf> (4-25)
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4 .8 INCLUSION OF SATELLITE WEAROUT IN  MODEL
In itia l analyses and results w ill only be concerned w ith the case when satellites 
have no wearout mechanism present. However, as the investigation progresses it  
w ill be necessary to take account of satellite wearout and hence the costs of
building extra  life  into a satellite. In order to do this the above model 
retiuires modification.
Typical causes of w ear-out fa ilu re  are degradation of solar cells and exhaustion 
of AOCS fuel. For the purposes of the current model I  shall assume that these are
the only types of wear-out, although other satellite equipment such as batteries,
bearings and TWTA's are also susceptible to wear-out (as observed in the fa ilure  
history study -  see section 3).
The current model assumes that there is no cost penalty by extending the
satellite life , ie time to wear-out, t^ .  In other words a graph of system
co st/life  vs t ^  would be expected to look like the plot given in Fig 16.
Alternatively, the cost-effectiveness of a system vs t ^  should resemble the
plot in Fig 17.
Clearly, this is not very realistic  since increasing the satellite life  implies a
need fo r  greater quantities of AOCS fuel, and an increase in the size of the 
solar arrays in order to satisfy the same end of life  power requirement. The
increase in fuel and array size means an increase in satellite mass, and cost to 
build and launch. With this e ffect included in the model one might expect the 
graph of system cost/1 ife  vs t ^  to take the form  shown in Fig 18, ie an 
optimum satellite life  to exist.
The introduction of a wear-out effect, and its associated costs, into the model
w ill help to confirm (by removing one contentious simplification) the validity of
early results, as well as reveal whether an optimum satellite life  exists.
4.8.1 Increasing s a te llite  l i f e  by adding AOCS fu e l
For the purposes of the investigation I  shall restric t the analysis to looking at 
the geostationary satellite case. The following definitions are made:
^GTo(tw) = mass of satellite in GTO (before apogee boost) needed to achieve a 
life  of t-yy years.
Mbol^^ w ) = mass of satellite at beginning of life  (BOL), a fte r apogee motor
firing , to achieve life  of t ^  years.
MDRy(tw) = mass o f satellite at end o f life , a fte r a ll on-board fuel has been
used to achieve a life  of t^y years.
Bain (1991) has quoted theoretical relationships between M^xo/f^oRY vs t^ ,  and 
Mbgl/Mdry vs tyy, as shown on the graph in Fig 19. These have been derived 
theoretically, assuming that a satellite is launched from  either Kourou or 
Canaveral into a GTO; and then performs an apogee boost manoeuvre w ith  a specific 
impulse of 2900 m /s to circularise into a geostationary orbit.
The equation of the straight line relationship between Mbol/M qry and satellite  
life , tyy, is as follows:
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 ^ 0 .02 t^  (4—26)
Defining Msy^jityy) as the mass of satellite required at BOL to achieve a satellite  
life  of t ^  years, ie “  ^BOL^^w), then
^SAT t^yy) ~ ^DRY t^yy)« (1  ^ 0.02tyy) (4—27)
Theref ore f  or every year of l i f  e required the satellite mass increases by 27.
(because of the extra  AOCS fuel required).
4 .8 .2  Increasing s a te llite  l i f e  by adding more solar cells
The other m ajor life  lim iter in a satellite is the degradation of solar cells 
such that the power derived from  them a fte r a certain time, t^y, is too low fo r  
satisfactory spacecraft operations.
Clearly, to increase the life  of a satellite, and yet s till maintain the same EOL 
power from  the solar cells, requires an increase in the size of the solar arrays 
on the satellite. To understand how much of an increase is needed the following  
assumption is made. The power derived from  solar arrays degrades linearly with  
time (over the range of satellite design lives of interest in this study). In
fact the power from  solar arrays probably degrades exponentially, however linear 
degradation is a good approximation so long as the to ta l degradation is a fa ir ly
small proportion of this. Available data fo r Skynet 4 shows a linear degradation
of power according to the following equation:
P EOL ~  (1 ” 0.02tyy).PgQL (4 -2 8 )
Therefore, fo r the arrays to achieve a life  of t^y years they must be sized such 
that the ir mass is given by
MsA(tw) « (1 + 0.02tyy).MsA(0) (4-29)
For the Skynet 4 satellites (which use deployable solar arrays) the mass of the
solar arrays (to provide a 10 year life ) is approximately 1/lOth of the remaining
satellite dry mass, ie
Msa(IO) « O.IMrem (4 -30)
where
^DRY^^w) “ ^SA^^w) ^REM (4-31)
(NB. it  is assumed that remains the same irrespective of satellite life ).
Now, by manipulating equations (4-29) to (4-31) we have
MgRy(tyy) = + 12/(1 + 0.02tyy)) (4-32)
= Mbry(0).(1 + O.OOlSt^) (4-33)
4.8 .3  Increasing s a te llite  l i f e  by adding more AOCS fu e l and solar cells
Combining the results from  the previous two sub-sections it  is possible to 
ascertain v (the increase in satellite costs per year o f satellite  life  due to
the addition of more AOCS fuel and increasing the size of the solar arrays).
Substituting equation (4-33) into equation (4-27) gives
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MgAT(tw) = (1 + 0 .0 2 t^ ) .( l + 0.0015tyy).MQRy(0)
« (1 + 0.022tyy).MDRy(0) (4-34)
Now in the cost model (section 4.7) the costs to build and launch a satellite are 
given by Eqns. (4-20) and (4-21), ie
^SAT “   ^ ^SAT
and
Ct = k M.SAT
Therefore, by substituting in Eqn (4-34) these can be modified to
Csat = f  MQRy(0).(l + 0.022tyy) (4-35)
and
Cl = k Mdry(0).(1 + 0.022tyy) (4-36)
to take account of the fac t that a satellite w ill cost more to build and launch 
as its mass increases, due to extra  AOCS fuel being added to increase satellite  
life . The equations represent a 2.2% increase in manufacturing and launch costs 
per year of life  required.
I t  is clear from  the above that the dominant contributor to the increase per year 
of life  in spacecraft manufacturing and launch costs is the AOCS fuel. Of course 
one must remember that the current model assumes that a ll subsystems are equal, 
ie the cost/mass throughout a satellite is uniform. In rea lity  i t  is quite 
probable that the cost/mass of AOCS fuel is d ifferen t to that fo r  solar arrays.
Generalising equations (4-35) and (4-36) we have
^SAT ~  ^ M|jry(0).(1 +  V . t ^ )  (4-37)
and
Cl — k Mqry(G).(1 + v.tyy) (4-38)
such that V is a 'variable constant' w ith  a typical value of 0.02. Therefore, 
Eqn (4-25) in the cost model becomes
Cg = {((a+Xjbj+Xgbgl/n) (N [rl (f+k) (1+vtyy)) + gf} (4-39)
Reprogramming the cost model w ith  this new relationship allows the impact of 
satellite w ear-out to be investigated. For in itia l investigations satellite  
wearout effects and costs w ill not be examined and so v is set to zero.
4 .8 .4  O ther s im plifications made in  above analysis
It  should be noted that, in addition to the assumptions/ simplifications already
specified in the above sub-sections, a number of others have been made. These 
are;
Increasing satellite life  by increasing AOCS fuel and solar array size 
has no impact on other subsystems. For example, (a) the extra  fuel tank 
mass is negligible, (b) it  is not necessary to strengthen the structure, 
(c) the extra  solar array power has negligible impact on power subsystem 
design, (d) the extra  solar array size does not a lte r the solar array  
fa ilu re  rate , etc.
Only Skynet mass data is used to relate solar array mass to satellite
mass. Obviously, a more accurate model would relate solar array mass to
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EOL power requirement fo r a generic satellite.
Consideration of d ifferent solar cell types is ignored at present. 
Consideration is not given to body-mounted solar arrays.
4.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This model f  orms the basis of theoretical and practical investigations to 
understand how re liab ility , redundancy and system cost-effectiveness are 
interrelated. The results of such analyses are presented in the next two 
sections.
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SECTION 5
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS & RESULTS

5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this section the equations derived in the cost model are used to derive 
expressions representing the cost-effectiveness of a system of satellites, and 
the improvement in system cost-effectiveness by adding redundancy to the 
satellites. In itia lly , the expressions are derived fo r the case where the system 
life  is set to in fin ity . This is done to simplify theoretical analyses which give 
greater understanding of the interrelationships between cost, re liab ility  and 
redundancy. Finally, equivalent expressions fo r  the fin ite  system life  case are 
derived, and these w ill form  the basis of a numerical analysis in section 6.
5.2 SYSTEM W ITH IN F IN IT E  L IFE
5.2.1 System cost-effectiveness
The to ta l cost of a system, Cg, (obtained from  Eqn (4-25)), when divided by its
to ta l operational life , Tg, is a more suitable way of expressing system cost-
effectiveness than using system cost by itself.
I t  is possible to visualise Cg/Tg graphically, by determining cost/elapsed time
of a system at every value of elapsed time, tg, throughout its  operational life . 
This is done using an adaption o f equation (4-25), ie
Cs(tg)/tg = Mgy^x^^k{((a+x^bj^+X2b2)/n).N(r,tg].(f+k) + gf>/tg (5-1)
An example of a profile  of cost/elapsed time is shown in Fig 15. The shape of the 
profile  is such that, as the system gets older, the profile  flattens out, ie the
cost/elapsed time of the system approaches a steady-state value. Notice also the 
spikes on the profile  which clearly indicate the effect on cost/elapsed time each 
time a new satellite is launched. The point *  on the profile  represents the value
of to ta l system cost/to ta l system life  o f the system (ie Cg(Tg)/Tg).
One can see that i f  the system life  is short then the to ta l system cost/to ta l
system life  w ill be strongly influenced by the satellites launched early in the 
system. However, fo r  in itia l investigations (where basic understanding is
desired) i t  is preferable to remove this bias (since it  complicates matters) and 
instead to look at the steady-state value of Cg/Tg. This is achieved by letting
Tg tend to in fin ity  (ie the asymptote to the profile). Later in the study a
fin ite  system life  w ill be used, thus allowing in itia l results to be checked 
under more realistic  conditions.
As Tg tends to in fin ity  then N(r] tends to in fin ity , and so
Cg = Mgy^ x^ k^ ( (a+Xibi+Xgbgl/n) .N [r ]. (f+k) (5-2)
Notice that the term  representing non-recurring cost has fallen  out of the 
expression. As Tg tends to in fin ity  then the following must be true
Tg = N (r ] .( t [  -  t^^jj) = N lrl.A t^ (5-3)
where t .^ is the time of launch of the Nth satellite and tc^^+i is the time of
launch of the N+lth satellite, (see Fig 20). To confirm that this expression is
valid i t  is necessary to check that as N increases then At^ settles down fa ir ly
quickly to a constant value. One can see by inspection that this is the case fo r  
the example in Fig 20, and is fu rther confirmed by the values of the example 
calculated in Table 12. This result has also been checked fo r several other 
examples.
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Combining equations (5-2) and (5-3) then
Cg/Tg = Mg^x^^k ( (a+Xib^+X2b2)/n). (f+k) /  At^ (5-4)
The lifetim e/cost of a system, ie the inverse of the expression in equation (5- 
4), gives a value which can be representative o f system cost-effectiveness. 
However, the percentage improvement in system co st-e ff ectiveness by adding 
redundancy within the spacecraft is what is wanted, A dimensionless value 
representing the improvement or reduction in the cost-effectiveness of a system 
(when a certain type and amount of redundancy (assumed here to be dual) is 
applied to the spacecraft) is easily derived from  Eqn (5-4), ie
Tgirl/Cgir] n Atc(rl
------------------  =   .   (5-5)Tg(u]/Cg[u] a+Xjbj+Xgbg At^iu]
This w ill be known as the 'cost-effectiveness improvement fa c to r’ , (CIF), from  
now on. I t  has the benefit of not needing units of cost or mass to be specified.
5.2 ,2  Dependence o f GIF on non-redundant fa i lu re  ra te  F[u]
One potentially interesting result worthy of investigation is the dependence of 
the cost-effectiveness improvement factor, Eqn (5-5) on non-redundant spacecraft 
fa ilu re  rate  Fiuj. This is achieved by examining the mathematics of the system
availability profile  as follows:
5.2.2.1 When spacecraft w e a r-o u t e ffe c ts  not present
Fig 21 shows a typical profile , where the satellites have no w ear-out and the 
launch success probability, Pj_, is greater than the system availability  
requirement, A .^ The system contains N satellites. The re liab ility  of the f irs t
satellite launched is P^Ri, the second one has a re liab ility  of P^R2 and so on.
The fa ilu re  probabilities of these satellites are 1 -  P^Ri, 1 -  P lR 2» etc. The 
to ta l fa ilu re  probability o f the entire system of N satellites is
(1-PlRi )(1-PlR2)* • • • (1-PlRn) (5 -6)
and so the availability of the entire system is
1 -  {(1-PlRi )(1-PlR2)-..-(1-PlRn)> (5-7)
Now looking at the point marked C,2 on the profile  (ie the availability of the
system just before a second satellite is launched) this can be expressed 
mathematically as follows:
1 -  {(1-PlRi )} = Ar (5-8)
Now, the re liab ility  of a satellite launched in the system, Rg^x» ^ function
of the re liab ility  o f a block (or subsystem) irrespective of the amount of 
redundancy, as observed in section 4.5, ie
Rsat = fn[Rg] = fn [exp (-F [u ].t/n )] (5-9)
Therefore equation (5-8) becomes
1 -  Ü-pL.fn[exp(-F[u].(tc^2“‘*^ c,i^ î^^  = A  ^ (5-10)
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Upon inspection of this equation one can see that
F[u].(tc g-tc i) = fn[A^,PL,r] (5-11)
Adding more satellites to the system and building up the availability profile  
(expressed mathematically in (5-7)), one can see (by a recursive argument) that
FlulXtc i+i-tc,i) = fn[Aj„PL,r] (5-12)
where 1 :s i < N.
For the case of a system w ith an in fin ite  life , ie Tg ^ w, and large N, then
Flu].Ate “  = fn[Aj.,PL,r] (5-13)
Therefore if ,  as in this case, A ,^ P^ and satellite redundancy are fixed then 
Flu].Ate is a constant, ie
Flu].Ate -  ^ (5-14)
Substituting (5-14) into (5-5) gives
Tgtr]/C glr] n a ir]
Tglu]/Cglu] a+x^^b^+Xgbg alu] (5-15)
which is a constant. Therefore the cost-effectiveness improvement fac to r is
independent of unredundant satellite fa ilu re  rate. Flu] (ie its re liab ility ).
5 ,2 .2 .2  When spacecraft w e a r-o u t e ffe c ts  present
The derivation in section 5.2.2.1 can be followed up to Eqn (5 -9 ) as before.
However, w ith  the introduction o f a wearout, Eqn. (5-9) now becomes
RgAT “  fnlRg,ty,] = fn le x p (-F lu ].t/n )l , when t  < t^
= 0 , when t  & t^  (5-16)
Continuing w ith the derivation, and letting = Atc,2-i. Eqri (5-10)
becomes
A  ^ = 1 -  {1 -  PL.fnlexp(-Flul.Ate 2_^lt^]} (5-17)
Notice that because RgAx is now a function of then At^^-i is also a function 
of t\y. Therefore, upon inspection of this equation one can see that At^g-i Is in 
fa c t a function of A^.P^.^.t^y, and Flu], ie
Ate^2-i = fnlAp,PL,r,t^,Flu]] (5-18)
Following on w ith the derivation, i f  more satellites are added to the system,
then by building up the availability profile  as before, one can see-by the same 
recursive argument that Eqn (5-12) becomes
Atc,(i+i)-i ~ fnlAj.,PL,r,tyf,Flu]] (5-19)
where, 1 < i < N. So now when system life , Tg, tends to in fin ity , ie N is very 
large, then Eqn (5-13) becomes
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Ate “  fn[A^,PL,r,tyy,F[u]] (5 -2 0 )
And so Eqn (5-5) fo r CIF is given by
Tgirl/C g ir] n Atc[A^,PL,r,tw,F[u]]
Tgiul/Cgiu] a+Xjbi+Xzbg ' Ate[A^,PL,u,tyy,F[u]]
Assuming Ap and P  ^ are fixed then this becomes
Tgiri/C g lr] n A tJ r,t„ ,F [u ]]
Tg[u]/Cg[u] a+x^b^+Xgbg Ateiu,ty^,F[u]] (5 -22)
which is no longer a constant (and independent of F[u]) as in Eqn (5-15). 
However, returning to Eqn (5—17) one can see that i f  F[u] is halved say, then 
^^c,2-ift\v^ must double fo r the equation to s till be valid (assuming Ap,PL, and r  
are all fixed). Therefore, tyy must also double fo r this to be true. So, i f  
F[u].tyy is a constant then Fiul.At^g-i is a constant also. Following through the 
derivation, it  is not too d ifficu lt to see that Fiul.At^ must also be a constant 
when Fiul.tyy is. Thus Eqn (5-22) becomes
Tsfr]/Cg[r] „
Tg[u]/Cg[u] a+x^b^+Xgbg a[u]
So CIF is independent of the value of F[u] and ty, provided F iu l.t^  is constant.
5.2.3 Choosing level o f q u a lity  or technology o f s a te llite  components
Two of the research objectives outlined in section 1.2 are concerned w ith a 
problem that a satellite designer faces throughout the design process, that is 
how to choose between two components or equipments which are d iffe ren t in terms 
of their quality or technology. For example, a component which has been put 
through very lit t le  screening w ill be of lower quality (and hence re liab ility ) 
than one which is put through a lo t of screening. However, the low quality 
component w ill probably be a lot cheaper to procure. The designer therefore needs 
some simple way of choosing between the two alternatives. Another example 
concerns the problem of making an objective choice between two competing 
technologies fo r an equipment. The equipment may use high technology (which could 
be expensive but light and reliable) or alternatively low technology (which may 
be cheaper but heavier and less reliable). Again the designer needs a method of 
choosing between the two options.
To investigate this problem it  is necessary to recall equation (5-4), (the 
co st/life  of a system of satellites containing an unspecified amount of dual 
redundancy), and substitute in (5-14), to obtain
Cg/Tg = F[u].MsATÏu].((a+Xjbi+X2b2)/n).(f+k) /  a (5-24)
I f  low quality or technology components/equipments are chosen throughout the
satellite design then the c o s t/life  of the system is given by
Cg[L] TgAT[u,L].MsAT[u,L].((a+Xib^+X2b2)/n).(f[L]+k)
î ÿ Ü  '  a[A„PL.rl
Sim ilarly, an equation fo r  CgiHl/TglH] fo r the high quality or technology
alternative can be derived.
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Obviously, the amount and type of redundancy in the satellite design is kept the 
same fo r either option. Sim ilarly the launch cost per unit satellite mass, k, is 
kept constant.
For the high quality/technology component alternative to be the most cost- 
effective choice fo r  satellites in the system then the following condition must 
be satisfied:
CJH] CAL]
<
le,
Tg[H] TglLl
(f[L]+k)
FsatÎu .H] ‘ MsatÎu .H] ’ (fIH]+k) > 1 (5-26)
Therefore, we now have a simple condition which can enable a designer to perform  
the tra d e -o ff between using high or low quality/technology components or 
equipments. The condition requires data which should be relatively easy to 
estimate or acquire.
(NB. when performing a tra d e -o ff between competing technologies the condition 
does not take into account other potential benefits from  using a high technology 
alternative, such as better performance and capability).
Example application of condition
It  is interesting at this stage to look in more detail at how this condition 
could be used. The example concerning the choice between two d ifferen t component 
qualities should serve fo r this purpose. Let us assume that a batch of a certain  
type of component, fo r use in a comms satellite, is to be procured. Each term  in 
Eqn (5-26) can be broken down as follows:
MsatIu .L ] =  M^o^piL] +
and
Msat[^»H] = MgQ^piH] + Mpg^iu]
where M^^^p and are the mass of the components in question and the mass of
the remainder of the satellite, respectively.
Clearly, the component mass is the same regardless of the amount of screening, ie
McomptL] = M^on,p[H]
and so
Therefore Eqn (5-26) simplifies to 
FgAT[u,L] (f[L]+k)
> 1 (5-27)FgAxIu.H] (f[H]+k)
Continuing w ith the breakdown of these terms we have
F g A x [ u , L ]  =  7Tq [ L ] . F c o ^ p  +  F ^ e ^ [ u l
and
F s „ lu ,H l = + F „ „ [u )
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where F^^^ are the fa ilu re  rates of the components and remainder of the
satellite respectively. TCq is a multiplying factor fo r  the component fa ilu re
rate. I t  represents the amount of quality screening that a component has been 
subjected to. Small values of ttq indicate that the component has been subjected
to a significant degree of screening, and so should be of high quality (ie 
re liab ility ). tTq values, together w ith component fa ilu re  rates can be derived
from  MIL-HDBK-217.
Finally,
(f[L ] + k)  ^ ^rem ^
(f[H l + k) ■ + Cl ) /  MsatIu »H1
where C^^^p, C^^^ and Cl are the costs of the components, remainder of the 
satellite, and launch respectively.
Therefore fo r low quality components to be the most cost-effective choice fo r  a 
system of satellites the following must be satisfied;
TTQ[I-].FcQyjjp + Fygjjj ^comp^^  ^ *** ^rem ^
  ----------------------  < -----------------------------------  (5-28)TTgdll.Fggjjjp + Fpg^ Cpg^p[H] + C^ gj^  + Cl
The condition, in Eqn (5-26), shows that the tra d e -o ff can be performed without 
any knowledge of (a) the amount o f redundancy in a sateilite or (b) the 
availability profile  of the system. Although the condition has been derived fo r  a 
system of very idealised satellites, it  is believed that the same result w ill be 
true fo r  real satellites. This w ill be confirmed a fte r fu rth er development of the 
model. Also, a methodology which describes how the condition could be used in a 
real life  design situation w ill be discussed la te r in the research.
5.3 SYSTEM W ITH F IN ITE  LIFE
5.3.1 System cost-effectiveness
In section 5.2.1 equations fo r  the co st-e ff ectiveness and improvement fac to r o f a 
system w ith an in fin ite  life  (ie a large number of satellites and negligible non­
recurring cost) were derived. In order to establish the valid ity of results 
derived fo r  this idealised case i t  is necessary to repeat the process fo r  a 
system w ith fin ite  life .
Returning to the availability profile  in Fig 14 one can see that 8 satellites are 
required (two are launched at the beginning of the system). The last satellite in 
the series is launched just before the operational life  of the system is due to 
end. Clearly, this does not make satisfactory use of the satellite, and so it  is 
necessary to assume that the system is required to operate fo r a minimum life  of 
Tg. This then allows the use o f the satellite a fte r  Tg has elapsed, ie fo r  the 
period Atg (as marked on the profile). So now the to ta l system c o s t/life  is 
expressed by:
Cg/(Tg + Atg)
From Eqn (4-25) then we have 
Cg ^SAT^^^
Tg + Atg Tg + Atg .{( ( a+x^b^+Xgbg )/n  ). N[ r  ]. (f+k ) + fg} (5-29)
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Inverting this gives an expression fo r  the co st-e ff ectiveness of the system. The 
co st-e ff ectiveness improvement facto r fo r a system with a fin ite  life  is 
therefore given by
(Tg+AtglrD/Cgir] (Tg+Atg[r]) N[u].(f+k) + fg
---------------------------  =   .  (5-30)
(Tg+AtgluD/Cglu] (Tg+Atglul) ( ( a+x^bj^+Xgbg )/n  ). N[ r  ]. (f+k ) + fg
Using these equations, Section 6 o f this document attempts to establish (via 
numerical analysis using a computer) whether the results derived so fa r  (fo r the 
in fin ite  life  system) hold true fo r  the case where a system has a fin ite  life .
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SECTION 6
NUM ERICAL ANALYSIS & RESULTS

6.1 INTRODUCTION
In this section the optimum redundancy to build into a satellite w ith  respect to 
system cost-e ff ectiveness is investigated. A system w ith in fin ite  life  is
analysed in itia lly  and certain important system parameters varied to understand 
their influence on results. Next a ’re a l’ system, ie w ith fin ite  life , is 
examined to see how and to what extent this affects results derived fo r the
in fin ite  life  case. Finally, wear-out effects are introduced into the spacecraft 
to understand what impact this may have on results.
Because of the nature of these investigations the analysis is carried out 
numerically on a computer. I have w ritten  a program, which incorporates the
model, fo r  use on IBM PC compatible machines. A flow  chart illustrating how the
software operates is shown in Fig 22.
6.2 INPUT DATA
Input data to this program takes the form  of either variables (ie quantities
which a satellite designer has direct control over and can change to suit his
needs) or parameters (quantities or requirements imposed on the system which the
designer has no direct control over).
I t  is necessary to choose specific values fo r the input data, so that a typical
satellite and system is represented. These can be used as a baseline, and 
variables and parameters varied one at a time, over a suitable range, to see how 
the cost-e ff ectiveness of the system changes.
6.2.1 Baseline s a te llite
The following values are chosen to represent the baseline satellite:
(1) n = 64.
(2) a = 64 (0% redundancy).
(3) F[u] = 1.00 failures per year.
(4) t^  = CO (years).
During the analysis process each of these variables can be varied over a range of 
values to ensure that typical spacecraft are represented. For example,
other redundancies to this baseline case fo r  consideration are:
a = 0 (100% redundancy); a = 4 (93.75% redundancy); a = 8 (87.5% redundancy); 
a = 12 (81.25% redundancy); a = 16 (75% redundancy); a = 32 (50% redundancy);
N.B. several levels of application of these redundancies can also be 
examined, ie levels 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64. Also the redundancy can be 
dual, trip le  or quadruple.
a typical range of F[u] fo r  the purposes of the analysis is assumed to be 
between 0.05 and 1.55 (based on a knowledge of the fa ilu re  rates o f past 
satellites).
other values of t^ y can be examined over a limited range, ie 1 to 19 years.
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6 .2.2 Baseline system
The following values are chosen to represent the baseline system:
(1) = 0.90.
(2) Atjaungh “  0 (years).
(3) = 0.85.
These values are fa ir ly  representative o f a real system. However, during the 
analysis process each of these parameters can be varied over a range o f typical 
values. For example,
there is scope fo r varying A  ^ over a lim ited range, ie 0.70 to 0.99.
other values of P^ fo r  consideration lie in the range 0.70 to 1.00.
6.2.3 Baseline cost model data
The following values are chosen as baseline inputs fo r the cost model:
(1) f  = 1.00
(2) g = 0
(3) k = 0.25
(4) V = 0
6.3 SYSTEM W ITH IN F IN IT E  L IFE
In section 5 the co st-e ff ectiveness improvement facto r was shown to be 
independent of non-redundant spacecraft fa ilu re  ra te  Flu] fo r  the case when a 
system has in fin ite  life , and wear-out effects are not present in the spacecraft. 
Here I am interested in finding out (via numerical analysis using a computer) 
whether i t  is more cost-effective to build redundancy w ithin or between 
satellites, and i f  so how much.
6.3.1 O ptim isation o f redundancy in  sa te llites
The to ta l co s t/life  of the baseline system, Cg/Tg, is calculated in the f irs t
instance fo r  the case when it  contains only baseline (ie non-redundant) 
satellites. 100% dual redundancy, applied at the lowest level (ie level:n = 1:64) 
is then added to  the satellites and the calculation repeated. Dividing one by the 
other gives the cost-e ff ectiveness improvement fac to r (CIF), ie Eqn. (5-5). The 
addition of this particular redundancy to the satellites increases the system 
co st-e ff ectiveness by 4.29 times.
Other redundancies w ithin the satellites are also examined and the improvement 
factors calculated in precisely the same manner as above. This process reveals 
the cost-optimum choice o f redundancy to build into a satellite. The improvement 
factors are listed in Table 13. Some values in the Table are in bold to highlight 
the optimum redundancy fo r a particular level o f application.
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Results
(1) For the input data used. Table 13 shows that applying, fo r  example, dual 
redundancy in each of the satellites increases the cost-effectiveness of a system 
provided the redundancy is applied at a sufficiently low enough level, ie when 
level:n ^ 16:64, and provided more than 50% of each satellite can be made 
' redundant, in this particular case. I t  is likely that ’rea l’ communications 
satellites (which usually employ dual redundancy as fa r  as possible) satisfy  
these conditions, but this needs checking.
Therefore, the extra  mass and cost resulting from  the addition of redundancy is 
more than o ffset by the gain in satellite life  (and hence reduction in the number 
of satellites required). This means that satisfying a system with a few  dual 
redundant satellites is more cost beneficial (given the above conditions) than 
having many non-redundant equivalent satellites.
However, when dual redundancy is applied in each of the satellites at a high 
level, ie when level:n > 16:64, then the opposite is true. That is, a system 
using many non-redundant satellites to satisfy its requirements is the preferred  
choice.
Therefore, we have the f ir s t  interesting result using the model, ie an optimum 
amount of redundancy within a spacecraft can be found, which is dependent on the 
level of application.
(2) A fu rther observation from  the Table reveals the importance o f the percentage 
of a satellite that can be made redundant. For example, i f  a ll equipments in the 
spacecraft can be made fu lly  redundant (not possible in practice) then applying 
duplication at the lowest level ( level :n = 1:64) increases the system cost- 
effectiveness by a factor o f more than 4. However, i f  i t  was only possible to 
make 50% of the equipments in each of the satellites redundant then duplication 
of these at the lowest level would give just a 27% improvement in cost- 
effectiveness. Therefore, the larger the number of single point fa ilu re  
equipments in a satellite the less cost-effective it  is to apply duplication to 
the remaining equipments which can be made redundant. This is also true fo r  
trip lication and quadruplication. Fig 23(a) illustrates the result graphically.
(3) A graphical representation of CIF vs redundancy level (fo r d ifferen t 
percentages of dual redundancy in the satellites) is shown in Fig 23(b). This 
illustrates the observation in (2) above and also that applying redundancy at the 
lowest level is the most cost-effective approach, giving potentially dramatic 
cost benefits. The graph demonstrates how strongly redundancy level influences 
CIF, particu larly  when a high percentage o f each satellite is made redundant. 
Although the graph refers only to duplication, the result is true also fo r trip le  
and quadruple redundancy.
(4) Comparing the cost benefits o f applying trip lication rather than duplication 
in the satellites, one can see that trip lication  only becomes the more viable 
option (from  a cost viewpoint) when more than 87.5% of each satellite can be made 
redundant. Also, the redundancy must be applied at a low enough level (ie level:n
8:64).
Sim ilarly, quadruple redundancy becomes the most cost beneficial alternative  
provided 100% of each satellite can be made redundant, and the redundancy is 
applied at level:n :s 8:64. However, because 100% redundancy w ithin a satellite is 
not possible in practice the opportunity to employ quadruplication w ill never 
present itself.
Therefore, fo r the parameters used, we now have another interesting result where
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the choice between employing duplication, trip lication, or quadruplication in a 
satellite is dependent on the percentage of equipment w ithin the satellite that 
can actually be made redundant, as well as the level o f application. So not only 
has the model revealed that a cost optimum redundancy does indeed exist fo r  the 
satellites in a system, but i t  has also given two of the most important driving 
conditions fo r determining the optimum.
In general though one can conclude that, under the most likely set o f driving 
conditions fo r a real communications satellite and system, duplication w ill most 
probably be the cost optimum choice of redundancy.
6.3.2 More precise id e n tific a tio n  o f the optimum s a te llite  redundancy
The CIF’s listed in Table 13 have been derived fo r  the cases when either dual, 
trip le, or quadruple redundancy have been applied w ithin the satellites. This has 
given a broad understanding of the circumstances under which either of these 
redundancy choices is the most cost-effective. However, consideration has not 
been given to the range of redundancies that lie between duplication and 
trip lication, or between trip lication  and quadruplication. In other words, it  is 
necessary to examine combinations of dual and trip le  redundancy within a 
satellite, and also trip le  and quadruple redundancy, in order to acquire a more 
accurate picture of the true optimum satellite redundancy.
By making use of the model’s capability to analyse such combinations of 
redundancy an extensive set of Tables has been generated, an example o f which is 
shown in Tables 14(a) & (b). The input data fo r the example is shown at the top 
of the Table (and is the same used to produce Table 13).
The le ft  hand side of Table 14(a) lists the number of blocks within a satellite  
which have not been made redundant, N, and the numbers that have been duplicated, 
D, and trip licated, T. Sim ilarly, Table 14(b) lists the number o f blocks that
have been trip licated, T, and quadruplicated, Q. As we are currently assuming 
that there are 64 blocks in each satellite (before any redundancy has been 
applied) then N + D + T  =* 64, and N + T  + Q = 64 in the two Tables. In Table
14(a) the numbers listed under N, D and T  are fo r  the case when a satellite  can
be made 100% redundant, and a ll combinations o f dual and trip le  redundancy are 
examined (ie from  64 blocks duplicated to 64 blocks trip licated  in steps o f 4 
blocks).
As before, all levels o f redundancy application from  level:n = 1:64 to 64:64 are 
examined; thus a comprehensive Table of CIF’s is produced, such that Tables 14(a) 
& (b) represent an expansion of the results presented in the top part (100%
satellite redundancy) o f Table 13. For illustrative purposes, a graphical 
presentation of the data in the Tables is given in Fig 23(c).
Results
The optimum redundancy fo r  a particular level of application is identified in 
Tables 14(a) & (b) by the underlined CIF’s. Clearly, there are cases when
combinations of duplication and trip lication w ithin the satellites are the 
optimum, and sim ilarly fo r  combinations of trip lication  and quadruplication. 
These optima are listed in Table 15 together w ith  the optimum redundancies 
arising out of analyses o f other combinations of N, D, T  and N, T, Q. So Table 15 
gives a more precise lis t of the optimum redundancies than Table 13. However, 
comparing the two Tables one can see that on the whole there is broad agreement, 
and so the results discussed in section 6.3.1 are largely unchanged.
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6.3.3 E ffe c t  o f introducing sa te llite  w ear-ou t on choice o f optimum redundancy
The optimum redundancies and CIF’s listed in Table 15 are derived assuming that 
the satellites do not suffer from  w ear-out failures a fte r some time into their  
life , ie no c u t-o ff is present. To understand what impact, i f  any, the 
introduction of a satellite cutoff w ill have on CIF and, more importantly, the 
optimum redundancies identified so fa r , the investigations which produced Table 
15 have been repeated five times, each time using a d ifferen t value of cutoff, 
namely ty, = 1, 4, 7, 10, and 15 years.
Because a cutoff has now been introduced into the satellites the CIF (and hence 
the choice of optimum redundancy) are no longer independent o f the value of F[u], 
the non-redundant satellite fa ilu re  rate. This is demonstrated in Section 
5.2.2.2. Therefore, whereas it  was unnecessary to specify a value of FEu] in the 
input data in order to carry out the investigation in section 6.3, this is no
longer the case. A reasonably realistic  value of Flu] = 1 fa ilu re  per year was
chosen fo r the analysis of the five cutoffs. However, Section 5 .2 .2 .2  also shows
that CIF is independent of the value o f FEu] and ty^  provided FEu].ty^ is constant.
In Tables 16(a) & (b) the CIF’s and optimum redundancies are listed fo r  the five  
differen t values of cutoff, and also fo r  the case when no cu to ff is present (ie 
Table 15 results). Therefore the six columns of results are given fo r the 
following values of F(u].ty^: 1, 4, 7, 10, 15, and co. This should be an adequate
range of values since most satellites have values of FEu] and ty^  which when
multiplied w ill be within this range.
As an interesting side issue, the through-life  satellite reliab ilities  (Rrol  ^ fo r
the optimum redundancies are also listed, in Tables 17(a) & (b).
Results
Upon inspection of Tables 16(a) & (b) one can see that although the presence of a 
satellite cutoff can have a significant impact on the value of CIF (ie the 
smaller FEu].t^ becomes the less cost benefit there is from  applying redundancy), 
its impact on the choice o f optimum redundancy is much less significant.
The CIF is very sensitive to the value o f FEu].ty^ over the range of interest (1
to 15) when a high percentage of each of the satellites can be made redundant. 
However, when say only 50% of each satellite can be made redundant then the cost 
benefit (CIF) o f the optimum redundancy (in this case duplication) is much less
sensitive to the value of FEul.ty, over this range. When FEul.ty^ ^ 1, a very small
value which is unlikely fo r most real satellites, then there is lit t le  or no cost 
benefit by applying redundancy w ithin the satellites.
The presence of a cutoff in the satellites affects the choice of optimum
redundancy prim arily  as follows;
(1) When only 50% of each satellite can be made redundant and FEu].ty^ = 1, then
the optimum is to have no redundancy w ithin the satellites rather than
duplication (which is the optimum redundancy when FEu].ty^> 4 and leveling 16:64).
(2) When 93.75% of each satellite can be made redundant and levehn 16:64, then 
trip lication is the optimum redundancy provided FEul.ty, is large enough, ie ^ 10.
When FEul.tyr 4, though, then duplication is the preferred choice.
(3) When 100% of each satellite can be made redundant and levehn ^ 8:64, then as 
one increases from  a value of FEul.ty^ = 1 to « the optimum redundancy changes 
from  having none at a ll to applying quadruplication.
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Apart from  these three d ifferent regions (of which only the second is likely to
be of any concern fo r  a real system of communications satellites) the value of
F[u].ty^ (over the range o f interest), and hence the presence o f a satellite wear­
out effect, has only a minor impact on the choice of optimum redundancy in a 
satellite.
On inspection of Tables 17(a) & (b) one can see that no case has been identified  
where through-life re liab ility  R^ql -  0 .80 fo r a satellite containing an optimum
redundancy. In general, most real communications satellites usually aim to
achieve a through-life  re liab ility  of between 0 .60 and 0.80 (and this has been 
confirmed by a statistical cinalysis of historical data o f fa iled  satellites -  in 
GTS report). The Tables show that to achieve this range of R^ql values then more
than 50% of each satellite must be made dual redundant (at a level lower than 
level:n = 16:64) and use values of Flu] and tyr such that 1 £  F[u].ty^ £ 4.
6.3.4 E ffe c t  o f vary ing  ce rta in  system param eters
System parameters such as the availability requirement and launch success 
probability (which the spacecraft designer has no direct control over) may impact 
the results derived in the previous subsections. To find out i f  the improvement 
in system cost-e ff ectiveness (by utilising redundancy in spacecraft) is sensitive 
to either of these parameters the following investigation is carried out:
6.3.4.1 V aria tio n  o f system a v a ila b ility  requ irem en t, Aj,
As an example let us choose the case when 100% dual redundancy (at level: n = 
4:64) is applied to the spacecraft. The improvement fac to r has already been 
calculated above fo r the particular case when the system availability  
requirement, A ,^ was set at 0,90. The calculation is repeated over the range of 
A^  from  0.70 to 0.99.
Results
As the availability requirement is increased the number o f sateilites required to 
maintain the system w ill increase, and hence the system w ill become more costly. 
Fig 25 illustrates this point, and that the relationship is non-linear.
A plot of improvement factor, CIF vs A  ^ is shown in Fig 24, and it  is clear that 
CIF is insensitive to A .^ There is only a slight increase in the improvement in 
cost-effectiveness of a system of dual redundant spacecraft as A  ^ increases. This 
may indicate that the optimum redundancy to build into a satellite  is also 
insensitive to availability requirement.
To examine this the analysis used to generate Tables 16(a) & (b) is repeated (but 
looking at only three cases fo r the percentage o f a satellite that can be made 
redundant, ie 93.75%, 81.25%, and 50%). The availability requirement is varied 
fo r three d ifferen t values -  0.80, 0.90, and 0.99. The results of this analysis 
are presented in Tables 18(a), (b), & (c).
The f irs t  observation to note from  the Tables is that fo r  most cases the CIF of a 
particu lar optimum redundancy varies by less than 10% over the range of 
availability requirement, thus confirming that availability requirement is not a 
dominant driver o f the optimum redundancy.
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On close examination of the three Tables one can see that in general fo r any 
chosen value of Flul.tyy the choice of optimum redundancy w ithin the satellites is
not affected by the value of availability requirement (over the range examined). 
There are of course a few  cases where the availability requirement does influence 
the choice of optimum redundancy, however these differences usually only occur 
when there is litt le  (in terms of cost benefit) to choose between the competing 
redundancies (which are on the whole very sim ilar anyway).
This result is a significant step towards demonstrating that availability  
requirement can be largely ignored when deriving the optimum redundancy fo r the 
satellites in a communications system. However it  needs confirming when fo r  
example the system has a fin ite  life .
6 .3 .4 .2  V a ria tio n  o f launch success p ro b ab ility ,
The analysis method described in Section 6.3.4.1 above is repeated exactly here, 
but varying launch success probability, ?l, instead of A .^
Results
As the launch success probability is increased the expected number of satellites 
required to maintain the system w ill decrease, and hence the system w ill become 
less costly. Fig 27 illustrates this point, and that the relationship is very
nearly linear.
The dependence of the Improvement facto r on is shown in Fig 26, and it  is 
clear that the Improvement facto r is insensitive to P^. As P^ increases the 
improvement in system cost-effectiveness (by adding dual redundancy to 
spacecraft) increases only slightly, indicating that the optimum satellite
redundancy is insensitive to launch probability.
On inspection of Tables 19(a), (b) & (c) one can see that the results discussed
fo r  the variation of availability requirement in the previous sub-section are 
largely applicable here fo r the case when launch success probability is varied
instead. Therefore, launch success probability can also be treated as an 
insignificant driver of the optimum redundancy to build into satellites.
6.4 SYSTEM W ITH  F IN IT E  L IFE
The results in section 6.3 are derived fo r a system with an in fin ite  life , ie 
containing a large number of satellites, such that the non-recurring cost is 
negligible. However, typical satellite communication systems normally require 
only a small number of satellites over a defined operational life . To find out 
whether these results are valid fo r a system w ith a fin ite  life  the following  
investigation is carried out.
6.4.1 Im pact on e a r lie r  resu lts  when system has f in i te  l i f e
The baseline data in section 6.2 is again utilised. In addition, the system life  
and non-recurring cost now need to be specified. These were chosen in itia lly  to 
be Tg = 2 0  years, and C q  = 0  times the cost of a satellite  containing no 
redundancy, respectively.
The cost-effectiveness improvement fac to r is calculated fo r  the case when 100% 
dual redundancy is applied at two d iffe ren t levels (firs tly  a t levehn = 4:64 and 
then 16:64) to the satellites in the system. Again this is done numerically using
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the software model. The calculation is repeated fo r  a range of typical non- 
redundant spacecraft fa ilu re  rates, F[u], (ie from  0.05 to 1.55 failures per 
year) and the result is plotted in Fig 28.
Results
Clearly fo r  the fin ite  life  system the improvement fac to r is dependent on the 
value o f F[u]. The graph shows a step function relationship between Improvement 
factor and F[u]. I t  is not d ifficu lt to see why this is so. For example i f  there 
are two redundant satellites in a system then fo r  a particu lar value of Flu] the 
availability profile  o f the system may look like Fig 29, ie the value of Atg is
large compared to the system life , Tg However, i f  Flu] is slightly greater then
the system availability profile  may look like Fig 30, ie Atg is negligible.
Therefore, the value of improvement factor, ie
(Tg + Atglr]) /  Cgirl
(Tg + Atglu]) /  Cgiu]
is d ifferen t in both cases even though the same number o f satellites are used in
the system. Hence the step-like nature of the graph.
Notice also that the steps are larger the smaller F[u] is. This is because at low 
values of F[u] (ie small numbers of satellites in the system) the value of Atg
can be large relative to system life  Tg.
In rea lity , i t  is doubtful whether a designer would design the satellites such 
that a large value of Atg was present in the system (although he may desire a 
small Atg fo r contingency purposes) since this would mean that the satellites
were over-designed (ie too reliable fo r  the particu lar system requirements) and 
therefore unnecessarily costly. F iltering out the data where Atg[r] > 0 from  the
graph in Fig 28, leaves the points which have been circled (also the number of 
satellites in the system is marked at these points).
The dependence of Improvement fac to r on F[u] can be seen more clearly. At very 
low values of Flu] (ie small numbers o f satellites, N, in the system) the
improvement in cost-effectiveness from  applying redundancy can be very small. For 
example, when 100% dual redundant (at levehn = 4:64) satellites are used in the 
system there is only an improvement factor o f 1.7 when Flu] = 0 .09 fa ilures per 
year as opposed to an improvement o f 2.1 when F[u] = 0.45. The indications are
that, at low values of Flu], one could find circumstances where spacecraft w ith
lit t le  or no redundancy could be the most cost-effective choice fo r  the system, 
and that only when a high enough value of Flu] is reached w ill dual or trip le
redundancy become beneficial. Therefore, we may have another result fo r  which a 
cost optimum spacecraft redundancy can be found. Further investigations are 
required to verify  this and properly understand the circumstances giving rise to 
i t  (eg by varying a range of d iffe ren t variables and parameters such as launch 
probability).
As Flu] increases (and hence the required number of satellites in the system 
increases) then, as one might expect, the Improvement fac to r approaches the value 
derived fo r  the in fin ite  life  system (this is superimposed on the graph). To 
approach w ithin 10% of the in fin ite  life  system Improvement fac to r a minimum of 5 
satellites are required in the 20 year life  system (assuming 100% dual (levehn = 
4:64) redundancy is used in the satellites). Sim ilarly, when this redundancy is
applied at levehn = 16:64 in the satellites, a minimum of 3 satellites are 
required.
The calculations used to produce the graph in Fig 28 are repeated fo r  d ifferen t
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values of system life  Tg and non-recurring cost Cq. These are Tg = 10 years, and 
Cq = 3 times the cost of a non-redundant satellite, respectively. Figs 31 to 33 
show plots of these particular cases.
The numbers of satellites required fo r the improvement factor to get w ithin 10% 
of the in fin ite  life  system improvement facto r are derived from  these graphs in 
the same manner as above and all data is tabulated in Table 20. For most cases no 
more than approximately 5 satellites are required in the fin ite  life  system 
before the improvement factor is approximately equal to the in fin ite  life  value.
Therefore the improvement facto r can be treated as insensitive to satellite  
fa ilu re  ra te  i f  the system has more than approximately four satellites in it. 
Consequently, a ll results derived fo r the in fin ite life  system should hold 
reasonably well here. However, less than this number and there is a very strong 
dependence on fa ilu re  rate. This may have some impact on previous results, and so 
w ill require fu rther investigation.
6.4.2 Inclusion o f design l i f e  costs in  s a te llite  cost model
In section 4.8 equations were derived to take account of spacecraft wear out 
effects and the costs associated w ith longer life  designs. The inclusion of these 
in the model allows investigations to be broadened, and the validity of all 
results to date to be confirmed under more realistic  conditions. However, i t  is 
necessary f irs t  to check that an optimum satellite life  exists (as predicted in 
section 4.8).
6.4.2.1 C onfirm ation  o f existence o f optimum s a te llite  l i f e
The input data specified fo r  the baseline satellite and system is used fo r  this 
purpose (except that t ^  is allowed to vary over the range 1 to 19 years). A value
of V = 0.022 is used in the model in itia lly . The system cost/lifetim e, ie 
Cg/(Ts+Atg), is calculated and plotted fo r  a range of satellite lives, t^ ,  see
Fig 34. The curve shows that an optimum satellite life  exists. Note also that the 
graph shows curves fo r  the 100% dual redundancy satellite case as well as the 
baseline non-redundant satellite case.
The optimum life  fo r the redundant version of a satellite is greater than fo r the 
non-redundant version. Therefore, i f  one was to s tart w ith a satellite design, 
such that the satellite contained no redundancy and had an optimised life , and 
then one added redundancy to the satellite, it  would also be necessary to build 
more life  into the satellite in order to achieve maximum system cost- 
effectiveness.
The following information is extracted from  the analysis which produced Fig 34, 
and is put into a tabular form at: the optimum satellite life , t^ lo p tl; the system
cost/life tim e when the satellite life  is optimal, Cg/(Tg+Atg),^)^; and the
re liab ility  of the satellite a t the end of its optimised life , REOL^^wt^P^^ -^
6.4 .2 .2  E ffe c t  o f varying  ce rta in  system param eters
6.4.2.2.1 Relationship betw een t^ Io p t]  and Ap
The calculation which produced the graph in Fig 34 is repeated but each time 
using a d ifferen t value of system availability requirement, A ,^ such that a set
of graphs (sim ilar to Fig 34) is produced. Data is extracted from  each of these 
graphs and recorded in Table 21. Manipulation of the data produces a number of 
interesting plots.
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Fig 35 shows that the optimum design life  of a satellite, t^ lo p t], is insensitive 
to system availability requirement, A ,^ over the range o f Ap examined (0.70 < Ap 
< 0.99). I f  t^ lo p t] is dependent on the value of Ap then the dependency is 
insignificant. In addition to this result the EOL re liab ility  of a satellite w ith  
an optimised life  is also insensitive to Ap, see Fig 36.
Finally, a plot of the system cost/life tim e when the satellite life  is optimal,
Cg/(Tg+Atç)n,in» vs Ap produces the graph in Fig 37. The same shape of curve
that was previously observed in Fig 24 (when the satellites had no w ear-out 
mechanism present in them) is also observed here.
6 .4 .2 .2 .2  Relationship between t^Eoptl and Pl
The process used to derive Table 21 is repeated, except now a range o f launch 
success probabilities, P^, is investigated instead of availability requirement,
Ap. Data is recorded in Table 22 and the following results deduced.
The optimum design life  of a satellite, t^ Io p t], and the re liab ility  of that
satellite a t EOL, are insensitive to launch success probability,
Pl, over the range of P  ^ examined (0.70 < P^ < 1.00), see Figs 38 and 39. I f
t^ io p t] and REouftwIopt] are dependent on the value of P^ then the dependency is 
insignificant.
Finally, a plot of the system life tim e/cost when the satellite life  is optimal,
ie (Tg+At^lj^ij^/Cg, against Pl produces the graph in Fig 40. This compares
favourably w ith the result in Fig 26 (when the satellites had no wear-out 
mechanism present in them).
6.4.2.2.3 F u rth e r investigations
To gain a better understanding of these results the following investigation is 
carried out. The cost/life tim e of the baseline system containing 100% dual 
(levehn = 4:64) redundant spacecraft is calculated but varying the satellite  
cutoff over the range 1 to 19 years, v is set to zero now (not 0.022) so one 
would expect a graph of system co st/life  vs cutoff to resemble the shape in Fig 
16, ie since there are now no costs associated w ith building in ex tra  spacecraft 
life  the system w ill become more cost-effective the longer the cutoff is made.
However, there comes a point at which the curve flattens out, and even a very 
long spacecraft life  gives no advantage since by then the spacecraft has 
virtually  no reliab ility .
A slightly more useful graph than this is to plot system c o s t/life  against 
cutoff/A tc, instead o f just cutoff. At^ is the time between launches when no
cutoff is present in the spacecraft (and this was shown earlier to settle down to
a steady state value a fte r a small number of launches). Fig 41 shows an example
of this plot fo r the system of fu lly  redundant spacecraft. Clearly, when cutoff 
is small relative to At^ i t  becomes the dominant fac to r in deciding the time
interval between launches, and hence the system co st/life , is strongly dependent 
on it. Whereas when cutoff » At^ the interval of time between launches (and hence
co st/life ) is v irtually  independent of cutoff (ie the f la t  part o f the curve), 
and is much more dependent on system availability requirement and launch success 
probability (as shown fo r  earlier results in Figs 25 and 27 respectively, when 
spacecraft wearout effects were excluded).
Looking at Fig 41, in order to define a point beyond which cutoff can be regarded
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as » àtQ a value of system co st/life  that is w ithin 10% of the f la t  part of the 
curve is chosen (ie the horizontal line drawn on the graph). Where this line 
intersects w ith the curve gives a notional transition point (in this case 
cutoff/A tg = 2.7). Investigations have shown that the transition point is
dependent on how much redundancy is built into the spacecraft, fo r  example when 
there is no redundancy cutoff/A t^ = 5.8.
Now, when v is introduced, such that an optimum spacecraft life  can be found,
then i f  this optimum life  is much greater than At^ (ie in the above example ^
2.7Atj.) one would expect the results of earlier investigations s till to be true.
The values of optimum life  found in current investigations show this to be the 
case, although this requires fu rth er checking. On the other hand, i f  the optimum 
satellite life  is small compared to At^ then earlier results would probably not 
hold true. The fac t that a satellite designed w ith an optimum life  does not 
appear to have an impact on results derived when the wearout e ffect was excluded
is an important result of this investigation.
6.4.2.3 E ffe c t  o f vary ing  value o f
I t  is interesting to observe the effect of varying the value o f v (the increase 
in satellite manufacturing and launch costs per year of satellite life ). The
calculation which produced the graph in Fig 34 is repeated fo r a variety of
values of v, such that a set o f graphs sim ilar to that in Fig 34 is produced. 
Inform ation extracted from  each o f these graphs is recorded in Table 23, and the 
following plots produced.
The graph in Fig 42 illustrates how optimised satellite life , t^ [o p t], is related  
to V. I t  is clear from  the non-linear curves that t^ y lo p t ]  is dependent on the 
value of V, such that as the value o f v increases i t  is necessary to reduce 
the satellite design life  in order that maximum system cost-effectiveness can be 
achieved. As a consequence of this the satellite re liab ility  at the end o f its
optimum life  w ill increase as v increases (see Fig 43).
Finally, a plot o f the to ta l system cost/life tim e when the satellite life  is 
optimal, Cg/(Tg+Atg)^(^, against v produces the graph in Fig 44. This shows
that there is a near linear-relationship, and that the cost-effectiveness of a 
system, not surprisingly, decreases as the value of v increases.
6.4.2.4 Concluding rem arks
In so fa r  as this investigation has gone, results derived in earlier sections 
(when spacecraft design life  costs were excluded) do not seem to be altered when 
these costs have been included.
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SECTION 7
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

7 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Using the in itia l model a number of interesting (and in some cases surprising) 
results have been generated which begin to satisfy the research objectives. These 
are summarised and discussed below;
7.1 RESULT 1
Summarv
For a system containing a series of identical satellites, launched in sequence
throughout the system's life , i t  is possible to determine the cost optimum
redundancy to build into each of the spacecraft. The most important drivers are;
(a) the level of application of the redundancy, ie the amount o f cross­
strapping. (Refer to section 6.3.1).
(b) the percentage of equipments w ithin the spacecraft that can be made
redundant or, to put i t  another way, the extent of the Single Point
Failure element of each satellite. (Refer to section 6.3.1).
(c) the fa ilu re  ra te  and design (or w ear-out) life  of the spacecraft. (Refer
to sections 6.3.3 & 6.4).
Based on input data used in the model, the results recommend the following design 
practices:
(i) Duplication of equipment in a satellite is the cost optimum redundancy under 
most circumstances, and theref ore should be employed as fa r  as possible 
throughout a satellite. Conditions do exist where no redundancy in a satellite is 
the optimum, and they also exist where trip lication (or even higher replications) 
is the most cost beneficial. However, i t  is unlikely that such conditions w ill 
arise fo r  typical communications systems.
(ii) In v irtually  every circumstance investigated, the smaller the Single Point 
Failure element within a satellite the more cost-effective the system. Therefore, 
Single Point Failures should be suppressed as much as possible.
(iii)  Redundancy should be applied at the lowest practicable level in a 
satellite, ie there should be as much cross-strapping as possible to maximise the 
cost-effectiveness of the system.
Provisos
Result 1 is true provided the following conditions exist:
Applying redundancy at increasingly lower levels does not incur any cost 
penalty due to possible increases in mass and complexity.
There is no additional mass and cost penalty by going to a higher 
replication (beyond the corresponding replication of mass and cost).
The distributions of mass, cost and re liab ility  fo r  the blocks in a 
satellite are homogeneous.
In general, one might not expect these special conditions to exist fo r a 'rea l' 
satellite, and so an element of doubt does remain concerning the validity of the 
results under more general circumstances. To investigate the extent to which 
these provisos influence redundancy optimisation would require some modification  
of the current model.
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Benefits
To understand the benefits of this result one must look at current design
practices fo r systems containing a series of satellites. Two types of system are 
examined here -  defence communications and civil communications (eg INTELSAT).
Inspection of system requirements documentation and discussions w ith  members of 
DRA Space Sector have revealed that the following approach is typical fo r  defence 
communications systems. F irstly , the system life , availability requirement and 
required number of satellites are specified. From these the number o f satellites
that are to be active and the number that are to be unpowered spares are 
determined. Based on a f irs t  high level design exercise a re liab ility  is 
estimated fo r each satellite, and this in turn may be subdivided to give an 
apportioned re liab ility  target fo r  each subsystem. The philosophy fo r  
incorporating redundancy into the satellites is driven by the key requirement to 
eliminate as many single point fa ilu re  modes as possible (which agrees w ith  this 
result). The amount o f redundancy is also influenced by the system availability  
requirement. Duplicate redundancy throughout each satellite is typical, although 
fo r life -lim ited  or especially critica l components such as TWTA’s even greater
redundancy is employed. Also, cross-strapping of the two halves o f a redundant 
equipment is incorporated whenever possible to maximise the re liab ility  aspect of 
the satellite design. Result 1 agrees w ith  this approach, but does so on the 
grounds of maximising the system cost-effectiveness.
There are indications from  the literature  survey (W alker, 1983) that the defence 
communications system design approach is also the one adopted fo r  the INTELSAT 
series of satellites. However, there is one subtle difference. INTELSAT have 
developed a practice of leasing space on the spare satellites to several users. 
This shared service approach generates extra  income, however it  does so at the 
expense of shortening the potential life  of the powered-up spare satellites.
The basis fo r current communications system design philosophies appears to have 
been derived from  philosophies which were created specifically fo r  one-off 
satellites. A number of these are listed in section 2.3.4, and clearly there is 
much in common between these and the series approach. While these approaches may 
be satisfactory fo r  a single satellite (although even then cost-effectiveness may 
not be achieved) I believe that to transfer them to a system containing a series 
of satellites is a mistake, because not only do they exclude the cost benefits of 
trad in g -o ff spares w ith redundancy (as stated above), but they ignore the e ffect 
of satellite w ear-out failures which are a very important feature in the analysis 
of a system of satellites launched in sequence. However, it  is perhaps not too 
surprising that a more system cost-effectiveness orientated approach has not been 
adopted yet, because as fa r  as can be ascertained from  the literatu re , no rules 
or guidelines exist fo r this.
Although result 1 indicates that duplicate redundancy in spacecraft is the cost 
optimum choice under many circumstances, there are also conditions which allow  
fo r either no redundancy, trip licate  redundancy or possibly even higher multiples 
of redundancy to be the most cost-effective choice fo r  the spacecraft. Therefore  
there is s till scope fo r  a significant margin of discrepancy between result 1 
(which has the benefit of being derived from  considerations of system cost- 
effectiveness), and current design practices (which appear to have a more 
arb itra ry  nature about them). This challenge to existing design practices 
represents one benefit of the research.
The problem w ith the design philosophy adopted by current communications systems 
is that it  does not include a structured approach to trad in g -o ff the number of 
spare satellites w ith the amount of redundancy w ithin each satellite. The 
approach adopted in arriving at result 1 provides a method fo r  this tra d e -o ff to 
take place, since only two basic requirements are set in itia lly  -  system life  and 
availability requirement. This has the advantage th at the optimum satellite  
redundancy and number of spare satellites can be derived w ith respect to
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achieving maximum system cost-effectiveness. A fter the tra d e -o ff has found these 
optima, then requirements on reliab ility , redundancy, and spares can be 
specified. This alternative approach could be implemented without any d ifficu lty  
or overhead by following a set of guidelines. These guidelines may f irs t  require 
that certain information be estimated by designers, such as the fa ilu re  rate  of 
the spacecraft, before re ferring  the designer to Tables (such as Table 13) or 
graphs (such as Fig 28) to identify the optimum spacecraft redundancy and number 
of spacecraft required. As intimated earlier, following such a set of guidelines 
during the requirements setting and design phases of a project would, I  believe, 
add enormously to the chances of a cost-effective system being designed and 
built. The generation of such a set of guidelines in future research would be 
highly beneficial.
7.2 RESULT 2
Summary
A simple-to-use relationship exists (derived in section 5.2.3) which brings 
together spacecraft re liab ility , cost and mass such that a designer can perform  a 
tra d e -o ff between whether to use high or low quality/technology components in 
spacecraft, as follows:
Fsat[u»L] (f[L ] + k)  .   .   > 1
satIu .H] Msat u^,H] (f[H l + k)F,
when the le ft  hand side of the inequality is greater than unity then the high 
quality/technology option is the cost-effective choice.
Provisos
The result has been derived fo r the case when Fg^T^u] is sufficiently large (ie
there are several satellites in the system), and when spacecraft w ear-out effects  
(and the costs associated w ith building in extra  spacecraft life ) are ignored, 
and the distributions o f mass, cost and re liab ility  in the spacecraft are 
homogeneous. There are already indications that when these conditions are removed 
the result w ill s till hold, although this requires checking.
Benefits
The main benefit from  the derived relationship is in its application. That is, to
identify quickly and objectively the optimum level of quality or technology fo r a
spacecraft component. Within the context of a real design situation, a designer 
may have to decide the level of technology or quality that he procures fo r a
certain component based entirely on his own subjective judgement. This could lead 
to a choice that is not cost-effective fo r  the particular satellite being
designed. Therefore, the application o f this relationship would be an extra  tool 
on which to base that judgement, thus ensuring cost-effectiveness considerations 
are properly taken into account.
The philosophy adopted fo r selecting the quality level of components on STRV has 
been to set a guideline that a ll components should be procured such that they 
satisfy at least a certain specified level of quality. Designers are free  to 
choose any quality level above this minimum provided certain budgetary 
constraints are not exceeded. This approach would seem to lend itse lf to include 
the use of the new relationship, however STRV is a one-off satellite (as opposed 
to one of a series) and it  is not clear whether the relationship could be used in 
this circumstance.
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For typical defence communications spacecraft the system requirements 
documentation usually specifies that space qualified parts must be used in order 
to satisfy the re liab ility  targets set fo r  the satellite. This to a large extent
restricts the freedom of choice fo r  the designer. By setting a s tric t quality
level requirement, then one must accept that not only could component
procurement/ screening costs be high, but also the level of quality may not be 
the optimum fo r  the particular satellite, and consequently maximum system cost- 
effectiveness would not be achieved (which is o f course undesirable). To overcome 
this problem I suggest that either the requirement is relaxed to allow the
designer greater flex ib ility  of choice (making use of the new relationship) 
during the design process, or alternatively the relationship is applied (even in 
a fa ir ly  approximate fashion) at the pre-requirements stage to ensure that an 
approximately optimum level of quality is specified fo r  the parts in the design. 
Both of these options challenge the existing approach by advocating the 
introduction of a new technique which takes account o f system cost-effectiveness. 
At the very least the result suggests that some re-appraisal o f current component 
procurement policies is required.
7.3 RESULT 3 
Summarv
The improvement in cost-effectiveness from  applying redundancy in a satellite  
appears to be insensitive to:
The availability requirement of the system. (Refer to section 6.3.4).
The probability of a successful launch. (Refer to section 6.3.4).
More importantly, the cost optimum redundancy to build into the spacecraft does 
not seem to be strongly driven by either of these parameters.
Provisos
This result is true fo r the set of conditions that have already been listed fo r  
result 1.
Benefits
This result is not intuitive, and i t  suggests that the parameters should not 
dominate decisions regarding redundancy optimisation (as they sometimes do in 
current design practices). Therefore, some re-evaluation o f present approaches 
may be necesssary.
7.4 RESULT 4
Summarv
When spacecraft w ear-out effects, and the costs associated w ith  building longer 
life  into a spacecraft, are included in the model o f the spacecraft, then an 
optimum spacecraft design life  exists which maximises system cost-effectiveness. 
(Refer to section 6.4.2). Important drivers fo r  this are:
(a) The amount, type and level of redundancy in the satellite.
(b) The costs associated w ith building extra  life  into the satellite.
(c) The correct balance between the likelihood of the random and w ear-out
fa ilu re  mechanisms occurring in the satellite.
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The parameters -  system availability requirement and launch success probability 
are shown to be insignificant drivers of the optimum satellite life .
Provisos
The provisos listed fo r result 1 apply here also.
Benefits
I t  is not very surprising that an optimum life  can be identified, since building 
in too much life  (ie through extra  propellant, etc) would not be cost-effective  
because of the high probability that the satellite w ill have terminated before 
its design life  is achieved as a result of some random fa ilu re . The other 
extreme, ie a short life  built in, is also not cost-effective since the satellite  
is likely to s till be functional when its operation is terminated by some wear­
out or depletion mechanism.
The fa c t that an optimum life  can be found, and knowing three of the most 
important drivers, is particularly useful as it  acts as a good starting point fo r  
investigations into whether there are any cost benefits in striving to increase 
the life  of today’s typical communications satellites beyond 7 to 10 years.
7.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
It  has become apparent as a result of highlighting the benefits of the results by 
comparing and contrasting w ith existing design approaches that ( if  proper 
consideration of various trad e-o ffs  is not done f irs t  then) setting too many 
requirements that are too stric t may lead to a satellite or system design that is 
not optimised w ith respect to maximum cost-effectiveness. Much of the benefit (or 
potential benefit) of the results stems from  a challenge to these accepted design 
philosophies. However, fo r any o f the guidelines or relationships derived in this 
research to replace or be incorporated into existing approaches then i t  must be 
possible fo r  designers to acquire or estimate reasonably good data on the 
parameters involved. I believe this should be the case since there is a 
potentially large source o f historical data on satellite communication systems to 
draw from , and also any new systems tend to be derived from  previous ones where 
accurate data is known.
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8 FUTURE RESEARCH
8.1 Ju s tifica tio n
The results (discussed in some detail in the previous section) show that a better 
(although by no means complete) understanding of the relationships between cost- 
effectiveness and spacecraft re liab ility , redundancy and life  has been achieved. 
The design of a system can now be approached w ith some knowledge of how to 
optimise i t  w ith respect to cost. Results have been derived which ultim ately  
might be applied as useful tools or guidelines in the design process. And 
finally , some results could represent a potential challenge to current design 
philosophies.
Clearly, this package o f research, by making use of a simple model, has provided 
excellent background and highlights important areas meriting fu rther  
investigation. Therefore, the study acts as a solid p latform  from  which several 
new areas of research should be vigorously pursued.
8.2 Proposal fo r  new investigations
The results have been derived given several provisos. Whilst i t  is tempting to 
remove these, thereby strengthening the robustness of the results and allowing 
new investigations to be carried out, fu rther utilisation or development of the 
present model is not advised since any practical benefit from  this is likely to 
be limited.
Based on the results and their benefits, the following important areas m erit 
fu rther research (but making use of more practical approaches than those adopted 
in the simple model);
(1) To address in more detail the issue of spacecraft life  optimisation. In
particular, whether there are any cost benefits in striving to increase the 
life  of today’s typical communications satellites beyond 7 to 10 years. 
This, of course, implies a need to understand (a) the costs o f increasing 
the life  o f batteries and solar cells (by increasing, fo r  example, their
numbers, efficiency, or redundancy), and (b) how these costs balance against 
the benefit of the extra  life  gained.
As part of such an investigation a better understanding of the strong link
that exists between cost optimum satellite life , redundancy and component 
q u a lity /re liab ility  should be pursued. This is because increasing the life  
of a satellite also suggests the need to increase its re liab ility  (by more
redundancy or component quality) i f  cost optimisation is to be achieved.
The fac t that this study has shown the existence of an optimum satellite  
life  (and has provided three of the most important drivers) is a good
starting point fo r  this particular investigation.
(2) To address the question o f whether it  is cost-effective to introduce
additional redundancy or quality into regions of a satellite that are known 
to be relatively unreliable. For example, items that are single point 
failures (suppression of these has already been suggested in this study), or 
the TWTA’s in a communications payload (where typically m -o u t-o f-n  standby 
redundancy is already applied). Once again, a knowledge of the most 
important drivers of redundancy optimisation (as revealed in section 7) 
provides a useful foundation fo r  such an investigation.
Perhaps the best method of approaching both of these investigations is to
concentrate specifically on a ’rea l’ existing communications system where 
detailed cost, performance and design data can be readily utilised. Analysis of
the spacecraft in the system w ill reveal whether their design (in terms of
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reliab ility , redundancy and life ) can be modified fo r increased cost- 
effectiveness.
The analysis could be carried out by constructing a detailed and accurate model 
of the satellites and system as a whole. The model would incorporate ’rea l-w o rld ’ 
engineering factors (ie all of the system’s variables, parameters and 
constraints) in order to ensure that the model is a useful and meaningful tool. 
The model could then be taken a step fu rth er by building in an up-to-date  
technology database which would allow optimisation of the engineering factors (by 
an interactive process) fo r any satellite or system of satellites.
Results from  analysing such a system could be applicable to a wide range of 
typical communications systems; so qualified generalisations might be made on how 
to design certain aspects of sim ilar systems in future. New results should also 
c la rify  whether the ’useful’ design tools and guidelines (derived in this study) 
are worthy o f fu rther development and refinement. Finally, current design 
practices (such as component procurement policy), which have been challenged in 
this research, can be re-appraised in the light of new investigations that are  
detailed and practical in nature.
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9 CONCLUSIONS
Methods o f reducing the costs of UK m ilita ry  satellite communications systems are  
at the fo re fro n t of government funded space research programmes. Identifying and 
understanding the primary cost drivers is seen as one way of achieving this aim.
In general m ilitary  sat com systems provide their service by launching a series of 
satellites to replenish the system, thus ensuring that the required re liab ility  
of service through the system life  is achieved. The more reliable the satellites  
the few er that w ill be required to replenish the system. The purpose of the 
thesis is to increase understanding of this type of tra d e -o ff from  a cost- 
effectiveness viewpoint.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The study investigates how satellite  redundancy is best applied, given a required 
re liab ility  of service, in terms of cost-effectiveness. A number of related  
issues are also examined, fo r  example the optimisation of satellite life ; and the 
optimisation of the level of quality or level of technology fo r  the component 
elements of a satellite.
The ultim ate aim of the research is to help designers approach the problem of 
designing a m ilitary  satellite communications system in a manner which achieves 
maximum cost-effectiveness.
SUMMARY OF TASKS PERFORMED TO F U L F IL L  OBJECTIVES
To achieve these objectives the following tasks were carried out:
L iterature survey
A broad review of the lite ra tu re  to c ritica lly  evaluate existing approaches to 
achieving the most cost-effective spacecraft and system design. Particu lar 
aspects looked fo r when conducting the review were the cost optimisation of 
satellite life , redundancy, and numbers o f satellites required in a system.
The review highlights the tendency fo r  design approaches to focus on optimising 
the redundancy and l i f  e o f individual satellites rather than considering the 
system as a whole, where the required number of satell ites needs to be included 
in the optimisation. Such approaches could result in a system which is fa r  from  
cost-effective.
Study o f fa ilu re  data in GTS Report
A study of l i f  e-term inating f  ailures o f communications and other applications 
satellites launched between 1958 and 1982 (derived from  a report produced under 
contract by GTS Ltd.). This is p rim arily  to gain better understanding of the 
numbers and types of failures th a t have occurred (i) in d ifferen t classes of 
satellite, and (ii) within the various subsystems that comprise the satellites. 
The causes of the failures are also summarized.
Some of the most important findings from  this study are:
(1) Random fa ilu re  events are the most likely cause o f satellite life  term ination  
before the design life  has been achieved. I f  a satellite exceeds its  design 
life  then normal w ear-out is the most likely cause of termination.
L ife-term inating failures in most applications of spacecraft are divided 
fa ir ly  evenly between random events and normal w ear-out, independent of 
spacecraft size.
(2) Meteorology satellites have been more susceptible to w ear-out fa ilures than 
other classes of spacecraft. This is prim arily because of the sensitivity of 
payload instruments, such as cameras and scanners to degradation caused by
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the environment (a wear-out fa ilure  mode). Ninety percent o f meteorology 
payload failures are wear-out in nature.
Meteorology spacecraft are usually in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and therefore  
w ill be affected by the atmosphere. Surface degradation from  atomic oxygen 
and atmospheric drag causing orbital decay both result in a shorter 
spacecraft life  compared to Geostationary Earth Orbiting (GEO) satellites 
(which do not suffer from these fa ilu re  modes). Most communications 
satellites are in GEO, and so avoid these additional problems.
The failures can also be attributed to design lim itations as a result of the 
instrument technology being pushed to the lim it.
The very short design lives of meteorology satellites compared to comsats, 
confirms the cautious approach adopted by manufacturers in the face of these 
problems. Approximately 85% of metsat life-term inating failures have occurred 
a fte r the required design life  has been exceeded. This may suggest that 
designers were over-cautious in specifying the design life .
(3) Designers of communications spacecraft on the other hand have set more 
ambitious design lives suggesting more confidence in what was achievable from  
the available technology. This is borne out in the GTS Report by a strong 
correlation between the predicted through-lif e re liab ility  o f a typical 
comsat (approx. 0.70) and the percentage of spacecraft which actually 
achieved their design life  (65 -  75%).
(4) In general, Earth Observations satellites have failed to achieve the in -o rb it  
lives that comsats have. Possible reasons f  or this have already been 
discussed in (2) above, but an additional facto r to consider is that 
historically most Earth Obs. satellites contained only a small number of 
instruments/sensors in their payload. When these f  a il the mission ends. 
Provision fo r redundancy in the payload is usually very lim ited.
For comsats the payload usually comprises a significant number of
transponders and adequate redundancy. I f  a few  fa i l  there are s till 
sufficient remaining to continue operations in a worthwhile manner, and 
derive reasonable life  from  the satellite.
(5) The largest source of life-term inating fa ilure  in a spacecraft is the 
payload, accounting fo r some 35 to 40%. In comms payloads the biggest problem 
area has been TWTA failure. Since 1982, the date o f the GTS Report, 
significant improvements have been made in TWTA design, w ith  m ajor space TWTA 
manufacturers now claiming TWT life  expectancies in excess o f 20 years. This
should lead to a reduction in the percentage of failures attributable to
TWTA’s, and a corresponding reduction in the percentage of life  term inating  
failures caused by the comms payload. I  believe this w ill result in a trend 
fo r manufacturers to build satellites w ith much longer design lives. Already
there is strong evidence fo r this with design lives now approaching 12 to 15 
years in some of the larger comsats. This could be a potentially worrying  
trend. Comsats do have an optimum life  (as demonstrated in this research) and 
there may be a temptation to overlook this fa c t because of what is 
technologically achievable.
(6) The greatest source of life-term inating fa ilure  in the p latform  has been the 
power subsystem. Nearly half of these fa ilure  events are attributable to 
battery degradation (ie wear-out). Improvements in battery technology and 
better in -o rb it conditioning has contributed to the potential fo r  increasing 
satellite life  expectancy.
(7) AOCS fuel depletion has been a m ajor life  lim iter. The trend to build ever 
larger satellites, and improved techniques fo r measuring the amount of fuel 
on-board throughout life , both mean longer satellite life  expectancy.
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(8) I t  seems feasible that w ith  these increased iife  expectancies the balance of
fa ilu re  type w ill sh ift more towards the random event than the normal w ear­
out, unless there is a corresponding improvement in eg. component quality to
minimise the random events. Furthermore, the increase in spacecraft autonomy 
through the use of on-board softw are w ill I  believe, over the coming years, 
inevitably lead to an increase in random anomalies.
It  is worth sounding two notes o f caution here in regard to these results.
F irstly, the analysis of the GTS data has been performed without recourse to 
statistical techniques to determine the significance of results. A to ta l of
approx. 300 satellites were studied. I  believe this is an adequate number to
derive meaningful observations w ith  regard to the distribution of random and 
w ear-out failures, and also in terms of the distribution of failures between 
payload and subsystems. However, a t a more detailed level of analysis of the data 
(where numbers of fa ilures approach single figures, eg looking at failures in a
particular subsystem type) then I  believe the standard deviation could be
sufficiently large to rule out any significant findings. Ideally, an order of
magnitude more data would be needed in these cases.
Secondly, because the GTS Report does not contain data fo r  satellites launched
a fte r 1982 the results o f the analysis do not represent the most up to date
picture. Some possible trends from  1982 onwards are discussed above.
Results from  Mathematical Model o f satellite  re liab ilitv  and svstem cost
The core of the reseeirch activ ity  centred on the construction and application of 
a simple mathematical model linking the cost of a system of satellites to the 
re liab ility  of the individual spacecraft. The model is not dependent on the GTS 
results (save fo r  some useful indicators fo r  input values such as launch success 
probability).
The model was deliberately sim plified fo r the purposes of investigating
redundancy optimisation and extracting the general underlying principles (as 
opposed to deriving quantitative results).
Several interesting results have been generated from  the model. These are 
summarized as follows;
(1) I t  is possible to identify  an optimum redundancy to build into the satellites  
(ie a redundancy which maximizes the cost-effectiveness of the system). Two 
of the most im portant parameters influencing the optimisation are:
(i) The percentage o f equipment w ithin the satellite that is made redundant, 
ie the size o f the Single Point Failure element of the satellite.
(ii) The fa ilu re  ra te  and design (or w ear-out) life  of the basic satellite
design.
(2) The cost optimum amount o f redundancy to build into satellites does not 
appear to be significantly driven by either the availability requirement of 
the system or the probability o f the sateilites being successfully launched. 
This result is not intu itively obvious and suggests that these parameters 
should not strongly influence decisions regarding redundancy optimisation. 
The parameters are o f course strong drivers of the number of satellites  
required by the system.
(3) The following guidelines are indicated by the results:
(i) Duplication of equipment in a satellite is the cost optimum redundancy 
fo r a wide range of input values in the model. Since the ranges were
chosen to re flec t the possible values that typical satellites may possess
then i t  is reasonable to conclude that duplication w ill be the most cost- 
effective redundancy to apply to the m ajority of satellites. However, 
input values have also been identified where no redundancy in a satellite
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is the optimum, and also where trip lication  (or even higher replications) 
is the most cost beneficial. More specifically, fo r  a typical m ilitary
comms system (where availability requirement is set at 0.95, and launch 
success probability is approx. 0.85) then the option of not adding any
redundancy to the spacecraft should only be considered i f  the value of
spacecraft (non-redundant) fa ilu re  rate  x  design life  is approx < 1. 
Triplication should only be considered provided at least approx 90% of 
the equipment in the spacecraft can be made redundant, and the value of 
(non-redundant) fa ilure  ra te  x  design life  is approx. > 4. These
conditions though are unlikely to arise fo r  typical communications
systems, but one should be advised of their existence.
(ii) In virtually every circumstance investigated, the smaller the Single 
Point Failure element within a satellite the more cost-effective the 
system. Therefore, Single Point Failure modes should be suppressed as 
much as possible.
(4) I t  is possible to identify an optimum design life  to build into the 
satellites (ie a satellite design life  which maximizes the cost-effectiveness 
of the system). Three of the most important parameters influencing the 
optimisation are:
(i) The costs associated w ith  building extra  life  into the satellite.
(ii) The correct balance between the likelihood of the random and wear-out 
mechanisms occurring in the satellite. I t  is not cost-effective to spend 
a lot of time, e ffo rt and money in procuring high quality components and 
building plenty of redundancy into a satellite in order to minimise the 
random events, i f  the sateliite is likely to fa il  a fte r  a short time due 
to some known w ear-out mechanism. Sim ilarly, increasing the design life  
without the corresponding investment in providing adequate protection 
against random fa ilure  modes, is also not cost-effective.
Results show that a through-life  re liab ility  not exceeding 0.80 is 
necessary fo r cost-effectiveness. The GTS data confirms that designers in 
general do not usually aim to exceed this figure.
(iii) Another factor governing the optimum design life  of a satellite is 
technological obsolescence. Payloads using new technology, eg w ith  better 
performance and capacity, lower mass and lower cost, w ill earn more 
revenue than a technologically older satellite. I t  is simply not 
economically sensible to continue operating the older satellite.
The parameters -  system availability requirement and launch success 
probability -  are shown to be insignificant drivers of the optimum satellite  
life .
(5) A simple-to-use relationship combining spacecraft re liab ility , cost, and mass 
has been derived. The relationship enables the optimum level of quality or 
technology fo r  a component in a satellite to be identified quickly and 
objectively provided adequate component data is available. I t  could be used 
as an additional tool to help designers reach an engineering judgement, by 
ensuring that such a choice is made w ith  cost-effectiveness in mind. The 
result may also require some re-appraisal of the component procurement policy 
of current design practices, particu larly  w ith regard to specification of 
quality levels, and therefore merits fu rth e r investigation.
The model has been very useful fo r identifying the high level results reported 
above, many of which would have been d iffic u lt to extract w ith  more complicated 
modelling. The assumptions made in the model mean that the results are derived 
subject to certain provisos; fo r  example the distributions of mass, cost, and 
re liab ility  of the equipment in the satellite  are treated as homogeneous. The 
results should be viewed bearing these lim itations in mind.
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In attempting to satisfy the objectives, the research has produced results which 
may ultimately benefit designers of m ilita ry  satellite communications systems in 
a number of ways: F irstly, by providing an indication of the guidelines and tools 
which could enable the satellite system design approach to become more cost- 
effective in terms of the whole system optimisation. Secondly, by challenging 
aspects of existing design practices which have not been derived from  principles 
of achieving maximum system cost-effectiveness. And th irdly, by increasing 
understanding of the important parameters which influence the achievement of a 
cost-effective system.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The results of interest need carrying fo rw ard  fo r more detailed investigation fo r  
which the model is not appropriate. Areas considered to m erit fu rther examination 
I are:
: (1) To address in more detail the issue of spacecraft l ife  optimisation. In 
i particular, whether there are any cost benefits in striving to increase the 
life  of today’s typical communications satellites beyond 7 to 10 years.
(2) To address the question of whether i t  is cost-effective to introduce 
additional redundancy or quality into regions of a satellite that are known 
to be relatively unreliable.
(3) To investigate whether the result which enables the identification of the 
optimum level of quality or technology fo r the components in a satellite, 
holds fo r a particular spacecraft design.
Perhaps the best method of approaching these investigations is to concentrate 
specifically on a ’rea l’ existing UK m ilitary  satellite communications system 
where detailed cost, performance and design data can be readily utilized. 
Analysis of the spacecraft in the system w ill reveal whether their design (in 
terms of re liab ility , redundancy and life ) could be modified fo r  increased cost- 
e ff  ectiveness.
{ The analysis could be carried out by constructing a detailed and accurate model 
of the satellites and system as a whole. The model would incorporate ’rea l-w orld ’ 
engineering factors (ie a ll of the system’s variables, parameters and 
constraints) in order to ensure that the model is a useful and meaningful tool. 
The model could be taken a step fu rth e r by building in an up-to-date technology 
database which would allow optimisation of the engineering factors (by an 
interactive process) fo r any satellite or system of satellites.
Results from  analysing such a system could be subsequently extended to a wider 
range of typical satellite communications systems; so qualified generalizations 
might be made on how to design certain aspects of sim ilar systems in future. New 
results should also c larify  whether the ’useful’ design tools and guidelines 
(derived in this study) are worthy o f fu rther development and refinement. 
Finally, current design practices (such as component procurement policy), which 
have been questioned in this research, can be re-appraised in the light of new 
. investigations that are more detailed and practical in nature.
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APPENDIX A
Introduction to  redundancy
Series systems
Consider a system composed of n independent components, each exhibiting a 
constant fa ilu re  rate. I f  the fa ilu re  of one of the components results in the 
fa ilu re  of the system, then the system can be represented by a Reliability Block 
Diagram (RED), as shown below
(NB. RBD’s are used to represent complex systems as an aid when making
re liab ility  predictions at the feasibility and design stages of a program. They
represent the re liab ility  aspects of a system, and need not re flec t its physical
structure, functional partitioning or operational logic.)
I f  F j, Fg,..., 
fa ilu re  ra te  is
are the fa ilu re  rates of the n components then the system
= E F l 
1=1
(A-1)
where Fj is the fa ilu re  ra te  of the i th component. Because the fa ilu re  rates 
are constant, the component reliabilities R ,^ Rg,..., R^, over a time of
operation t , are expl-F^t), exp(-Fgt) and so on. The re liab ility  o f the system 
is the combined probability of no fa ilu re  of any of these components, ie
n
R = T T  Ri (A-2)
1=1
where Rj is the re liab ility  o f the i th component.
Redundant systems
Redundancy is the existence of more than one means fo r accomplishing a given 
function. Each means of accomplishing the function need not necessarily be 
identical. There are a number o f ways of applying redundancy to an equipment:
(1) Active p a ra lle l (o r hot) redundancy.
This is the simplest form  of redundancy. An example of the re liab ility  block 
diagram (RBD) fo r  this paralle l redundant arrangement is shown below
— ~ r7 -
Each item in the configuration takes part in the function of the system and can 
continue this function even when some have failed, ie all redundant items are 
operating simultaneously rather than being switched on when needed. The general 
expression fo r active parallel redundancy is
R = 1 - Î T  (1 -  Rj) 
1=1
(A-3)
where Rj is the re liab ility  of the i th unit and n is the number of units in 
parallel.
(2) Standby (or cold) redundancy.
Standby redundancy is achieved when an item does not operate continuously but is 
only switched on when i t  is needed, usually when the primary unit has failed.
prtnwrcj
A redundant item can be operational (or powered) or quiescent whilst held in 
reserve. The advantage o f standby redundancy is that items do not w ear-out as 
much in the dormant state as those in use, while the disadvantage is that a 
switching mechanism is needed to activate them i f  they are required. The 
re liab ility  of the switch can play an important role in the re liab ility  o f that 
item as it  is in series w ith the item in standby and i t  is a single point 
f  ailure.
The general re liab ility  form ula fo r  
configuration (perfect switching) is
n equal units in a standby redundant
R exp(-Ft) (A-4)
where F is a constant fa ilu re  rate.
(3) m -o u t-o f -n  redundancy.
This type o f redundancy is in a sense part way between series and fu ll
redundancy. There are n components available, of which m are required to be
working fo r the system to function properly. This is called m -o u t-o f-n  (or m /n) 
redundancy, and the redundancy itse lf can be active or standby. The re liab ility
of an m /n system, w ith n independent components in which a ll the unit
reliabilities are equal, is the binomial re liab ility  function;
tn-1 /• \
R  =  1  -  E  I  i l  R  ( i - R )
I  = 0  ^
(A-5)
or, fo r the constant fa ilu re  rate case:
1
( F t + 1 )
m - l
E 
1 =0
(A-6)
APPENDIX B
Introduction to  r e lia b ility
Component and non-repairable systems re liab ility
The re liab ility  of a piece of equipment is its ab ility  to perform  a specified 
task, fo r  a specified time, in a specified environment. I t  is the probability  
that the equipment is s till functioning by time t. Because re liab ility  is a 
probability then the life  o f the equipment w ill vary in a random manner from  one 
equipment to the next. The problem of dealing w ith this randomness must therefore  
involve the use of statistics.
Consider a test where a number of equipments are operated until fa ilu re . To 
describe the data from  such a test it  is necessary to use the probability density 
function, f{ t) . I f  t  is the time to fa ilure , and a and b are two times, then the 
probability that t  lies between a and b is given by
b
P(a < t  < b) = r f ( t )  dt (B-1)
a
The re liab ility , R (t), is the probability that an equipment is s till functioning 
by time t , or alternatively that it  fa ils  a fte r time t. I t  is related to f ( t )  by 
the equation
00
R(t) = J  f ( t )  dt (B-2)
or
f{ t )  = -  dR /dt (B-3)
The fa ilu re  function, Q(t), is complementary to the re liab ility , R (t). I t  is the 
probability that an equipment has failed  during the period from  0 to t. The 
relationships are
t
Q(t) = J  f ( t )  dt (B-4)
= 1 -  R (t) (B-5)
and
f( t )  = dQ/dt (B-6)
The fa ilu re  rate  of an equipment is given by
F(t) = f ( t ) /R ( t )  (B-7)
and has the property that i f  an equipment has not failed  at time t, then the 
probability that i t  fa ils  in the interval t  to t+dt is F (t)d t. I f  F (t) is known,
R can be derived using the form ula
R(t) = exp|^-J F{t) d tj (B-8)
The one parameter (as opposed to function) often used when describing re liab ility  
is the mean time to fa ilu re  or MTTF. This is just the average life tim e of a large 
number o f the equipments, and is
MTTF = r t .F (t )  dt 
0
= r R (t) dt 
0
(B-9)
The * bathtub* curve
The instantaneous fa ilu re  rate (the number of failures per unit time) fo r a given 
equipment over the equipment life  would resemble the curve shown below
Because of its  shape this curve of fa ilure  rate  as a function of time is usually 
referred  to as the 'bathtub curve’ . This shows an in itia l decreasing fa ilu re  ra te  
or in fant m orta lity  period (when undetected manufacturing faults make themselves 
present), an intermediate useful life  period where the fa ilure  ra te  is constant, 
and a fin a l period o f increasing fa ilu re  rate representing equipment w ear-out. In  
principle, a non-repairable equipment is being described here, but complex,
repairable items also exhibit these features.
Decreasing fa ilu re  rates are observed in items which become less likely to fa il  
as the ir survival time increases. This is often observed in electronic equipments 
and parts. 'Burn-in' o f electronic parts is a good example of the way in which 
knowledge o f a decreasing fa ilu re  rate is used to generate an improvement in 
re liab ility . The parts are operated under failure-provoking stress conditions fo r  
a time before delivery. As substantial parts fa il and are rejected the fa ilu re  
rate  decreases and the surviving parts are more reliable. Repairable systems can 
show a decreasing fa ilu re  rate when re liab ility  is improved by progressive 
repair, as defective parts which fa il relatively early are replaced by good 
parts. 'Burn-in ' is applied to electronic systems, as well as to parts, fo r  this 
purpose.
A constant fa ilu re  ra te  is characteristic of failures which are caused by the 
application o f loads in excess of the design strength, at a constant average 
rate. For example, overstress failures due to accidental or transient circuit 
overload, or maintenance-induced failures of mechanical equipment, typically
occur randomly and at a generally constant rate. A constant fa ilu re  rate is also 
typical o f complex systems subject to repair and overhaul, where d iffe ren t parts  
exhibit d iffe ren t patterns of fa ilu re  w ith time, and parts have d ifferen t ages 
since repair or replacement.
M aterial fatigue brought about by strength deterioration due to cyclic loading is 
a fa ilu re  mode which does not occur fo r a fin ite  time, and then exhibits an 
increasing probability o f occurrence.
In a complex item such as a satellite the infant m ortalities are eliminated in
advance o f the launch by various methods such as heat cycling and burning-in  
components and equipment; so over- the mission duration most equipment comprising 
electronics and mechanical components w ill exhibit a constant fa ilu re  ra te  during 
the useful life  o f the satellite  and an increasing fa ilu re  ra te  as the equipment
reaches the wearout phase. Therefore, a satellite displays only two modes of 
failure:
(1) Random failures (unpredictable failures).
(2) Systematic failures, ie failures caused by w ear-out (bearings, solenoid- 
operated valves, TWT cathodes) or exhaustion of expendables (propellant).
(NB One must also be aware of design errors, which are another source of fa ilu re  
not covered by the above).
Constant fa ilu re  rate  model
I f  one assumes that fa ilu re  rate, F, is constant w ith  time (ie the item is 
subject to random failures only), then the following expressions are derived:
R(t) = exp(-Ft) (B-10)
f ( t )  = F exp (-F t) (B-11)
Q(t) = 1 -  exp(-Ft) (B-12)
and
MTTF = 1/F (B-13)
There are a couple of disadvantages w ith  this model:
(1) With only one parameter to vary, the data is not always a good f i t  to the 
model.
(2) i t  assumes the item does not age, ie the probability of fa ilu re  does not 
depend on the age of the item. This does not apply to many components,
particu larly  mechanical items that are subject to wear.
Wear-out model
Components such as bearings, valves, TWT cathodes tend to wear out in accordance
w ith a normal distribution rather than fa iling  a t random. In such cases:
f t )  “
and
R = 1 - dt (B-15)
where p is the mean life  and <r the standard deviation. A composite 
re liab ility  fo r  a complex system such as a satellite can be determined by 
multiplying re liab ility  due to wearout and random fa ilu re  re liab ility . Systems 
are normally designed so that mean wearout times are long when compared w ith  
design lives. Other distribution functions, such as Weibull functions, can be 
used to model time dependent fa ilu re  rates.

tABLES 1 - 2 3

I CATEGORY OF SATELLITE TOTAL NUMBER 
OF SATELLITES
NUMBER OF SATELLITES 
SUSTAINING LIFE 
TERMINATING FAILURES
PERCENTAGE j
j MILITARY COHHS 
1 C 5 8 - '6 6 ) 13 4 31 1
1 ( '6 7 - '7 4 ) 33 17 52 I
1 C 7 5 - '8 2 ) 20 1 5 I
1 TOTAL 66 22 33 I
I MILITARY NAVIGATION 
I C 5 8 - '6 6 ) 24 13 54 1
1 ( '6 7 - '7 4 ) 10 1 10 I
1 ( '7 5 - '8 2 ) 13 4 31 1
1 TOTAL 47 18 38 I
j INTERNATIONAL CQMMS 
j ( '5 8 - '6 6 ) 6 3 50 1
I ( '6 7 - '7 4 ) 21 13 62 1
j ( '7 5 - '8 2 ) 19 1 5 1
1 TOTAL 46 17 37 1
1 CIVIL COHMS (USA)
1 ( '5 8 - '6 6 ) 12 5 42 1
I ( '6 7 - '7 4 ) 7 1 14 I
1 ( '7 5 - '8 2 ) 16 0 0 1
1 TOTAL 35 6 17 I
1 CIVIL COMHS (OTHER) 
j ( '5 8 - '6 6 ) 0 0
I ( '6 7 - '7 4 ) 2 0 0 I
1 (*7 5 - '8 2 ) 14 4 29 1
j TOTAL 16 4 25 I
1 CIVIL METEOROLOGICAL 
1 ( '5 8 - '6 6 ) 14 8 57 1
1 ( '6 7 - '7 4 ) 18 12 67 j
I ( '7 5 - '8 2 ) 17 2 12 I
j TOTAL 49 22 45 j
1 CIVIL EARTH RESOURCES 
I ( '5 8 - '6 6 ) 0 0
1 { '6 7 - '7 4 ) 1 1 100 1
I ( '7 5 - '8 2 ) 2 0 0 I
1 TOTAL 3 1 33 I
I ALL COMMS
1 ( '5 8 - '6 6 ) 31 12 39 1
I ( '6 7 - '7 4 ) 63 31 49 I
1 ( '7 5 - '8 2 ) 69 6 9 j
1 TOTAL 163 49 30 I
1 ALL CLASSES 
I ( '5 8 - '6 6 ) 69 . 33 48 1
I ( '6 7 - '7 4 ) 92 45 49 1
1 ( '7 5 -'8 2 > 101 12 12 1
1 TOTAL 262 90 34 1
TABLE 1 BREAKDOWN OF NUMBERS OF SATELLITES BY CLASS AND YEAR
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MISSION CLASS TT&C POWER AOCS THERMAL DESPIN DEPLOY­
MENTS
HOUSE­
KEEPING
COMMS P/L NAV. P/L MET. P/L TOTAL
MILITARY COMHS. 3 1 1 3 2 0 0 15 - - 25
MILITARY NAV. 2 10 1 2 0 2 2 1 3 - 23
INT'L COHMS. 0 10 6 5 5 0 0 4 - - 30
CIVIL MET. 0 1 3 0 0 0 3 - - 20 27
CIVIL COHMS(USA) 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 - - 6
CIVIL COMMS(OTHER) 1 1 2 0 0 2 0 1 - - 7
CIVIL EARTH RES. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - - 0 1
ALL COHMS. 5 13 11 8 7 2 0 22 - . 68
ALL CLASSES 7 24 16 10 7 4 5 23 3 20 119
TABLE 3 BREAKDOWN OF SATELLITE FAILURES BY SUBSYSTEM AND CLASS (1958-1982)
MISSION CLASS TT&C POWER AOCS THERMAL DESPIN DEPLOY­ HOUSE­ COMMS P/L NAV. P/L MET. P/L TOTAL
MENTS KEEPING
ALL COHMS. ( '5 8 - '6 6 )  2 4 2 0 0 0 0 5 - - 13
ALL COMMS. ( '6 7 - '7 4 )  2 7 7 8 7 0 0 15 - - 46
ALL COMMS. ( '7 5 - '8 2 )  1 2 2 0 0 2 0 2 - - 9
ALL CLASSES ( '5 8 - '6 6 )  3 14 2 2 0 0 3 5 1 7 37
ALL CLASSES ( '6 7 - '7 4 )  3 8 10 8 7 0 2 15 0 12 65
ALL CLASSES ( '7 5 - '8 2 )  1 2 4 0 0 4 0 3 2 1 17
TABLE 4 BREAKDOWN OF SATELLITE FAILURES BY SUBSYSTEM, CLASS AND YEAR
IN-ORBIT MASS TT&C POWER AOCS THERMAL DESPIN DEPLOY­ HOUSE­ COMMS P/L NAV. P/L MET. P/L TOTAL
;; (kg) MENTS KEEPING
1 - 1 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 - 1 0 0  3 17 4 3 0 0 2 13 1 0 43
101 - 500 3 4 6 5 5 4 3 8 2 20 60
501 - 1000 1 3 6 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 16
TABLE 5 BREAKDOWN OF SATELLITE FAILURES BY SUBSYSTEM AND MASS (1958-1982)
MISSION CLASS NO. OF RANDOM 
FAILURES
NO. OF WEAROUT 
FAILURES
TOTAL FAILURES
MILITARY COHMS. 14 11 25
MILITARY NAVIG. 18 5 23
INT'L COMMS. 13 17 30
CIVILIAN METEOR. 9 18 27
CIVILIAN COMMS (USA) 3 3 6
CIVILIAN COHMS (OTHER) 5 2 7
CIVIL EARTH RESOURCES 1 0 1
ALL COMMS. 35 33 68
ALL CLASSES 63 56 119
ABLE 6 BREAKDOWN OF SATELLITE FAILURE TYPES BY CLASS (1958-1982)
SUBSYSTEM NO. OF RANDOM 
FAILURES
NO. OF WEAROUT 
FAILURES
TOTAL FAILURES
T T & C 7 0 7
POWER 11 13 24
AOCS 9 7 16
THERMAL 9 1 10
DESPIN 7 0 7
DEPLOYMENTS 4 0 4
HOUSE-KEEPING 5 0 5
COMMS P/L 6 17 23
NAVIG. P/L 3 0 3
METEOROLOGY P/L 2 18 20
TOTAL 63 56 119
ABLE 7 BREAKDOWN OF SATELLITE FAILURE TYPES BY SUBSYSTEM (1958-1982)
IN-ORBIT MASS 
(kg)
NO. OF RANDOM 
FAILURES
NO. OF WEAROUT 
FAILURES
TOTAL FAILURES
1 - 10 0 0 0
11 - 100 21 22 43
101 - 500 30 30 60
501 - 1000 12 4 16
TABLE 8 BREAKDOWN OF SATELLITE FAILURE TYPES BY MASS (1958-1982)
FAILURE TYPE TOTAL NO. NO. FAILURES CAUSING 
FAILURES FULSPEC < DESIGN LIFE
NO. FAILURES CAUSING 
USEFUL < DESIGN LIFE
RANDOM
WEAROUT
TOTAL
63
56
119
50 (79%) 
29 (52%) 
79 (66%)
40 (64%) 
17 (30%) 
57 (48%)
TABLE 9 NUMBER OF LIFE-TERMINATING FAILURES WHICH HAVE OCCURRED BEFORE 
SATELLITE DESIGN LIFE'S HAVE BEEN ACHIEVED
I MISSION CLASS TOTAL NO. NO. SATELLITES NO. SATELLITES j
SATELLITES WHOSE FULSPEC WHOSE USEFUL |
< DESIGN LIFE < DESIGN LIFE )
1 ALL COMMS. 49 31 (63%) 25 (51%) 1
1 ALL CLASSES 90 58 (64%) 43 (48%) I
TABLE 10 NUMBER OF SATELLITES SUFFERING LIFE-TERMINATING FAILURES BEFORE 
DESIGN LIFE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED
CATEGORY DEFINITION
A. Technology where early  fa ilu res  
are evident, 10-15 year l i f e  is 
not yet proved, and for which 
the prospect of l i f e  extension 
is s t i l l  doubtful.
B. New technologies which are not 
proven fo r long l i f e ,  and may 
need reconsideration following 
o rb ita l experience.
C. Factors which are known to lim it  
l i f e  and which can be subjected 
to trade-o ff decisions for 
individual s a te l l ite  designs or 
improvement through further 
research.
D. Factors which have lim ited sat­
e l l i t e  life tim e  but fo r which 
careful analysis, manufacture 
and test control is  thought to 
be adequate. Some research is 
s t i l l  required to obtain 
greatest confidence.
LIFE LIMITER
High resolution radiometers and 
scanners (IR & v is ib le ). Atomic 
clocks (th is  may transfer to B i f  
further data on fa ilu re  mechanisms 
becomes ava ilab le ). Microprocessor 
soft errors going hard.
CFRP dimensional s ta b ility . Ka band 
power transistors.
TWTA's. Radiation degradation. 
Microwave transistor ion migration. 
Inadequate parts screening. Fuel 
depletion.
Equipment fa ilu res  in subsystems. 
Design/multiple fau lts . Redundancy 
implementation. Radiation. S tatic  
charging. Parts.
TABLE 11 LIFE LIMITING CATEGORIES
C No. LAUNCH TIME (yrs) TIME BETWEEN LAUNCHES (yrs)
1 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 2 . 8 0 3 6 3
3 2 . 8 0 3 6 3 3 . 4 8 8 6 9
4 6 . 2 9 2 3 1 3 . 4 9 8 7 6
5 9 . 7 9 1 0 7 3 . 4 8 4 5 2
6 1 3 . 2 7 5 5 9 3 . 4 7 1 4 2
7 1 6 . 7 4 7 0 1 3 . 4 6 4 0 0
a 2 0 , 2 1 1 0 1 3 . 4 6 0 4 3
9 2 3 . 6 7 1 4 4 3 . 4 5 8 9 8
10 2 7 . 1 3 0 4 2 3 . 4 5 8 4 9
11 3 0 . 5 8 8 9 2 3 . 4 5 8 3 7
12 3 4 . 0 4 7 2 9 p . 4 5 8 3 6
13 3 7 . 5 0 5 6 5 3 . 4 5 8 3 7
14 4 0 . 9 6 4 0 2 3 . 4 5 8 3 8
15 4 4 . 4 2 2 4 0 3 . 4 5 8 3 9
16 4 7 . 8 8 0 7 9 3 . 4 5 8 3 9
17 5 1 . 3 3 9 1 9 3 . 4 5 8 3 9
18 5 4 . 7 9 7 5 8 3 . 4 5 8 3 9
19 5 8 . 2 5 5 9 7 3 . 4 5 8 3 9
2 0 6 1 . 7 1 4 3 7 3 . 4 5 8 3 9
INPUT DATA: S/C REDUNDANCY = 75% (A=4) DUAL S/C REDUNDANCY LEVEL = 2 S/C UNRED. FAILURE RATE, F = 0.25 S/C CUT-OFF NOT INCLUDED LAUNCH SUCCESS PROBABILITY = 0.85 SYSTEM AVAIL. REQUIREMENT = 0.90
3LE 12 Values of time between launches for a system of satellites
% of  s a t e l l i t e  
made redundant 
(b /n )  X 100 %
l e v e l ;n No
Redundancy
Dual
Redundancy
T r ip le
Redundancy
Quadruple
Redundancy
100 1:64 1 4 .2 9 6 .6 4 7 .9 6
(a  = 0, 2 :64 1 3.11 4 .3 3 4 .9 3
b = 64, 4:64 1 2 .2 7 2 .8 6 3 .0 9
n = 64) 8:64 1 1.69 1.91 1 .9 6
16:64 1 1.28 1 .31 1 .2 7
32:64 1 0 .9 9 0 .9 2 0 .85
64:64 1 0 .80 0 .6 8 0 .5 9
93 .75 1:64 1 3 .27 3 .6 9 3 .3 8
(a » 4, 2:64 1 2 .5 8 2 .9 2 2 .7 7
b = 60, 4:64 1 2.01 2 .2 1 2 .1 3
n = 64) 8 :64 1 1.58 1 .66 1.58
16:64 1 1 .25 1 .23 1.15
32:64 1 0 .99 0.91 0 .8 2
64:64 1 0.81 0 .6 9 0 .6 0
87 .5 1:64 1 2 .6 3 2.51 2 .0 9
(a = 8, 2:64 1 2 .2 0 2 .1 9 1.91
b = 56, 4:64 1 1.80 1.81 1.63
n *  64) 8:64 1 1 ,46 1 .4 4 1.31
16:64 1 1.21 1.14 1 .04
32 :64 1 0 .9 9 0 .8 9 0 .8 0
64:64 1 0 .8 2 0 .7 0 0 .6 0
81 .25 1:64 1 2 .2 0 1.90 1.52
(a — 12, 2 :64 1 1 .9 2 1.75 1.46
b = 52, 4:64 1 1 .6 4 1 .5 4 1.33
n = 64) 8 :64 1 1 .38 1.30 1 .15
16:64 1 1 .1 6 1.06 0 . 9 4
32:64 1 0 .99 0 .8 8 0 .7 7
64:64 1 0 .8 4 0.71 0.61
75 1:64 1 1 .8 9 1.55 1.22
(a = 16, 2 :64 1 1.71 1.47 1.20
b = 48, 4:64 1 1 .5 0 1 .34 1.13
n = 64) 8:64 1 1.29 1.17 1.01
16:64 1 1 .10 0 .9 8 0 .8 6
32:64 1 0 .9 8 0 .8 6 0 .7 4
64:64 1 0 .8 5 0 .7 2 0 .6 2
50 1:64 1 1 ,2 7 1.00 0 .8 0
(a = 32, 2:64 1 1 .2 3 0 .9 9 0 .8 0
b = 32, 4: 64 1 1 .1 7 0 .97 0 .79
n = 64) 8: 64 1 1.09 0 .9 2 0 .7 7
16:64 1 1 .00 0 .8 6 0 .7 3
32:64 1 0.91 0 .7 8 0. 66
64: 64 1 0.91 0 .7 8 0 .6 6
0 1 1 1 1
TABLE 13 System c o s t-e ffe c t iv e n e s s  improvement f a c t o r s  (C IFs)  fo r  v a rio u s  
s a t e l l i t e  redundancies ( r e f e r  to  sec tio n s  6 .2  and 6 .3  fo r  in p u t d a ta  used)
COST-EFFECTIVENESS IMPROVEMENT FACTORS
INPUT DATA: Availability requirement = 0.90; Launch success probability = 0.85; s/c wear-out life(yrs) = 10000.0;
N D T
Level! n 
j: 64 2:64 4:64 8:64 16:64 32:64 64:64
0 64 0 4.29 3.11 2.27 1.69 1.28 0.99 0.800 60 4 4.29 3.10 2.27 1.72 1.31 1.02 0.820 56 8 4.29 3.10 2.26 1.67 1.33 1.05 0.850 52 12 4.31 3.11 2.26 1.71 1.31 1.07 0.870 48 16 4.34 3.13 2.27 1.67 1.24 1.07 0.890 44 20 4.39 3.15 2.28 1.72 1.29 1.06 0.910 40 24 4.44 3.18 2.30 1.67 1.31 1.03 0.920 36 28 4. 52 3.23 2.32 1.73 1.30 0.99 0.930 32 32 4.61 3.28 2.34 1.69 1.24 0.93 0.930 28 36 4.72 3.34 2.38 1.76 1.30 0.97 0.920 24 40 4.86 3.42 2.42 1.72 1.33 1.01 0.900 20 44 5.02 3,51 2.46 1.81 1.32 1,04 0.880 16 48 5.23 3.62 2.52 1.77 1.26 1.06 0.850 12 52 5.48 3.76 2.59 1.87 1.34 1.06 0.820 8 56 5.78 3.91 2.66 1.83 1.39 1.03 0.780 4 60 6.16 4.10 2.75 1.96 1.38 0.99 0.730 0 64 6.64 4.33 2.86 1.91 1.31 0.92 0.68
l a i u
COST-EFFECTIVENESS IMPROVEMENT FACTORS
INPUT DATA; Availability requirement = 0.90; Launch success probability = 0.85; s/c wear-out life(yrs) = 10000.0;
N T Q
Level: n 1:64 2:64 4:64 8:64 16:64 32:64 64:64
0 64 0 6.64 4,33 2,86 1.91 1.31 0.92 0,680 60 4 6.63 4.32 2.85 1.96 1.36 0.96 0.710 56 8 6.63 4.32 2.84 1.90 1.38 1.00 0.740 52 12 6.63 4.31 2.83 1.95 1.35 1,02 0.770 48 16 6.64 4.32 2.83 1.88 1.28 1.03 0.800 44 20 6.67 4.33 2.83 1.94 1.34 1.02 0.830 40 24 6.70 4.34 2.84 1.88 1.36 0.99 0.850 36 28 6.75 4.36 2.84 1.95 1.34 0.93 0.870 32 32 6.80 4.39 2.86 1.88 1.26 0.87 0.870 28 36 6.88 4,42 2.87 1.96 1.33 0.92 0.870 24 40 6.96 4.46 2.89 1.89 1.36 0.97 0.850 20 44 7.07 4,51 2.91 1.97 1.34 1.00 0.820 16 48 7.19 4.57 2.93 1.91 1.26 1.02 0.780 12 52 7.33 4.64 2.96 2.00 1.34 1.01 0.740 8 56 7.51 4.72 3.00 1.93 1.38 0.97 0.690 4 60 7.71 4.82 3.04 2.04 1.36 0.92 0.640 0 64 7.96 4.93 3.09 1.96 1.27 0.85 0.59
% o f s a t e l l i t e  
made redundant 
(b /n )  X 100 %
l e v e l : n Optimum redundancv 
Dual T r ip . Quad.
GIF
100% 1:64 0 0 64 7 .9 6
(a = 0, 2:64 0 0 64 4 .9 3
b “  64, 4 :64 0 0 64 3 .0 9
n = 64) 8:64 0 4 60 2 .0 4
16:64 8 56 0 1.39
32:64 48 16 0 1.07
64 :64 0 0 0 1
93.75% 1:64 0 60 0 3 .6 9
(a = 4, 2 :64 0 60 0 2 .9 2
b = 60, 4 :64 0 60 0 2 .21
n = 64) 8 :64 0 60 0 1.66
16:64 4 56 0 1.27
32 :64 48 12 0 1.05
64 :64 0 0 0 1
87.5% 1:64 56 0 0 2 .6 3
(a = 8, 2 :64 56 0 0 2 .2 0
b = 56, 4 :64 56 0 0 1.80
n = 64) 8 :64 52 4 0 1.47
16:64 56 0 0 1.21
32 :64 48 8 0 1 .0 3
64:64 0 0 0 1
81.25% 1:64 52 0 0 2 .2 0
(a = 12, 2 :64 52 0 0 1.92
b = 52, 4:64 52 0 0 1.64
n = 64) 8 :64 52 0 0 1 .3 8
16:64 52 0 0 1.16
32 :64 44 8 0 1.01
64:64 0 0 0 1
75% 1:64 48 0 0 1 .89
(a = 16, 2 :64 48 0 0 1.71
b K 48, 4:64 48 0 0 1.50
n = 64) 8:64 48 0 0 1.29
16:64 44 4 0 1.11
32:64 0 0 0 1
64:64 0 0 0 1
50% 1:64 32 0 0 1 .2 7
(a = 32, 2 :64 32 0 0 1 .2 3
b = 32, 4 :64 32 0 0 1.17
n = 64) 8 :64 32 0 0 1.09
16:64 32 0 0 1 .00
32:64 0 0 0 1
64:64 0 0 0 1
TABLE 15 Optimum s /c  redundancies and c o s t - e f f e c t i v e n e s s  improvement 
f a c t o r s  (CIFs)  fo r  vario u s  r a t i o s  of  l e v e l ; n .
Results  g iven  fo r  d i f f e r e n t  percentages o f redundancy in  a s / c .  ( In p u t  
data:  A^  = 0 . 9 0 ,  Pj = 0 . 8 5 ) .
GIF -  C o s t - e f f e c t iv e n e s s  Improvement F ac to r
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System
Param eters
No. s /c  
re q ’ d
F [u ]
Tg=20, Cq=0 
Tg=20, Cg=3 
Tg=10, Cq=0 
Ts=10, Cq=3
5
13
5
>10 (13?)
0.36  
1.07  
0.73  
>1.55 (2 .14?)
S p a ce cra ft c o n ta in  100% dual ( le v e l : n  = 4 :6 4 ) redundancy
System
Param eters
No. s /c  
re q 'd
F [u ]
Tg=20, Cq=0 3 0.10
Tg=20, Cq=3 5 0.20
Tg=10, Cq=0 3 0.20
Tg=10. Co=3 5 0.40
S p ac ec ra ft co n ta in  100% dual ( le v e lr n  = 1 6 :64 ) redundancy
Tab le  20 Number o f s p a c e c ra ft re q u ire d  in  f i n i t e  l i f e  
improvement fa c to r  to  be w ith in  10% o f i n f i n i t e  l i f e  va lu e  
(R e fe r to  sec tio n s  6 .2  and 6 .4  fo r  in p u t d a ta  used).
system fo r
System S a te llite  j
.........................1
Optimum Satell-1 Optimum EOL Cs/(Ts + t )
Aval la b il i ty Redundancy | i te  L ife  (y rs ) , | R e lia b ility (using optimised
Requirement, Ar a j 
_____ 1.
Level 1 twlopt] I _____ ___________1 REOLCtwIoptJ] s a te llite s )
0.70
........ 1
1
64 1
....................... 1
1
5.5 1 0.06 1.28
0 I 4 1 10.5 I 0.28 0.69
0 j 
1
16 I 8.0 I 0.13 1.11
0.75
1
64 1 .
1
6.0 1 0.05 1.40
0 1 4 1 10.0 I 0.30 0.76
0 1 
1
16 j 8.0 I 
1
0.13 1.20
0.80
1
64 1 -
1
6.0 1 0.05 1.55
0 1 4 I 9.5 j 0.34 0.84
0 1 16 1 8.0 j
I
0.13 1.32
0.85
1
64 1 •
1
6.0  1 0.05 1.77
0 I 4 1 10.5 I 0.28 0.95
0 j 
1
16 I 7.5 1 
1
0.15 1.48
0.90
1
64 1 -
1
6.0 1 0.05 2.01
0 I 4 j 10.0 I 0.30 1.06
0 I 
1
16 1 8.0  I 
1
0.13 1.68
0.95
1
64 1 .
1
5.0 1 0.08 2.45
0 1 4 1 11.0 I 0.25 1.29
0 1
t
16 I 8 .0  j
:
0.13 2.03
0.99
1
64 1 -
1
6.0  1 0.05 3.50
0 I 4 I 10.5 1 0.28 1.83
0 I 
1
16 I 8.0 1 
1
0.13 2.87
Table 21 DATA TO EXAMINE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN twCopt] AND Ar 
(Refer to sections 6.2 and 6 .4 .2  for input data used)
i
[ Launch 
1 Success 
I Probability , Pi
-1 ............. - ............
j S a te llite
1 Redundancy
1 a 1 L
-1 ___ I- -
l ' ­
Optimum S a te l l-1 
i te  L ife  (y rs ) , |  
twlopt] 1
Optimus EOL 
R e lia b ility  
REOL[twlopt]]
Cs/(Ts + t  ) j 
(using optimised | 
s a te llite s ) ]
1.................................
1
1 0.70
1
1
] 64
................................. I "
I
5 .0 I 0.08 2.45 1
1 I 0 4 10.5 j 0.27 1.36 1
11
1 0 
1
16 8.0 I 
1
0.13 2.12 I
1
1 0.75
1
1 64 -
1
6.0 I 0.05 2.31 I
i 1 0 4 10.5 I 0.28 1.26 I
11 1 0 1
16 8.0 I 
1
0.13 1.96 1
1
1 0.80
1
1 64 -
1
5.5 1 0.06 2.15 j
1 1 0 4 10.0 I 0.30 1.15 1
11 1 0 1
16 8.0 1 
1
0.14 1.80 1
1
I 0.85
1
1 64 -
1
6.0 1 0.05 2.01 1
! I 0 4 10.0 I 0.30 1.06 I
11
1 0 
1
16 8.0 I 0.13 1.68 1
1
1 0.90
1
1 64 -
1
6.0  { 0.06 1.89 I
1 1 0 4 11.0 1 0.24 1.01 I
1I 1 0 } 16 7.5 I 0.16 1.59 11
1 0.95
I
1 64 -
1
6.0 1 0.05 1,78 1
1 1 0 4 10.0 I 0.31 0.93 1
11 1 0 1
16 7.5 I 0.16 1.47 1
1
1 1.00
1
1 64 -
1
6.5 1 0.04 1.71 1
1 1 0 4 10.0 I 0.31 0.87 j
1
1
1 0 
1
16 7.5 1 
1
0.17 1.35 j
Table 22 DATA TO EXAMINE
1 1 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN twlopt] AND PI
(Refer to sections 6.2  and 6 .4 .2  for input data used)
1................................... 1
1 Growth in Costs | S a te llite
-1 ................................. 1
1 Optimum S a te l l-1 Optimum EOL Cs/(Ts + t  ) j
j per year of l i f e  j Redundancy j i te  L ife  (y rs ) , j R e lia b ility (using optimised |
1 required,V x  lOOxj a 1 L 1 twEopt] j REOL[twEopt]] s a te llite s ) j
1 ! 
Î 0.25 1 64
1 1 
1 6.0 1 0.00 3.29 1
1 1 0 1 4 I 10.0 I 0.02 1.59 I
1 1 1
0 1 16 1 8.0 1 
1 1
0.00 2.69 I
1 0.50 1 64 -
1 1 
1 5.5 1 0.01 3.33 1
1 1 0 1 4 1 9.0 I 0.04 1.62 I
1 1 1 1
0 1 16 1 7.5 1
I 1
0.01 2.74 j
1 1 
1 1.10 I 64 - 1 5.0 1 0.01 3.43 1
1 1 0 1 4 1 7.5 1 0.10 1.70 I
1 11
0 1 16 1 6.0 I 
1 1
0.03 2.84 1
1 2.20 1 64 I
1 1 
t 4 .0 1 0.02 3.60 I
1 1 0 I 4 1 6.0  I 0.20 1.81 I
1 1 1
0 1 16 1 5.0 I 1 1 0.06 2.98 I
I 3.30 1 64
1 1 
1 3.2 I 0.04 3.73 I
1 1 0 1 4 1 5.2 I 0.28 1.90 I
1 1 1 1
0 1 16 1 4.2  I 
1 1
0.11 3.11 I
1 1 
1 4.40 1 64 1
1 I 
1 3.0 1 0.05 3.84 j
1 1 0 I 4 1 5.0 I 0.31 1.99 I
1 1
i 1
0 1 16 1 4.0 I 
1 1
0.13 3.23 I
Table 23 DATA TO EXAMINE EFFECT OF VARYING V
(Refer to sections 6.2 and 6 .4 .2  for input data used)
SYMBOLS & 
ABBREVIATIONS

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
A/D Ana log/Digital.
AgZn Silver Zinc.
AOCS Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem.
BOL Beginning Of L ife  of satellite.
CER Cost Estimating Relation.
EOL End Of L ife  o f satellite.
GTO Geostationary Transfer Orbit.
GTS General Technology Systems Ltd.
IR In fra  Red.
MTTF Mean Time To Failure.
NiCd Nickel Cadmium.
N /K  Not Known.
N-S North-South.
P /L  Payload.
QA Quality Assurance.
RAE Royal Aerospace Establishment.
RAM Random Access Memory.
RF Radio Frequency.
RIPS Radioisotope Power Source,
s /c  Spacecraft.
SPF Single Point Failure.
TC Telecommand.
TM Telemetry.
TT&C Telemetry, Telecommand and Control.
TWTA Travelling Wave Tube Am plifier.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
comp
'-'SAT
Ate
^^launch
f
FfsAT
r
'■ comp 
^rem 
8
H
k
L
^BOL
compM,
^DRY
Mgto
Number of subsystems in series, ie no redundancy is applied to 
these.
Availability of i satellites in system.
Availability requirement o f system.
Number o f subsystems to which redundancy is to be applied.
Component cost.
Cost of launching a satellite.
Non-recurring cost, ie the design and development cost o f the 
satellites and system.
Cost o f remainder of satellite.
Total cost of system of satellites.
Cost o f a satellite.
Interval o f time between launch of Nth satellite and N+lth
satellite.
E xtra  interval o f time a fte r system life  during which system is
s till operational.
Minimum allowable time between launches.
Cost per unit mass o f a satellite.
Failure ra te  o f a satellite.
Component fa ilu re  rate.
Failure ra te  of remainder of satellite.
Term relating non-recurring cost to cost o f f irs t  satellite  (before
redundancy added) in system.
Term representing high quality alternative.
Launch cost per unit satellite mass.
Term representing low quality alternative.
Mass of satellite a t BOL, a fte r  apogee motor firing .
Mass of component in satellite.
Mass of satellite at EOL, a fte r  a ll fuel has been used, ie dry mass. 
Mass of satellite in GTO, before apogee boost.
^REM Mass of remainder of satellite.
Mg^ Mass of solar arrays.
Mgyi^ Y Mass of satellite (at beginning of life ).
n Total number of subsystems in satellite before redundancy applied.
Therefore n = a + b.
N Total number of satellites required in the system.
Peol Power derived from  solar arrays at EOL.
P^ Launch success probability.
Ttg Component fa ilu re  ra te  multiplying factor, to take account of amount
of component quality screening.
r  Term describing case when there is redundancy in a satellite, ie
redundant.
Rg Reliability of a block (subsystem).
Reol Reliability of satellite at EOL.
Rj Reliability of ith satellite.
RgAT Reliability of a satellite,
t  Elapsed time of satellite mission.
tg 1 C ritical time when ith satellite should be launched to maintain
the system.
^cutoff Elapsed time from  beginning of satellite life  when wearout occurs.
t | Elapsed time from  launch of ith satellite,
tg Elapsed time from  s ta rt of operational period of system.
Tg System operational life ,
tw  Same as tgytoff
u Term describing case when there is no redundancy in a satellite, ie
unredundant.
V V X 100% is the percentage increase in manufacturing and launch
costs per year of satellite life  required.
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Fig Ç Reliability block diagram of spacecraft containing no redundancy
Fig (i Reliability block diagram of spacecraft containing full redundancy
a - 2, b = 3. % redundancy = 100 x b/(a+b) = 60%
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Fig 1^ 2-spacecraft availability profile
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0.00.
0. 00 2 .S3 ELAPSED I IHE(YR S)iO
INPUT DATA:
SYSTEM LIFE(VRS) :  3 19 .0  
S/C FAILURE RATE(FzYR) :  0 .0 5 0  SYSTEM AUAIL. REÛ. = 0 .9 0  
Press ENTER to  c o n t in u e ,  0 to  q u i t
LAUNCH PROB. :  0 .9 5CUT-DFF(YRS) = 1000 .00
MIN. TIME TO LAUNCH!YRS) = 0 .0 0
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S/C RED. LEVEL :
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ftUAILûBILITV PROFILE
AVAILABILITY
1.00.
0.35
O.BO
1.290 .00 ELAPSED TIHE(VRS)
INPUT DATA:
SYSTEM LIFE(YRS) s 161.7 S/C FAILURE RATECF/YR) = 0.250 SYSTEM AVAIL. REQ. = 0.90 Press ENTER to  co n t inue ,  0 to  q u i t
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TINE STEP(YRS) = 0.8280 S/C RED.= /oS/C RED. LEVEL =
Fig 21 Typical availability profile of a system of satellites
FLOW DIAGRAM OF SOFTWARE - RELCOST
Input:
(1 ) s a te l l ite  data (eg launch 
success probability , , 
c u t-o ff, fa ilu re  rate, F[u])
(2 ) amounts and levels of 
redundancy to be added 
to s a te ll ite
(3) system data (eg l i f e ,  Ty, 
a v a ila b ility  requirement, A^)
(4 ) cost data (eg non-recurring 
cost, cost per unit s a te ll ite  
mass to build  and launch)
I f  (1 ) chosen then
s ta rt menu.
Choose to:
(1) do new calculations
(2 ) reca ll old results
(3 ) quit
Choose one of F[u ], c u t-o ff , 
A^, or Pj to vary over 
user-defined range
Î
I f  (2 ) chosen then------------------ V
Read into program 
data f i le s  of old results
Choose amount of redundancy 
to put into s a te ll ite ______
Choose level of application  
of redundancy in s a te l l ite
Calculate s a te l I i te  
r e lia b i l ity  p ro file  and 
store in array_________
Calculate:
(1) a v a ila b ility  p ro file  
of system
(2) elapsed useful time,^H, 
a fte r system l i f e
(3) to ta l number of 
sate llites ,M
(4) system cost
(5) cost/time p ro file  of 
system
Display ( i f  desired):
(1) a v a ila b ility  p ro file  
of system
(2) cost/time p ro file  of 
system _______
Store:
(1) system cost
(2) N
____
Repeat 
for s a te ll ite  
(pith d iffe ren t level of^ 
redundancy ap- 
p lI cation^
A
i f
C^riO/
Repeat\. 
^ X ro r  sa teU ite^ \^  
^ ith  d iffe ren t amount o 
redundancy 
^ x w i  th i
Yes
i ncrementN  ^
v /  value of F[u] 
"X ^ t-o ff,A ^ ,o r P£ (which 
^ x e v e r  was d e fin e d /^  
^Xgarlier)
Yes
Save results and return to 
start menu
Calculate (over range of e ither 
F[u], c u t-o ff, A(-,or p£):
(1) system c o s t/(life + d t)  
for a l l  s a te ll ite  
redundancy options
(2) system cost-e ffec tive­
ness for a l l  s a te ll ite  
redundancy options
(3) improvement in system 
cost-effectiveness by 
applying various redund­
ancies to a s a te ll ite
Output menu.
Choose to display tables or 
graphs of following;
(1) system c o s t/( life + d t)  
for a l l  s a te ll ite  
redundancy options vs 
F lu ], cut-o ff,A ^,or
(2) system cost-e ffec tive­
ness for a l l  s a te ll ite  
redundancy options vs 
F[u ],c u t-o ff,A f,o r
(3) improvement in system 
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applying redundancy to 
s a te llite s  vs FCu],
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IMPROVEMENT FACTOR
3.0
2.7
2.4
2.1
1.5
1.5
1.2
0 . 2  
0.5 
0.3 
0.0
0.70 0.800.82
KEY TD GRAPH:
■ - 0.0% DUAL RED., LEVEL -
•  100.0% DUAL RED. ,  LEUEL 
- 100.0% DUAL RED., LEUEL
INPUT DATA:
TOTAL NO. OF 5/C = 20
S/C FAILURE RATEtF /VR) = 1 .0 0 0
LAUNCH PROD. = 0.85 
CUT-DFF(YRS) = 3 0 0 0 .0 0  
HIM. TIME TD LAUHCH(VRS) a 0.00 
(LAUNCH:5/C) COST RATIO = 0.25
NDN-RECUR. CDSTtUNITS) = 3 .0 0 DATA STORED IN :  d a t a n e u 2
24" Cos\y'~ m j’roxAetrtea’fc J^ eichoi- ^  i~e^M r^e*nênt
COST/LIFETIME,tUHITS/YR) 
10.0
3.0
8 . 0
7 . 0  
e.o 
s .o
4.0
3.0
2 . 0  
1.0 
0.0
0.70 0.82 1.00
KEY TO GRAPH:
I - 0.0% DUAL RED., LEVEL
X ■ 100.0% DUAL RED., LEUEL
+ - 100.0% DUAL RED., LEUEL
4le
INPUT DATA:
TOTAL NO. OF S/C = 20
S/C FAILURE RATECF/YR) 1 .000
LAUNCH PROD. = 0.85 
CUT-DFFCVRS) = 3 0 0 0 .0 0  
MIN. TIME TO LAUHCH(YRS) = 0.00 
(LAUNCH:S/C) COST RATIO = 0.25
NDN-RECUR. CDSTCUHITS) = 3 .0 0 DATA STORED IN : d a ta o « u 2
IHPKDUEHCHT FACTO*
3.0
2.7 
2 .4
2.1
l.«
1.5
1.2 
0.9 
0.9 
0.3 
0 . 0
I .prob
0.70 0.92 0.99 1.00
I
KEY TO GRAPH:
■ - 0.0% DUAL RED., LEVEL -
INPUT DATA!
TOTAL NO. OF S/C = 20
X  -  100 .0 / .  DUAL RED. ,  LEUEL * f  S /C FAILURE R A T E ( F / ÏR Ï  = 1 .0 0 0  
+ - 100.0% DUAL RED., LEUEL lé SYSTEM AVAIL. REO. = O.SO
CUT-DFF(VRS) = 3 0 0 0 .0 0  
HIM. TIME TD LAUHCH(YRS) = 0.00 
(LAUNCH:S/C) COST RATIO = 0.2S
MON.RECUR. COST(UMITS) = 3 .0 0 DATA STORED I N :  0P tan«U 3
ZC  Cash- ei^ec-htx/e^eSS .'ftuùuî' Vff loAinck SuJcceJS l^n>J>aJ>iLc
LIFETIME/COST,(YRS/UHIT) 
1.0 
0.3 
O.t 
0 . 7  
O.S 
O.S 
O.T
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 I .p rob
0.70 0.92 0.99 1.00
KEY TO GRAPH:
I - 0.0% DUAL RED., LEVEL -
INPUT DATA:
TOTAL NO. OF S/C 20
X ■ 100.0% DUAL R ED. ,  LEUEL 4  S/C FAILURE RATE(F/VR) = 1 ,0 0 0
+  - 100.0% DUAL RED., LEUEL (6 SYSTEM AUAIL. REO. = 0.30
CUT.DFF(VRS) = 3 0 0 0 .0 0  
HIM. TIME TO LAUHCH(YRS) = 0.00 
(LAUMCH:S/C) COST RATIO = 0.2S
NDN-RECUR. CDST(UNITS) = 3 .0 0 DATA STORED IN :  d a t a n e u s
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CDS T/1LIFE t D T J, ( UHI TS/VIt )
5.0 
t .5 
■» .0
3 . 5 
3 .0
2.5
2.0
i .E  
1.0 
0.5 
0.0 c u t o f f
0.00 12.00
KEY TO GRAPH:
I • 0.0% DUAL RED., LEVEL -
X • 1 0 0 . oz DUAL RED., LEUEL 4-
+ - 100.0% DUAL RED., LEUEL16
INPUT DATA;
SYSTEM LIFETIME(YRS) = *0.00 
S/C FAILURE RATE(F/VR) = 1 .0 0 0  
SYSTEM AUAIL. REO = O.SO 
LAUNCH PROB. = 0.05
MIN. TIME TO LAUNCH*YRS) = 0.00 
(LAUNCH:S/C) COST RATIO = 0.25
NDN-RECUR. CDST(UNITS) = 3 .0 0 DATA STORED I N :  UEARDTIO
Fig 36 Optimum s /c  life (cutoff)
for range of system avail, requirements
16
13
11
optimum s/c life (yrs)
* * *
0.7 0.75 0.8 0.86 0.9
availability requirement
0.96
Non redundant +  100% dual level4red *  100% dual levelf^red
Inputs used: Flul-0.5; Section 6.2 & 6 .k
Fig 36 Optimum s /c  reliability (EOL) 
for range of system avail, requirements
0.4
0.36
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.16
0.1
0.06
EOL S /c  reliability
¥
0.7 0.76 0.8 0.85 0,9
availability requirement
*
0.95
*
■ Non redundant +  100% dual level^red *  100% dual levell^red 
Inputs used: F[u]-0.5; Section 6.2 & 6.4-
Fig 37 System cost/life vs availability 
requirement (s /c  have optimised cut-off)
system cost/(life
3.5
2.5
1.5
0.5
0.750.7 0.850.8 0-9 0.95 1
availability requirement 
Non redundant 100% duallevei^red - ^ 1 0 0 %  dual level/éred
Inputs used: F[ul>0.5; Section 6.2 & 6.4-
Fig 38 Optimum s /c  life (cutoff)
for range of launch probabilities
optimum s/c life (yrs)15
13
0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1
launch probability 
* Non redundant +  100% dual level^red *  100% dual level/^red
Inputs used: Flul-O.G; Section 6.2 & 6 .^
Fig 39 Optimum s /c  reliability (EOL) 
for range of launch probabilities
EOL s/c reliability0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85
launch probability
0.950.9
+  100% dual ieveli^red ^  100% dual level/^redNon redundant
Inputs used: Flul»0.6; Section 6.2 & 6 .^
Fig 40 System life/cost vs launch 
probability (s /c  have optimised cut-off)
system (life +Atg)/cost1.2
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85
launch probability
0.9 0.95
100% dual level4red 100% dual l e v e l r e dNon redundant
Inputs used: F[u|-O.S; Section 6.2 & 6.4-
1 C O S T / ( L I F E * D T ) , ( U M IT ; /Y R )
1 5 . 0  — ■
4 .S  —
1 4 . 0  — fe­
3 . 5  — ll
1 3 . 0  — 
2.5 — 
2 . 0  —
-
1 .5  —
1 .0  —
0 . 5  — CUfeofF/^ l^
O.Oi 2 .2 » iC ' ' 19 .1 4 11 1 .4 3
KEY TO GRAPH: INPUT DATA:
X  - 100.0% DUAL RED., LEVEL ^ SYSTEM L IFET IM E(YRS) = 4 0 . 0 0  S/C FAILURE RATE(F/YR) = 1 ,0 0 0  
SYSTEM A V A IL .  REQ s 0 .9 0  
LAUNCH PRO*. = O.feS
H IH .  TIME TO LAUHCH(YRS) = 0 .0 0  
(LAUNCH:S/C) COST RATIO = 0 .2 5  
NDH-RECUR. COST(UNITS) s 3 .0 0 DATA STORED IN : H ea rd«20W C o jz  / S^j ^acecl ' c^  /jl^^
i
Fig 42 Optimum s /c  life (cutoff)
for various values of (v x 100)%
12 
10 
8 
8 
4 
2 
0
optimum s/c life (yrs)
-  *
+
— -ïfc ■
1 2  3 4
% increase in s/c costs per year of life
• Non redundant +  100% dual level^red ^  100% dual level%red 
Inputs used: Fluj-I.O; Section 6.2 & 6 .4
Fig 43 Optimum s /c  reliability (EOL) 
for various values of (v x 100)%
0.35
0.3
0.26
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
optimum EOL s/c reliability
+
*
*
0 1 2  3 4
% increase in s/c costs per year oflife
■ Non redundant +  100% dual level4red *  100% dual level!/red  
Inputs used: Flul-1.0; Section 6.2 & 6 .4
Fig 44 Optimised system cost/life  
for various values of (v x 100)%
optimised system cost/(life +iltg)
% increase in s/c cost per year of life
+  100% dual Ievel4red *  100% dual level I/red* Non redundant
Inputs used: F|u]>1.0; Section 6.2 & 6 .4
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